**Hip No.** 913  
**Consigned by** Bob Moore Farms, LLC, Agent

**BRISCOS ANGEL**  
**2000 Sorrel Mare**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brisco County Jr SI 95</th>
<th>Easy Henryetta SI 90</th>
<th>Chudej's Joe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3230397</td>
<td>Easy Jet SI 100</td>
<td>Chudej's Black Gold SI 95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Angel Dawn</th>
<th>Babys Henryetta SI 90</th>
<th>Josephine R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1255223</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I'm a Sports Angel SI 83</th>
<th>I'm A Sports Bar SI 100</th>
<th>Mexican K K Girl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


**1st dam:**


**2nd dam:**


**Race Record:** Unraced.

**Produce Record:**
2004 Cuervo County (c. by Lil Bit Cuervo).
2005 No report received.

**Bred to Take Off Jess, last service April 7, 2005, believed to be in foal.**

**Parentage Verified**
Hip No.  914  KNUD WITH WINGS SI 101  914

2002 Sorrel Colt

Consigned by Lazy E Ranch, Inc., Agent for David Vargas

**First Down Dash SI 105, 2241706**
- Rocket Wrangler SI 97
- Find A Buyer TB

**KNUD WITH WINGS SI 101, 4325117**
- First Prize Rose SI 98
- Gallant Jet SI 102
- Rose Bug SI 96

**Angel Layne SI 89, 2167488**
- Angels Policy SI 105
- Reb’s Policy TB
- Band Of Angels SI 95

**Jetset Sue SI 82**
- Easy Jet SI 100
- Mad Sue Too SI 85


1st dam: ANGEL LAYNE SI 89 (1984), by Angels Policy. 2 wins at 2, $18,682. Dam of 15 foals, 11 to race, 11 ROM,


**Secret Seraph SI 92 (g. by Raise A Secret)**. 2 wins at 2, $63,731, 3rd Governor’s Cup Fut. **[R]** **G1**.

Angel Secret SI 91 (f. by Raise A Secret). 4 wins at 2 and 3, $11,901. Dam of **EL FUJITIVO SI 97 (g. by First Down Dash)**. 5 wins at 3, $36,092, Paradise H., Sausalito H., **Finalist in QHBC Champ Classic** **G1**, etc.

Fishing In Chivato SI 91 (f. by Fishers Dash). Winner at 2, 2005, $50,125, **Finalist in Ed Burke Memorial Million Fut. S. G1**.

Hidden Road SI 91 (g. by Raise A Secret). 3 wins at 2 and 3, $15,497.

2nd dam:

**JETSET SUE SI 82**, by Easy Jet. 2 wins at 2, $5,418. Dam of 13 foals, 12 to race, 10 ROM,

**JETS ON BY SI 96 (f. by Casady Casanova)**. 4 wins, to 5, $26,526, Raton Fut. **G3**.

Sue Me Later SI 92 (f. by Reb’s Policy TB). Winner at 2, $7,667. Dam of **TUXER SI 133 (g. by White Tie)**. 14 wins, 2 to 8, $64,948, Ruidoso 550 Cham., 2nd Mark Barnes S., Rillito Park Shootout 1, etc.

**LOTS OF CHICKS SI 111 (g. by Chicks Beduino)**. 12 wins, 3 to 7, $47,036, Mark T Bars S., Louie Curtis/Robert Kieckhefer Memorial S., etc. **West/So.West Hi-Point 3-Year-Old Gelding**.


**Engagements**: MBNA Racing Challenge

**Parentage Verified - Currently in race training**
Hip No. 915

Consigned by Willow Ridge Farms

UNNAMED (TB)

April 1, 2004 Bay Filly

Raise A Native Mr. Prospector .............. Gold Digger

Jadana [Ire] .................. Pharly Janina [Ire]

Angora Sweater .............. Dixieland Band ............. Northern Dancer Mississippi Mud

Poodle Skirt .................. Time For A Change Sokhop

Jade Hunter ................. (1984)

By JADE HUNTER (1984). Stakes winner of 6 races in 11 starts at 3 and 4, $407,260, Gulfstream Park H. G1. Sire of 563 starters, 39 stakes winners, 1 champion, 403 winners, earning $34,757,520, including AZERI (Horse of the Year in US, $4,079,820, Breeders’ Cup Distaff G1), YAGLI ($1,702,121, Manhattan H. G1), A. P. GRAND PRIX ($986,671, Radio Tampa Sho), STUKA ($916,175, Santa Anita H. G1), HALORY HUNTER ($713,120, Toyota Blue Grass S. G2), MIDWAY ROAD ($695,060, Fayette S. G3), etc.

1st dam:

2nd dam:
POODLE SKIRT, by Time For A Change. 4 wins at 2 and 3, $84,536, Chapel Belle S., 2nd Senorita S., Lyrique H., 3rd Pago Hop Breeders’ Cup S. [L]. Dam of 7 foals, 2 to race, 2 winners, Saddle Oxfords (g. by Cozzene). 3 wins, 4 to 7, 2005, $24,235.

Dana’s Pet (g. by Storm Boot). Winner at 4, 2005, $9,640.

3rd dam:
SOKHOP, by Nasty And Bold. Winner at 3, $3,953. Dam of 9 foals, 6 winners, POODLE SKIRT. Stakes winner, see above.

O. K. Mom. 2 wins at 3, $38,720. Dam of 3 winners,
COULD BE. 6 wins at 3 and 4, $262,922, Chaposa Springs H. G3, 2nd Azalea Breeders’ Cup S. G3, 3rd Wilma C. Kennedy S. [L], Itsagem S. Perfect Ride. 5 wins at 4 and 5, $143,699.

Yes Beth. 2 wins at 3, 2005, $73,135.

Dancinginthestreet. Winner at 3, $9,674. Dam of 2 winners,
We Love Rocky. Winner at 2, $28,942, 3rd Rockhill Native S. Crazy Fifties. 6 wins, 4 to 6, $41,240.

4th dam:
CORSAGE, by Native Royalty. 2 wins at 3, $11,362. Dam of 14 foals, 8 winners, TOP CORSAGE. 15 wins, 2 to 6, $1,110,028, Spinster S. G1, Sixty Sails H. G3, Falls City H. G3, Arlington Oaks G3, California Jockey Club H. G3, Dahlia H. G3, Pucker Up S. G3, Louisiana Downs Oaks [L], California Oaks [L], B. Thoughtful S. [L], etc. Dam of Real Bear ($81,155); grand-dam of LILY’S AFFAIR ($543,971, Nastique S. [L], etc.), CABAL- LERO NEGRO ($169,415, Silver Season S., etc.), Dyna Penny ($117,710, 2nd Walmac Lone Star Oaks [L]), Loow Key ($38,360, 2nd Salem County S.), Dressed To Kill (at 2, 2005, $18,150).

CORSLEW. 8 wins at 4 and 6, $246,155, Kangroo Court H. [R], Wear’n of the Green H., Victory Rose Thoroughbreds H., etc. Sire.

Seattle Symphony. 3 wins at 2 and 3, $114,700, 2nd Del Mar Oaks G3, Marie P. DeBartolo Memorial Oaks [L].

Single Flower. Winner, to 4, $16,993. Dam of SINGLE DAWN ($421,005).
Hip No. 916  
Consigned by Michael & Charlotte Miles

**INEEDANOVA SI 98**
1992 Chestnut Mare

- Top Moon SI 100
- Moon Deck SI 95
- Rica Bar
- Casady Casanova SI 96
- 1443250

- Twayna SI 95
- Rebel Cause SI 100
- Yeager’s Lady JA
- Truck Feature SI 113
- Truly Truckle TB
- Feature That SI 100
- Anitas Feature SI 99
- 1940662

- Easy Carrie Ann SI 91
- Easy Jet SI 100
- No Compromise

By **CASADY CASANOVA** SI 96 (1977). Stakes winner of 6 races at 2, $157,173, Juvenile Invitational H., etc. Sire of 537 ROM, 47 stakes winners, 1 champion, earning $6,748,764, including EASY AUSTIN SI 101 ($693,850, Golden State Fut. G1), CLASSY CLASSANOVA SI 101 ($208,204, Town Policy H. 2nd Div. G2), etc. Sire of dams of 29 stakes winners, including, champions THE CASANOVA SI 104 ($259,102), Speedy Empress SI 104 ($494,716), and of WR RED ACE SI 105 ($313,416), PENNANTS HEADLIGHT SI 102, etc.

1st dam: ANITAS FEATURE SI 99 (1982), by Truckle Feature. 6 wins, 3 to 5, $44,357, South Texas D. G3, Finalist in Miss Princess H. G2, Manor Downs D. G3, etc. Dam of 9 foals, 9 to race, 9 ROM,

- **ORIONS DREAM** SI 104 (f. by Ronas Ryon). 22 wins, 2 to 6, $111,285, Southwest D. G3, Annie Oakley H., etc. Texas Hi-Point Aged Mare. Dam of Taken For A Dream SI 101 (g. by Takin On The Cash). 3 wins at 3, $23,375, Finalist in Rocky Mountain Fut. G3.
- **Up The Arsenal** SI 94 (c. by Ronas Ryon). 2 wins at 2, $30,400, Finalist in Remington Park Fut. G1, Longhorn D. G3.
- **Blaze On Down** SI 106 (c. by Ronas Ryon). 3 wins, 2 to 4, $23,832, Finalist in Mile High Fut. G2, Mile High D. G2, West/SW Hi-Point 3-Year-Old Colt.
- **Zee Feature** SI 80 (f. by Zevi TB). Placed at 2 and 3, Dam of 2 ROM,
- **ZEE SIX PAC** SI 91 (g. by Sunset Six). 3 wins, 2 to 4, $21,309, Colorado Stallion Breeders’ D. [R], Finalist in Colorado Stallion Breeders’ Fut. G3.
- **The Zee Man** SI 105 (c. by Dash Thru Traffic). Winner at 2 and 3, 2005, $26,497, 2nd Fair Meadows Juvenile S.

2nd dam: EASY CARRIE ANN SI 91, by Easy Jet. 9 wins, to 6, $31,054. Dam of 10 foals, 8 ROM,

- **ANITAS FEATURE** SI 99 (f. by Truckle Feature). Stakes winner, see above,
- **Six Gun Annie SI 86** (f. by Sixarun). Winner at 2 and 3, $3,630. Dam of 4 ROM,
- **Pretty Preppy SI 92** (f. by Port Master TB). 5 wins, 2 to 4, $18,902. Dam of PRETTY DASHING SI 100 ($72,192, Independence Day H. [R], etc.).

Race Record: 4 wins, 4 times 2nd, twice 3rd at 2 and 3. Earned $10,326.

Produce Record:

- **2001 No report received.**
- **2003 Moon Lakes Feature** (f. by Rare Form). Unraced.
- **2004 Seis Margaritas** (f. by Tres Seis).
- **2005 Unnamed** (f. by This Snow Is Royal).

**Not Bred - Parentage Verified**

1st dam: ANNETTAS PROSPECT (1987), by Be A Prospect. 5 wins at 3 and 4, $74,998, Ponca City Breeders’ Cup S., Oklahoma Stallion S. [NR], 2nd Oklahoma Stallion S. [NR]. Dam of 8 foals, 4 to race, 4 winners, Rock Me Amadeus (g. by Vilzak). 8 wins, 2 to 6, $132,530, 2nd Oklahoma Thoroughbred Association Fut. [R].
Proper Prospect (c. by Proper Reality). 5 wins, 3 to 5, placed at 6, 2005, $94,239, 3rd Oklahoma Classics Classic S. [R], Express H., Route 66 S. [NR].
Evasive Prospect (f. by Slewacide). Stakes-placed winner, see below.

2nd dam: Finally A Dancer, by Dancing Dervish. 4 wins at 2 and 3, $71,756, 2nd Laurel Lane S. [R], 3rd Sunshine Miss S. [R]. Dam of 7 TB foals, 7 to race, 6 winners; 1 QH foal, 1 to race,
ANNETTAS PROSPECT (f. by Be A Prospect). Stakes winner, see above.
Dervish Prospect (f. by Be A Prospect). 2 wins at 3, $8,030. Dam of Cooper’s Prospect (f. by Vanlandingham). 6 wins, 3 to 5, $43,371.
New Issue (c. by Bionic Prospect). 3 wins at 2 and 4, $31,100.

3rd dam: GRILL, by Sadair. 8 wins, 2 to 4, $19,639. Dam of 4 foals, 3 to race, 2 winners,
SPOILED ROYAL. 3 wins at 2 and 3, $51,854, Battler Star H. [R], 2nd Louisiana Fut. [OR]. Dam of 4 winners,
Spoiled Us Again. Winner at 3 and 4, $31,775.
Actually Spoiled. 5 wins, 3 to 6, $20,291.
Finally A Dancer. Stakes-placed winner, see above.

4th dam: IN THE SUN, by *Promethee. 4 wins, 2 to 4, $15,105. Dam of 6 foals, 4 winners,
Robard. 16 wins, 2 to 7, $47,185, 2nd Rainbow H., 3rd Spiral S.

Race Record: Three wins, 3 times 2nd, once 3rd, 3 to 5. Earned $68,335. 2ND Ponca City Stakes.

Produce Record:
2004 Unnamed (c. by Smoke Glacken). (application pending)
2005 Unnamed (c. by Afternoon Deelite). (application pending)
Bred to Legal Eagle, last service June 22, 2005, believed to be in foal.
Parentage Verified

1st dam:

2nd dam:

3rd dam:

Cash In The Kitty SI 103. Stakes-placed winner, see above. Par D Cat Dash SI 101. 3 wins, 2 to 4, $32,256. Long Gone Kitty SI 84. Winner at 2 and 4, $4,218. Dam of 3 ROM, THE CHEETAH SI 99. 12 wins, 2 to 5, $211,088, Midwest City S. G3, KHEY/Y96 H. G3, Midwest City S. G3, Casino Cash D., etc.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record:
2004 Leading Annie (f. by Special Leader).
2005 No report received.
Bred to Takin On The Cash, last service March 28, 2005, believed to be in foal.
Parentage Verified - Accredited Oklahoma Broodmare
By TAKIN ON THE CASH SI 109 (1988). **Champion 3-times**, stakes winner of 13 races at 2 and 3, $661,747, Dash For Cash Fut. **G1**. Sire of 702 starters, 548 ROM, 58 stakes winners, 1 champion, earning $12,170,087, **A DELIGHTFUL DASHER SI 102** (Champion-twice, $1,660,525. All American Fut. **G1**), HEZA RAMBLIN MAN SI 111 ($750,907. Los Alamitos Inv'tl Champ. **G1**). Sire of the dams of stakes winners NO FEES SI 94 ($166,320), STRAW FOR CASH SI 116 ($81,785), ONE FAST KISSER SI 107 ($73,630)


Race Record: Unplaced at 2 and 3. Earned $1,400.

Produce Record:
2005 Open

Bred to The Down Side, last service March 20, 2005, believed to be in foal.

Parentage Verified - Accredited Texas Broodmare
Hip No. 920  

**SISSES SPECIAL SI 82**  

*1990 Sorrel Mare*

- **Raise Your Glass TB** .............. Raise A Native  
  Champagne Woman  

- **Go Effortlessly SI 98** .............. Double Devil SI 95  
  Hijo Beauty TB  

- **Tiny Charger SI 100** .............. Depth Charge TB  
  Clabber Tiny SI 95  

- **Jolly Copper SI 95** .............. Lewis’ Mass Ofcopper  
  Jolly Popper  

By **SPECIAL EFFORT** SI 104 (1979). *World Champion*, stakes winner of 13 races in 14 starts at 2 and 3, $1,219,949, All American Fut. Sire of 1370 starters, 1008 ROM, 73 stakes winners, 6 champions, earning $18,105,008, **EASYGO EFFORT** SI 108 (Champion, $431,551), **SPECIAL PROJECT** SI 108 (Champion, $429,302), **SPECIAL LEADER** (Champion, $292,605). Sire of the dams of 85 stakes winners, including champions **EYESA SPECIAL** SI 107 ($1,394,911), **EYE OPENING EPISODE** SI 113 ($704,449).

1st dam:  
**Assistor** SI 90 (1976), by Tiny Charger. 3 wins at 2 and 3, $6,422, 3rd Megahertz D. Dam of 12 foals, 9 to race, 9 ROM,  
- **COPPER BUGS** SI 109 (c. by Bugs Alive In 75). 10 wins, 2 to 4, $204,067, Canterbury Champ., 3rd All American Fut.  
  **G1**, ntr at QCD 440y in :21.69, ntr at CBY 440y in :21.80, **Finalist: All American Gold Cup G1**, etc. Sire.  
- **Cache Road** SI 93 (c. by Bugged Moon). 3 wins at 3, $12,591, in Mexico, 3rd Mexico Fut.  
  The Plan That Can SI 96 (c. by Game Plan). 2 wins at 2, $32,628. Sire.  

2nd dam:  
**JOLLY COPPER** SI 95, by Lewis’ Mass Ofcopper. 4 wins at 3. Dam of 13 foals, 7 ROM,  
- **JOLLY JET DECK** SI 105 (f. by Jet Deck). **Champion Aged Mare**, 37 wins, 2 to 7, $84,470, Open to the World 400, Lam Kansas Mat.-twice, Colorado Wonderland H.-twice, etc., ntr at SUN 350y in :17.46, ntr at SUN 400y in :19.51. Dam of  
  **JOLLY TE** SI 92 (f. by Azure Te TB). 3 wins, to 4, $21,050, Oklahoma D.  

**Assistor** SI 90 (f. by Tiny Charger). Stakes-placed winner, see above.  

**Race Record:** One win, once 2nd, once 3rd at 2 and 3. Earned $2,998.  

**Produce Record:**  
- 1995 ABC Ya SI 91 (g. by Leaving Memories). Winner at 2, $1,634.  
- 1996 **IM BEHOLDIN** SI 99 (g. by Behold A Beduino). 5 wins, 2 to 5, $32,918, Remington Distance H. **G3**, **Finalist in MBNA America Central Challenge G2**, **American Airlines Mexico Challenge G3**, Paul’s Valley H. **G3**, etc.  
- 1997 Runnin On Six SI 98 (g. by Sixarun). 3 wins at 3, $24,371, **Finalist in Retama Park D. G1**.  
- 1998 Leavinlotsamemories SI 87 (g. by Leaving Memories). Winner at 2, $3,766.  
- 1999 **EYE AINT SCARED** SI 99 (g. by Mr Eye Opener). 6 wins, 3 to 6, 2005, $38,383, 3rd Miss Polly S.  
- 2000, 2004 No report received.  
- 2001 Badman La Jolla SI 99 (c. by Streakin La Jolla). Winner at 2 and 3, $4,380, in Mexico, **Finalist in Mexican QHA Classic [R] G3**.  
- 2002 DLJ Hammer Down (c. by Dashing La Jolla). 2 wins at 3, 2005, $8,334.  
- 2005 Unnamed (f. by Royal Quick Dash).  

**Bred to Royal Quick Dash, last service March 13, 2005, believed to be in foal.**  
Transported Cooled Semen.  

**Blood Typed - Accredited Texas Broodmare**
**AVENA WEST (TB)**

1999 Bay Mare

**Hip No.** Consigned by Double LL Farms, Agt. to Dissolve a Partnership  
**Hip No.**

**By West By West (1989).** Sire of 441 starters, 320 winners, 20 stakes winners, 2 champions, earning $20,169,508, including DR. WEST (Champion in Panama), COMING WEST (Champion in Jamaica), SONIC WEST ($589,453), APPEALING PHYLLY ($341,748, Sorority S. G3), GOLD FROM THE WEST ($315,745, Heavenly Prize S. [L]), etc. Sire of the dams of champion BRAVE CHEROKEE, and stakes winner PALTU ($95,227), Rutledge Ballado (2 wins, $63,453), etc.

**1st dam:**  
AVENA DANCER (1986), by Fire Dancer. 4 wins at 3, $9,924. Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 3 winners,

**Calexus** (g. by Calumar). 10 wins, 2 to 7, $137,653, Houston Mile S., 2nd Southwest S. G3, Airline S., Intercoastal S.

**Sidoslew** (c. by Slewacide). 10 wins, 2 to 2005, $122,299, 3rd Council Oak S.

**2nd dam:**  
MISS CIGARETTE, by The Pruner. 5 wins at 2, $87,484, Durazna S., Special Goddess S., La Petite S., Cleopatra S., 2nd Bewitch S., 3rd Sorority S. G1.  
Dam of 13 foals, 10 to race, 9 winners,

**Whirling Ash** (g. by Island Whirl). 16 wins, 2 to 7, $145,375, Dover S., 2nd Delaware Valley H.

**Blazing Blurr** (g. by Murrtheblurr). 8 wins, 2 to 5, $37,755, 2nd Idaho Cup Juvenile Champ. S. [R].

**Double Sweep** (c. by Nodouble). Placed, 2 to 4, on the flat and over the jumps, $111,842, in France, 2nd Prix Long John International.

**Catching A Buzz** (f. by Distinctive). 4 wins at 3 and 4, $23,771. Dam of TIC N TIN (g. by Lac Ouimet). 29 wins, 3 to 10, 2005, $771,570, White Oak H. [R]-twice, Thanksgiving Day S., Pete Condellone H. [R]-twice, etc.

**Pretty Jenny** (f. by Pioneering). 5 wins in 6 starts at 3, 2005, $172,103, Lady Hallie S. [R], Purple Violet S. [R].

**Let It Ride** (g. by Fast Gold). 11 wins, 3 to 7, $161,393.

**Double Monkey** (g. by No House Call). 5 wins, 2 to 4, $50,486.

**Apalachee Fire** (f. by Apalachee). 3 wins at 3, $4,997. Dam of 4 winners,

**Maryanne Barnes** (f. by Murrtheblurr). 6 wins, 3 to 6, $36,093, 2nd Angi Go S. [NR], 3rd Idaho Cup Distaff Mat. [R].

**Smoldering Embers** (f. by Raise A Man). 10 wins, 3 to 5, $58,079.

**Race Record:** Unraced.

**Produce Record:**  

2003 Foal died.

2004 Avena Knows It (f. by You Know It Is).

2005 Avena’s Bully Girl (f. by In Excessive Bull).

**Bred to Dome, last service March 9, 2005**, believed to be in foal.

**Blood Typed**
Consigned by Double LL Farms

VIPEROUS (TB)
1989 Chestnut Mare

Hip No. 922

Native Dancer
Raise You

Raise A Man ........... (1977)

Delta Sal ............... Delta Judge
Salvia

New Policy .......... *Khaled
*Feu Follet

April Dawn .......... *Gallant Man
Dear April

(1973)

VIPEROUS (TB)


1st dam:
AVESHUR (1973), by New Policy. 5 wins at 3 and 4, $33,555. Sister to SHARM A SHEIKH. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 7 winners,

Duke Of Wakefield (c. by Fluorescent Light). 8 wins, 4 to 8, $69,075.

Hatchet Fer Shur (f. by Hatchet Man). 14 wins, 3 to 6, $63,207.

Knight Scamp (f. by Knightly Sport). 5 wins at 3 and 4, $14,144. Dam of Father Ben (g. by Cut Throat [GB]). 5 wins, 4 to 6, $225,444.


2nd dam:
APRIL DAWN, by *Gallant Man. 8 wins at 3 and 4, $115,533, Santa Barbara H., Honeymoon S., Hollywood Ladies H., 2nd Matron H., Ramona H., Golden Poppy H., etc. Dam of 3 foals, 3 to race, 2 winners,


PROFIT KEY (c. by Desert Wine). 8 wins at 3 and 5, $462,065, Peter Pan S. G3, Dywer S. G2, Ben Ali S. G3, Debonair S. [L], etc. Sire.


California Power (g. by Majesticarn). 6 wins, 4 to 6, 2005, $117,545.

Morning Prince (c. by Prince John). Placed at 2, $6,368, 3rd Cradle S. Sire.

Race Record: 7 wins, 6 times 2nd, 9 times 3rd, 2 to 5. Earned $123,310.

Produce Record:

1998 Cornell (g. by Hadif). 5 wins at 3 and 4, $32,902.
1999 Vip (c. by Proper Reality). Unraced.

2001 VIPERVAPOR (f. by Devon Lane). 2 wins at 2, placed at 4, 2005, $83,448, Rio Grande Seniorita Fut. [R], 3rd La Senora H. [R], Aztec Oaks [R], Chief Narbona S. [R].


2005 No report received.

Open - Parentage Verified - Accredited Oklahoma Broodmare
**Hip No. 923**  
**BCR DASHING SUE SI 82**  
**1996 Brown Mare**  
Dash For Cash SI 114  
Rocket Wrangler SI 97  
Find A Buyer TB  
Audra Do SI 101  
Jet Spice SI 99  
Annie Do SI 95  
Murrtheblurr TB  
Torsion  
Princeton Pride  
BCR Cindy Sue SI 101  
3326284  
BCR Cinders Key SI 92  
Kingdom Key SI 101  
Super Cinder TB  
By **DASHING VAL** SI 108 (1985). **Champion 3-Year-Old Colt**, stakes winner of 6 races at 3 and 5, $328,594, Golden State D. G1, etc. Sire of 458 starters, 347 ROM, 27 stakes winners, 1 champion earning $7,729,203, including **VALS FORTUNE** SI 115 (**Champion-twice**, to 4, 2005, $1,049,841), **SWINGIN VAL** SI 115 ($480,175, Rainbow Fut. G1), **SIMPLIFY** SI 103 ($149,520, Dash For Cash D. G1). Sire of the dams of **BUCCANEER BEACH** SI 103 ($227,958), **VALIANTLY** SI 106 ($196,604), **ONE FAST TRICK** SI 106 ($76,001), etc.  

**1st dam:**  
**BCR CINDY SUE** SI 101 (1991), by Murrtheblurr TB. 9 wins at 2 and 3, $39,989, Evergreen D. [R], QHBC Northwest Classic D. [R], 2nd All Canadian D. of Alberta, etc., **Finalist in Idaho Cup D. [R]**3. **Northwest Hi-Point 3-Year-Old Filly.** Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 6 ROM,  
**BCR Dashing Sue** SI 82 (f. by Dashing Val). Stakes-placed winner, see below.  
**BCR Get Back Mac** SI 103 (g. by Splash Bac). 13 wins, 2 to 6, 2005, $95,276, **Finalist in John Deere Northwest Challenge G3**.  
**BCR Streakin Sue** SI 92 (f. by Dashing Val). Stakes-placed winner, see below.  

**2nd dam:**  
**BCR CINDERS KEY** SI 92, by Kingdom Key. 4 wins at 2 and 3, $9,553, Idaho QHBA Fut. Dam of 15 foals, 13 to race, 12 ROM.  
**BCR CINDY LOU** SI 105 (f. by Murrtheblurr TB). 10 wins at 2 and 3, $55,936, Idaho QHBA Centennial D. [R], American-Canadian Fut. [R], trey 300y in:15.40, 2nd Triple Crown Fut., etc. Dam of **BCR JUST DO IT** SI 109 ($56,204, Portland Meadows D.).  
**BCR BEAT THE LIGHT** SI 96 ($23,945, Boise D. [R]).  
**BCR GET BAC JAC** SI 105 ($21,003, Calyx H.).  
**BCR RAPID TRANSIT** SI 100 ($12,607, Idaho Cup QH Mat. [R]).  
**Undeniable Dash** SI 92 (at 2, 2005, $9,490, 2nd Capitol Fut.).  
**BCR CINDY SUE** SI 101 (f. by Murrtheblurr TB). Stakes winner, see above.  
**BCR Sailing Cinders** SI 109 (f. by Sail On Bunny). 9 wins at 2 and 3, $62,236, 2nd QHBC Distaff Classic G1, 3rd Trinity Meadows D., etc.  
**BCR Really A Burner** SI 96. 2 wins at 2, $20,056, 3rd Blue Blood Farm Fut. G3.  

**Race Record:** One win, once 2nd, twice 3rd at 2 and 3. Earned $3,561.  
**2ND QHBC Northwest Classic Futurity [R].**  

**Produce Record:**  
2004 Suekinson (f. by Hawkinson).  
2005 No report received.  
**Bred to Splash Bac, last service April 16, 2005, believed to be in foal.**  
**Transported Cooled Semen.**  
**Parentage Verified**
Hip No. 924 - Consigned by Irene Velasquez

**BABY EVAN SI 82**

1998 Sorrel Mare

Leaving Memories SI 111

Sweet Blush SI 96

Streakin Six SI 104

Native Noblesse SI 93

First Down Dash SI 105

Hempen TB

Easy Six SI 97

Raise Your Glass TB

First Prize Rose SI 98

Quincy Rocket SI 100

Miss Assured SI 95

Native Empress SI 101

2832255

3684722

3254418


1st dam:

BABY EMPRESS SI 90 (1993), by Streakin Six. Placed at 3, $5,066, Finalist in Sooner Trailer East Challenge G3. Sister to **NOBLESSE SIX SI 110**. Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, 4 ROM,


Easy Runnin Injun SI 96 (g. by Invisible Injun). 3 wins at 2005, $14,405.

Chicks Noblesse SI 96 (c. by Chicks Beduino). 3 wins at 2 and 3, $33,662.

2nd dam:

Native Noblesse SI 93, by Raise Your Glass TB. 2 wins at 3, $9,721, 3rd Boomer Sooner Spring D., Paul Travis S. Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, 7 ROM,

NOBLESSE SIX SI 110 (g. by Streakin Six). 13 wins, 2 to 6, $1,125,024, All American Fut. G1, La Chiripada S. G3, etc., ntr ALB 870y in :44.56.


First Royal Empress SI 94 (f. by First Down Dash). Winner at 3 and 4, $19,830.


Race Record: One win, twice 2nd, once 3rd at 2 and 3. Earned $4,820.

Produce Record:


2004 No report received.

2005 Native Snow (f. by This Snow Is Royal).

Bred to Heza Fast Man, last service February 8, 2005, believed to be in foal. Transported Cooled Semen

Parentage Verified - Accredited Oklahoma Broodmare
By **MR EYE OPENER** SI 106 (1990). Stakes winner of 9 races in 15 starts at 2 and 3, $202,978, West Texas Fut. **G1**. Sire of 853 starters, 651 ROM, 61 stakes winners, 4 champions, earning $14,239,726, including **EYESA SPECIAL** SI 107 (Champion-twice, $1,394,911, All American Fut. **G1**), **EYE OPENING EPISODE** SI 113 (Champion, $704,449), **SILVERED EYES** SI 107 (Champion, $454,781), etc. Sire of the dams of **PLANET HOLLAND** SI 126 (9 wins, $603,785), **THIS CANDYS RED HOT** SI 96 ($172,154), etc.

1st dam:
**BARBARA RYAN** (1986), by Windy Ryon. Unraced. Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 8 ROM,

- **My First Gold Card** SI 96 (f. by Moo Vin First). 19 wins, 2 to 7, $41,511, 2nd Naeric Classic S., **ntr** at CPW 220y in :12.02. **Canada Hi-Point 3-Year-Old Filly**.
- **Miss Ryon Dash** SI 101 (f. by Dash For Destiny). Winner at 2 and 3, $30,523, 2nd Will Rogers S., Finalist in Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup D. [R] **G2**. Dam of 6 ROM,
- **Dashing Scarlett** SI 94 (f. by Relagate TB). 2 wins at 3, $22,915, 3rd Mistletoe H.
- **Extra Fuel** SI 93 (g. by Duel Fuel). Winner at 2, $14,711, 3rd Manor Downs Laddie Fut. **G3**.
- **Likely Clinched** SI 97 (g. by Relagate TB). 2 wins in 4 starts at 2, 2005, $8,588, 3rd Blane Schvaneveldt Fut., Finalist in Four Corners Fut. **G3**.
- **Duel Header SI 98** (g. by Duel Fuel). 5 wins, 2 to 4, $17,896.

2nd dam:
**CHARGE IT MAMA** SI 91, by Roma Charge. 8 wins in 10 starts at 2 and 3, $26,972, Gateway Fut. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 3 ROM,

- **Mama Lark** SI 92 (f. by Moon Lark). 3 wins at 2, $1,370. Dam of 7 ROM,
- **Coda Lark** SI 94 (f. by Coda Mundi). 3 wins at 2 and 3, $9,442, 3rd Lassie H. **G2**.
- **April Leader SI 93** (f. by Special Leader). 2 wins at 3, $11,172.
- **Vital Lark SI 84** (f. by Vital Sign). Winner at 2, $10,625, Finalist in Manor Downs Fut. **G1**.
- **Our Charge It Baby SI 93** (f. by George Lewis TB). 3 wins at 2 and 3, $1,957. Dam of 2 ROM,
- **Dashing Baby SI 98** (f. by Renown). Winner at 2 and 3, $13,729, Finalist in Manor Downs Fut. **G3**. Dam of 4 ROM,
- **Adams Toast SI 105** (c. by Toast To Dash). 4 wins at 2 and 3, 2005, $79,164, 3rd Mardi Gras Fut. [R] **G2**, LOHBA Juvenile S. [R], etc.

**Race Record:** One win, once 2nd at 3. Earned $1,836.

**Bred to Dashin Is Easy, last service May 1, 2005, believed to be in foal. Parentage Verified**

1st dam:
BASHFUL BULLY SI 99 (1990), by Bully Bullion. 3 wins, 2 to 4, $18,685, Oklahoma Bred D. [R] G3. Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 4 ROM,

- Bashful Dash SI 90 (f. by Royal Quick Dash). Stakes-placed winner, see below.
- Lighten Eyes SI 96 (g. by Mr Eye Opener). Winner at 2, $15,817.
- Shez Bashful SI 81 (f. by Special Show). Winner at 3, $5,672.
- Tyze As Nice SI 96 (f. by This Snow Is Royal). Winner at 2, $4,965, Finalist in Gillespie County Fair Fut. G3.

2nd dam:
WHITE CHICK SI 81, by White Rammer TB. Placed at 2 and 3, $1,050. Dam of 6 foals, 2 to race, 1 ROM,

- BASHFUL BULLY SI 99 (f. by Bully Bullion). Stakes winner, see above.
- Chick On The Dash (c. by On The Dash). Unplaced at 2 and 3.

3rd dam:
CHICK HOP, by Chick's Deck. Placed in 2 starts at 2. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 4 ROM,

- Miss Bully Bullion SI 95. 2 wins at 2, $3,757.
- Parr Hop SI 89. Winner at 2 and 3, $2,713.
- Bryens Bully SI 80. Placed at 2 and 3, $1,105, in Mexico.
- White Chick SI 81. See above.

4th dam:
TINY MOON BAR, by Top Moon. Placed in 2 starts at 2. Dam of 6 foals, 2 to race,

- Chick Hop. See above.


Produce Record:
2004 Eyes Bashful (f. by Mr Eye Opener).
2005 Not bred.

Bred to Dashin Is Easy, last service March 2, 2005, believed to be in foal.

Parentage Verified - Accredited Oklahoma Broodmare
Hip No. 927
Consigned by Shamrock Ranch, Tom Maher

IRISH SUNSET (TB) 1998 Chestnut Mare

Hip No. 927

IRISH SUNSET (TB)

Irish Open ................. Buckpasser
(1984) Bases Full

IRISH SUNSET (TB)

Irish Castle ............... Mr. Prospector
Royal Loom Playmate

Bayou Sunset ............... Chromite
(1990) Playmate

Tiny Nun ................. Red Monk

By IRISH OPEN (1984). Stakes winner of 17 races, 2 to 5, $463,221, Week of Fame Sprint Champ. H. [L], etc. Sire of 369 starters, 261 winners, 11 stakes winners, 1 champion, earning $15,560,994, including GRAN DUQUE (Champion-3 times, $744,678, Copa Criadores), FORCING BID ($298,998, Busher Breeders’ Cup S. G3, etc.), TAFT LIL QUEEN ($245,515, Cy-Fair S.), HIGH HOPES IRISH ($167,411). Sire of the dams of stakes winners SPUN SUGAR ($441,971), CALL ME LEFTY ($210,500), KATHY’S ROCKET.

1st dam:

BAYOU SUNSET (1990), by Chromite. 3 wins at 2, $49,023, etr at TRM 4f in :47.40, Bara Lass S. [R], Outstandingly Breeders’ Cup S. [N], 2nd Starlet S., 3rd Friendship S. [R], etr at TRM 4f in :47.40. Dam of 4 TB foals, 3 to race, 2 winners; 1 QH foal, 1 to race, 1 ROM, Irish Sunset (f. by Irish Open). 2 wins, See below. Valid Sunset (f. by Valid Expectations). Winner at 2, $10,428. Talkin Secrets SI 89 (c. by On A High). Winner at 3, $3,931.

2nd dam:

TINY NUN, by Red Monk. 2 wins at 2, $16,937. Sister to TINY MONK. Dam of 7 TB foals, 5 to race, 7 winners; 3 QH foals, 2 to race, 1 ROM, PLAYING STAR AGAIN (f. by Coup de Kas). 3 wins at 2, $57,202, Miss Houston S., Bara Lass S. [R], Dam of

Aggie Grit (c. by Aggie Southpaw). 3 wins at 2 and 3, $59,230, 3rd Tejas S. [R]. In High Gear (c. by Golden Gear). 3 wins at 2 and 4, $90,370.

BAYOU SUNSET (f. by Chromite). Stakes winner, see above.

Nancy’s Surprise (f. by Roanoke Island). 13 wins, 2 to 5, $133,787, 2nd Drew University S., Virginia Stallion Oaks [R]. Dam of 4 winners, Hatenot (f. by Fraser River). 8 wins, 2 to 6, $211,080, 2nd Louisiana Champions Day Lassie S. [R], Elge Rasberry Memorial S. [R], etc. Tiny Vallay (g. by Carnivalay). 10 wins, 3 to 8, $46,193.


3rd dam:

TINY RIPPLE, by Georgian. 3 wins at 2 and 3, $9,050. Dam of 13 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, including TINY MONK ($169,754, Patriot S. G3, etc.), TINY ROLICK ($100,158, Icecapade S. Sire), Gentle Ripple ($49,334, 3rd Windfall H. [R]).

Race Record: 2 wins, 3 times 2nd, 3 times 3rd, 2 to 4. Earned $30,236.

Produce Record:
2005 Unnamed (f. by Bills Ryon).

Bred to Cartel Dancer QH, last service April 28, 2005, believed to be in foal.
Hip No. Consigned by Marty Powers, Agt. for Robert or Karen Nunnally

**928 RONAS FINE TUNED SI 100**

*928* 1990 Sorrel Mare

Windy Ryon SI 99 ........................ Go Man Go SI 100
Silent Light SI 99

Ronas Ryon SI 105 ...........................

*RONAS FINE TUNED SI 100* 2237224

Rona Bar SI 101 ...........................

Three Bargains SI 95
Sand Juana

Beat Inflation TB ..........................

Crozier Teacher’s Art

Beat Tune SI 96 ..........................

Magnolia Song SI 95 ..........................

Singing Step TB
Magnolia Judy SI 85


**1st dam:**

Beat Tune SI 96 (1981), by Beat Inflation TB. 2 wins at 2, $20,024, 3rd Florida Bred Fut. Dam of 11 foals, 5 to race, 4 ROM,

Ronas Fine Tuned SI 100 (f. by Ronas Ryon). 9 wins, see below.
Lil 101 SI 87 (g. by Jet 101). 3 wins at 2 and 3, $6,122.
Colt 46 SI 88 (g. by Easy Dozen). Winner at 3, $4,692.

**2nd dam:**

Magnolia Song SI 95, by Singing Step TB. Winner at 3, 2nd Holiday Downs D. Sister to **OUT OF STEP** SI 85. Dam of 13 foals, 13 to race, 9 ROM,
Beat Tune SI 96 (f. by Beat Inflation). Stakes-placed winner, see above.


**3rd dam:**

MAGNOLIA JUDY SI 85, by Bull’s Eye. 3 wins, $1,065. Dam of 9 foals, 3 ROM,

**OUT OF STEP** SI 85. 5 wins, 2 to 5, $3,508, Florida QHA D., etc.

Magnolia Song SI 95. Stakes-placed winner, see above.

Muscles’ Judy. Unraced. Dam of 10 ROM. **OPENING GUN** SI 95 ($57,022), **GUNS SIS** SI 99 ($47,374), **TIP TOP STEP** ($3,910), **Margin Purchase** SI 99 ($9,292), **On The Muscle** SI 95 ($8,550), **Jealous Judy** SI 94 ($6,962); grandam of **MILDLY JEALOUS** SI 105 ($106,192, dam of **SPECIAL PROJECT** SI 108, **Champion-twice**, $429,302), etc.

**Race Record:** 9 wins, 5 times 2nd, 3 times 3rd, 2 to 6. Earned $35,262.

**Produce Record:**

1998 Zings Streaker SI 99 (c. by Streakin Six). 4 wins at 2 and 3, $20,935, 2nd Gulf Coast S. [R].
1999, 2003 No report received.
2000 I Know I Can Fly (c. by Mr Eye Opener). Unraced.
2002 Lethal Liason (c. by Streakin La Jolla). Unplaced in 1 start.
2004 Daunting Diva (f. by Daunting Presence).
2005 No report received.

**Bred to Bridlewood, last service February 25, 2005, believed to be in foal.**

**Blood Typed**
929 BECCAS QUICK CHICK 929

2002 Sorrel Mare

*Beduino TB .................. *Romany Royal

Chicks Beduino SI 104 .
2435677

BECCAS QUICK CHICK
4264069

Beccas Quick Six SI 93 .
3751485

A Classy Chick SI 89 . . . .

Chick’s Deck SI 92

Royal Quick Dash SI 101 . . . .
First Down Dash SI 105

Mayshego TB

Harems Choice SI 85

Beccas Sizzling Six . . . .
Streakin Six SI 104

Elaina Rae SI 95


1st dam:
Beccas Quick Six SI 93 (1998), by Royal Quick Dash. 3 wins at 2, $99,656, 2nd Gillespie County H. [R], Finalist in All American Fut. G1, American Airlines W/SW Challenge G3. Dam of 2 foals, 1 to race, 1 ROM, Strawfly Quick SI 83 (g. by Strawfly Special). Placed at 2, 2005, $1,683.

2nd dam:
Beccas SIZZLING SIX, by Streakin Six. Placed at 2, $1,488. Dam of 5 foals, 3 to race, 3 ROM,

Beccas Quick Six SI 93 (f. by Royal Quick Dash). Stakes-placed winner, see above,
Sizzling Apollo SI 95 (f. by Apollo TB). Winner at 2 and 3, $6,129, in Mexico.

3rd dam:
Elaina Rae SI 95, by Zevi TB. 7 wins, 2 to 4, $381,133, 2nd All American Fut. G1, Oklahoma Fut. Spring Div. G3, Go Together H. 1st Div. Dam of 13 foals, 10 to race, 7 ROM,

Jessie Rae SI 97. 5 wins at 2 and 3, 2005, $34,880, 2nd AQRA Turf Paradise D. G3.

First For Elaina SI 94. 2 wins at 2, $13,342, 2nd QHBC Sunbelt Juv. H. [R].

4th dam:
Desirae SI 95, by Mighty Deck. 2 wins at 2 and 4, $3,247, 3rd Suwannee Belle S. Dam of 6 foals, 6 to race, 6 ROM,

HICLASS GIRL SI 104. 7 wins at 2 and 3, $402,220, Heritage Place Fut. [R]
G2, SHEBSTER Fut., 2nd Rainbow Silver Cup G1, etc. Dam of 6 ROM, A CHICK OF CLASS SI 96. 3 wins at 2, $161,824, Heritage Place Fut. G1, 2nd Oklahoma Fut. G2.

Hiclass Juliette SI 111. 4 wins at 2 and 7, $20,159, in Mexico, 2nd Beduino Classic, Sooner Trailer Mexico Challenge, Mexican D. G3, etc. Mexico Hi-Point 3-Year-Old Filly.


Elaine Rae SI 95. Stakes-placed winner, see above.
Carly Rae SI 95. 2 wins at 2 and 3, $29,966.

Race Record: Unraced.

Bred to Shazoom, for her first foal, last service February 2, 2005, believed to be in foal.

Parentage Verified - Embryo Transfer - Transported Cooled Semen
Hip No. 930

JESSES BEDUINO
2003 Sorrel Colt

Streakin La Jolla SI 99 . . . . . . Streakin Six SI 104
Bottom’s Up SI 82

Mr Jess Perry SI 113 . . .

Scoope Fein SI 99 . . . . . . Sinn Fein SI 98
Legs La Scoop SI 95

Chicks Beduino SI 104 . . . . *Beduino TB
A Classy Chick SI 89

Lil Bit Rusty SI 103 . . . . . . Easily Smashed SI 99
Rusty Rockette SI 102


1st dam:
BEDUINOS RUSTY SI 106 (1993), by Chicks Beduino. 4 wins in 5 starts at 2, $57,695, Sam Houston Fut. G1. Sister to WHOSLEAVINGWHO SI 105. Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 4 ROM,


Rustys Flyer SI 96 (c. by Strawfly Special). 3 wins at 2 and 3, 2005, $23,343, 2nd 6666 Ranch H., 3rd Gulf Coast S. [R].


2nd dam:
LIL BIT RUSTY SI 103, by Easily Smashed. 15 wins, 2 to 5, $215,394, QHBC Distaff ClassicG1, Pat Hyland Memorial H.G3, St Nicholas Express H - 2nd DivG3, Coors Fut., Real Wind H., etc. California Hi-Point Aged Mare. Dam of 17 foals, 11 to race, 10 ROM,

WHOSLEAVINGWHO SI 105 (g. by Chicks Beduino). World Champion, Champion 3-year-old Gelding, 22 wins in 44 starts, 2 to 7, 2005, $1,301,781, Champion of Champions G1, Los Alamitos Winter D. G1, Los Alamitos Winter Champ S. G1, Los Alamitos Winter Champ G1, Spencer Childers Cal Breeders’ Champ [R] G1, Vessels Mat. G1, etc.

WHOLELOTA DASH SI 103 (g. by Dash for Cash). 6 wins, 3 to 6, $109,186, MBNA America Mexico Challenge G3, TOHA Sires’ Cup S. [R], 2nd Classic Chevrolet S., Burnett H., Stephen F Austin H. [R], etc.

BEDUINOS RUSTY SI 106 (f. by Chicks Beduino). Stakes winner, see above.


Race Record: Unplaced at 2, 2005.

Engagements: MBNA Racing Challenge
Parentage Verified - Embryo Transfer - Bleeder - Accredited Texas Bred

1st dam:  
BETHS BELUGA SI 87 (1988), by Dash For Cash. Placed in 2 starts at 2. Sister to SPECIALLY FAST SI 104. Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 10 ROM,  
- Arethas Song SI 92 (f. by Streakin Six). Placed, 2 to 4, $13,597, 2nd Stockton D., 3rd Solano D.  
- Call Me Corona SI 96 (c. by Corona Cartel). Winner at 2 and 3, $25,045, Finalist in El Primero Del Ano D. G2.  
- Blissful Beth SI 89 (f. by Heza Fast Man). Winner at 3, $11,900.  
- Bethtac SI 92 (f. by Tolltac). Winner at 2 and 3, $10,518.  

2nd dam:  
SPECIAL SOUND TB, by Bold Commander. Unraced. Dam of 14 QH foals, 11 to race, 10 ROM,  
- SUPER SOUND CHARGE SI 109 (c. by Roma Charge). World Champion, Champion Aged Horse, Champion Aged Stallion, 14 wins, 2 to 4, $295,052. Vessels Mat., Los Alamitos Invitational Champ., etc.  
- SPECIALLY FAST SI 104 (g. by Dash For Cash). 8 wins, 2 to 7, $190,544, Rainbow Silver Cup G1, World’s Champ. Classic G1, AQHA West/Southwest Challenge Champ. G3, Jet Deck H. G3, etc.  
- RONAS SOUND SI 96 (f. by Ronas Ryon). 8 wins, 2 to 5, $149,648, Ruidoso D. G2, QHBC Sophomore Classic Fillies Div., G3, etc.  
- SPECIAL SOUND SI 103 (c. by Easy Jet). 7 wins at 2 and 3, $52,320, San Carlos H., Finalist Golden State D. G1, Dash for Cash D. G1, etc. Sire.  
- Sound Venture SI 99 (c. by Roma Charge). 6 wins, 3 to 5, $62,004, 2nd Barbra B H. Sire.  
- Sound Memories SI 95 (g. by First Down Dash). 6 wins, 2 to 4, $40,440, 2nd Sooner Trailer East Challenge G3.  
- Truckle Sound SI 92 (c. by Truckle Feature). 4 wins, 3 to 5, $9,147, 2nd Prescott Downs D. [R], Sire.  
- Classy Cashy SI 96 (f. by Dash For Cash). Placed, to 3, $1,620. Dam of CLASSY SHOT GLASS SI 98 (to 6, 2005, $145,103), Classy Bully SI 99 ($122,136), Bully Of The Class SI 95 ($16,945).  

Engagements: MBNA Racing Challenge  
Parentage Verified - Transported Cooled Semen  
Eligible to be nominated to the 2007 G1 Heritage Place Futurity
Hip No. 932
Consigned by Shamrock Ranch, Tom Maher

SO LONG CHARLIE
May 6, 2004 Bay Colt

Tolttac SI 113
Little Smoothie SI 95

Splatter Bac SI 93

SO LONG CHARLIE
4559764

Beat Your Pants Off SI 103
Six Fols SI 90
Splashing Bunny SI 98

Special Effort SI 104
Raise Your Glass TB
Go Effortlessly SI 98

Dash For Speed SI 107
Dash For Cash SI 114
Mighty Speedy SI 101


1st dam:

BETTER THINK TWICE SI 93 (1994), by Special Effort. 2 wins at 2, $7,444, Finalist in Mile High D. G3. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 3 ROM,


Think Twice About It SI 93 (f. by Meter Me Gone). Placed at 2 and 3, $3,866.

2nd dam:

DASH FOR SPEED SI 107, by Dash For Cash. World Champion, Champion 3-Year-Old Filly, Champion Aged Horse-twin, Champion Aged Mare-twin, 22 wins in 31 starts, 2 to 5, $1,225,337, All American D. G1, Rainbow Fut. G1, Rainbow D. G1, Champion of Champions G1, Kansas D. G1, etc., Finalist in Champion of Champions G1, etc. New Mexico Hi-Point Aged Mare. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 4 ROM,

Guaranteed Value SI 105 (f. by Special Effort). 4 wins, 2 to 4, $21,916, 2nd Bluebonnet S., Qualified to TQHA Sires’ Cup D. [R] G3.

3rd dam:

MIGHTY SPEEDY SI 101, by Mighty Deck. 10 wins in 16 starts at 2, $75,515, NE-KOHA Fut., Oklahoma Fut., Garfield Downs Spring Fut., 2nd Garfield Downs Poor Boy Fut., ntr 350y in :17.32. Dam of 14 foals, 10 to race, 9 ROM,

DASH FOR SPEED SI 107. World Champion, see above.

Mighty Quick Dash SI 96. 8 wins, 3 to 5, $21,397, 2nd Vespero Express S. G3.

Never Yield SI 96. 8 wins at 3 and 4, $16,384.


Mighty Girl Go. Unraced. Dam of 6 ROM,


Engagements: MBNA Racing Challenge
Parentage Verified - Transported Cooled Semen - Registered Colorado Bred
Hip No. 933 CONTESSA DARLIN SI 89

2000 Sorrel Mare

First Down Dash SI 105 . . . . Dash For Cash SI 114
First Prize Rose SI 98

Holland Ease SI 109 . . .

2804100

Easy Henryetta SI 90 . . . Easy Jet SI 100
Babys Henryetta SI 90

Creole Dancer TB . . . . . Dancing Dervish

E. Cee Miss

Bicoastal SI 93 . . . . . . .

X0481325

Rebel Haley . . . . . . . Cash On Request SI 97
Rebel Faye SI 88


1st dam:

BICOASTAL SI 93 (1991), by Creole Dancer TB. 3 wins at 2 and 3, $13,476. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 6 ROM,

COASTAL MEMORIES SI 98 (g. by Leaving Memories). 5 wins, 2 to 5, $201,577, Heritage Place Fut. G1.

BENS COASTING SI 103 (g. by Holland Ease). 7 wins at 2 and 3, $192,702, Sam Houston D. G2, 2nd Heritage Place D. G1, Quicksilver S., 3rd Heritage Place Fut. G1, Dash For Cash D. G1, Finalist in Texas Classic Fut. G1, etc.

Tessas Coasting SI 96 (f. by Sixarun). Winner at 2, $12,211.

2nd dam:

REBEL HALEY, by Cash On Request. Unraced. Dam of 3 foals, 1 to race, 1 ROM,

Bicoastal SI 93 (f. by Creole Dancer TB). 3 wins, see above.

3rd dam:

Rebel Faye SI 88, by Rebel Cause. 2 wins at 2, $5,703, 3rd Lone Star State Fut. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 6 ROM,

Ruthless Rebel SI 96. 3 wins at 2, $12,376. Grandam of SI PUEDE SI 104 (to 3, 2005, $171,040, Sam Houston D. G2, etc.).

Secret Song SI 99. 3 wins at 3, $7,568. Dam of 6 ROM,

Allies Dancer SI 97. 6 wins at 2 and 3, $24,979, 3rd Alamo QHBA Fut. Pressed SI 90. 5 wins, 3 to 5, $20,779.

Creole Secret SI 87. Winner at 2, $2,169. Dam of Adelaides Secret SI 91 ($17,306, 2nd Miss Houston S. [R]).

4th dam:

SIZZLING FAYE SI 100, by Sizzle Missile. 7 wins, 2 to 4, $5,416. Dam of 13 foals, 6 to race, 4 ROM,

Rebel Faye SI 88. Stakes-placed winner, see above.

Topaqueen SI 90. Winner at 2 and 3, $1,839. Grandam of Cisco Heat SI 98 ($34,805), The Color Queen SI 96 ($14,450).

Race Record: One win, once 3rd at 2 and 3. Earned $4,635.

Produce Record:

2004 Dashin Is Darlin (c. by Dashin Is Easy).
2005 Unnamed (c. by Feature Mr Jess).

Bred to Heza Fast Man, believed to be in foal. Transported Cooled Semen Parentage Verified
Hip No. 934  **FLYIN N COASTIN SI 91**

*2002 Brown Filly*

Consigned by Bet'm Ranch

Special Effort SI 104  
Go Effortlessly SI 98

Strawfly Special SI 97  
2613710

FLYIN N COASTIN SI 91  
X0609300

Fly In The Pie SI 99  
Pie In The Sky SI 101

Creole Dancer TB  
Dancing Dervish

Bicoastal SI 93  
X0481325

Rebel Haley  
Cash On Request SI 97

**Hip No. 934**  
**FLYIN N COASTIN SI 91**

By STRAWFLY SPECIAL SI 97 (1987). Stakes winner of 11 races, 2 to 4, $222,920, Southern California D. Sire of 988 starters, 806 ROM, 68 stakes winners, 1 champion, earning $20,236,487, including TAILOR FIT SI 110 (World Champion-twice, $1,299,010, Champion Of Champions S. G1), STREAKIN FLYER SI 96 ($1,141,128, All American Fut. G1), AUSUAL SUSPECT SI 96 ($1,003,564, All American Fut. G1), FLYING DINO SI 103 ($360,964, Remington Park Fut. G1), STRAWFLYIN BUDS SI 99 ($315,974), etc.

1st dam:

BICOASTAL SI 93 (1991), by Creole Dancer TB. 3 wins at 2 and 3, $13,476. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 6 ROM,

**COASTAL MEMORIES** SI 98 (g. by Leaving Memories). 5 wins, 2 to 5, $201,577, Heritage Place Fut. G1.

**bens COASTING** SI 103 (g. by Holland Ease). 7 wins at 2 and 3, $192,702, Sam Houston D. G2, 2nd Heritage Place D. G1, Quicksilver S., 3rd Heritage Place Fut. G1, Dash For Cash D. G1, **Finalist in Texas Classic Fut. G1**, etc.

Tessa's Coasting SI 96 (f. by Sixarun). Winner at 2, $12,211.

Contessa Darlin SI 89 (f. by Holland Ease). Winner at 2, $4,635.

2nd dam:

REBEL HALEY, by Cash On Request. Unraced. Dam of 3 foals, 1 to race, 1 ROM,

Bicoastal SI 93 (f. by Creole Dancer TB). 3 wins, see above.

3rd dam:

Rebel Faye SI 88, by Rebel Cause. 2 wins at 2, $5,703, 3rd Lone Star State Fut. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 6 ROM,

Ruthless Rebel SI 96. 3 wins at 2, $12,736. Dam of

Ruthies Dancer SI 82. Winner at 2, $3,000. Dam of 2 ROM,

**SI PUEDE** SI 104. 10 wins in 15 starts at 2 and 3, 2005, $171,040, Sam Houston D. G2, TQHA Classic S. [R] G3, etc.

Secret Song SI 99. 3 wins at 3, $7,568. Dam of 6 ROM,

Allies Dancer SI 97. 6 wins at 2 and 3, $24,979, 3rd Alamo QHBA Fut.

Pressed SI 90. 5 wins, 3 to 5, $20,779.

Creole Secret SI 87. Winner at 2, $2,169. Dam of

Adelaid's Secret SI 91. Winner at 2 and 3, $17,306, 2nd Miss Houston S. [R].

4th dam:

SIZZLING FAYE SI 100, by Sizzle Missile. 7 wins, 2 to 4, $5,416. Dam of 13 foals, 6 to race, 4 ROM,

Rebel Faye SI 88. Stakes-placed winner, see above.

Topaz Queen SI 90. Winner at 2 and 3, $1,839. Gramdam of Cisco Heat SI 98 ($34,805), The Color Queen SI 96 ($14,450).


Engagements: MBNA Racing Challenge

Parentage Verified - Transported Cooled Semen
Hip No. 935

UNNAMED YEARLING

2005 Sorrel Filly

First Down Dash SI 105...... Dash For Cash SI 114
First Prize Rose SI 98

Corona Caliente SI 101
4055690

UNNAMED YEARLING

Corona Chick SI 113 ......... Chicks Beduino SI 104
Sizzling Lil SI 91

On A High SI 113 .............. Dash For Cash SI 114
Yankee Doll TB

Biddies On A High SI 93
3572297

Biddy Bye SI 92 .............. Windy Ryon SI 99
Dixie Chicken TB

By CORONA CALIENTE SI 101 (2000). Winner of 2 races at 2, $118,278. His first foals are yearlings of 2006. Son of champion FIRST DOWN DASH SI 105, sire of 185 stakes winners, 29 champions, including CORONA CASH SI 101 (Champion 4-times, $1,542,880, All American Fut. G1), CORONA KOOL SI 104 (Champion-twice, $1,296,797, Los Alamitos Million Fut. G1), OCEAN RUNAWAY SI 102 (Champion-twice, to 3, 2005, $1,277,611, Los Alamitos Million Fut. G1), A RANSOM SI 104 (World Champion), etc.

1st dam:
BIDDIES ON A HIGH SI 93 (1996), by On A High. Winner at 2, $5,798. Dam of 5 foals, 3 to race, 3 ROM,

Biddies Fame SI 94 (f. by Dash Ta Fame). Placed at 2, 2005, $8,968.
Devious Course SI 89 (g. by Dash Ta Fame). Placed at 2, $2,167.

2nd dam:
Biddy Bye SI 92, by Windy Ryon. Winner at 3, $169,720, 3rd All American Fut. G1. Dam of 3 foals, 3 to race, 3 ROM,

Dash Ta Me SI 91 (g. by Dash Ta Fame). 2 wins at 2, $6,089.
Biddies On A High SI 93 (f. by On A High). Winner, see above.
Streakin Bid SI 89 (f. by Streakin Go Go). Placed at 2 and 3.

3rd dam:
DIXIE CHICKEN TB, by Good Tipper. Winner at 4, $1,718. Dam of 7 QH foals, 6 to race, 3 ROM,

Biddy Bye SI 92. Stakes-placed winner, see above.
Ronas Chic SI 88. 3 wins at 2, $10,072, 2nd Delta Downs Texas Fut. [R].
Southern Surgeon SI 85. Placed at 2 and 3.
Dixie Dozen. Placed at 3.

4th dam:
LOUKTIDE, by Loukenmac. 11 wins, 3 to 7, $14,004, ntr Seminole Downs 4 1/2f in :53.00, etr at Seminole Downs 4 1/2f in :53.00. Dam of 4 foals, 3 to race, 2 winners.
Canaille. 12 wins, 3 to 9, $78,631.
Dixie Chicken. Winner, see above.

Registered New Mexico Bred
Eligible to be nominated to the 2007 G1 Heritage Place Futurity

1st dam:
BILLIE JO SPEAR SI 80 (1978), by Flying Spear. Winner in 3 starts at 3 and 5. Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 9 ROM,

MISS NEAT AN EASY SI 104 (f. by Easy Dynasty). 4 wins at 2 and 3, $10,118, Michigan Bred D. [R], Finalist in Oil Capital D. G3. Dam of CALLING ALL CARS SI 100 (g. by Calcar). 11 wins, 2 to 6, $47,766, GLQHA Stallion Service Sale Fut. [R], 2nd Michigan Bred Fut. [R], Michigan Bred D. [R].


SPEAR IT EASY SI 85 (f. by Easy Dynasty). 6 wins in 8 starts at 2, $8,019, Mt Pleasant Meadows Lassie Fut., Finalist in Mt Pleasant Meadows Budweiser Fut. G3.

Easy Jo Spear SI 85 (g. by Easy Dynasty). 5 wins in 8 starts at 2, $9,772, 3rd Michigan Bred Fut. [R], GLQHA Stallion Service Sale Fut. [R].

Spear A Bunny SI 90 (g. by Striking Bunny). 5 wins at 2 and 3, $6,946, 2nd Michigan D., Finalist in Oil Capital D. G3.

Easy Spear It SI 90 (f. by Easy Dynasty). 2 wins at 3, $10,917.


Guns An Spears SI 83 (g. by Especial Effects). Winner at 2, $1,838.

Lyttle Miss Bebe (f. by Champs Best 999). Winner at 2, $1,025.

Race Record: One win, twice 3rd at 2 and 3. Earned $1,525.

Bred to Deltas First Dash, last service April 9, 2005, believed to be in foal.
Transported Cooled Semen.

Parentage Verified
Hip No. 937  SWEET MEMORIES GAL 937

1997 Sorrel Mare

First Down Dash SI 105 . . . . . . . . Dash For Cash SI 114
First Prize Rose SI 98

Leaving Memories SI 111
2832255

SWEET MEMORIES GAL 3648518
Sweet Blush SI 96 . . . . . . . . Hempen TB
Havana Rocket SI 94 . . . . . . . . Quincy Rocket SI 100
Billie White Shoe SI 89 . . 1533961
Hava Bar

Pardon My French SI 91 . . . . . . Southern Jet SI 94


1st dam:
BILLIE WHITE SHOE SI 89 (1979), by Hava Rocket. 4 wins at 3 and 5, $1,367. Dam of 10 foals, 10 to race, 8 ROM,
MR BILL STREAKER SI 103 (c. by A Streak Of Cash). 7 wins, 2 to 6, $24,874, Dan Diemert Mat. [R], Dan Diamart Memorial Mat. [R], ntr 350y in :17.74, Finalist in Northlands Fut. [R] G3, Canterbury Park D. G3.
MR OLLIE TE SI 107 (g. by Mr Eye Opener). 10 wins, 2 to 6, $100,403, Valley Junction Fut. G2, Mothers Day Silver Cup S., 2nd Indiana Breed Development S. [R], Finalist in Sooner Trailer W/SW Challenge G3, etc., ntr at PRM 330y in :16.71, ntr at PRM 250y in :13.19.
HAVA COOL BREEZE SI 105 (g. by Mr Eye Opener). 9 wins, 2 to 6, $74,152, QHRA of Indiana D., Bradford S., Indiana Breed Development S. [R], 2nd Bradford S., Finalist in Valley Junction Fut. G2, etc.

Race Record: Once 2nd at 2.

Produce Record:
2001 Blazin Memory SI 80 (f. by Blazin Bryan). Placed at 2, $1,528.
2002 Such A Sweet Memory (f. by Such Easy Cash). Unraced.
2003 No report received.
2004 WRS Dare To Dream (f. by Feature Mr Jess). Unraced.
2005 Unnamed (f. by Agouti).

Not Bred - Parentage Verified
Hip No. 938

RJK RUNAWAY SI 82

2002 Gray Mare

*Bedui no TB .......................... *Romany Royal

Jo-Ann Cat

Runaway Winner SI 104.

2624918

Miss Fast Chic SI 99 ........ Fast Jet SI 98

Serena Chic

RJK RUNAWAY SI 82

4236233

Magic Dozen SI 106 ........ Easy Dozen SI 110

Indigo Illusion SI 110

Bizarre SI 93 ............. Femmes Flam SI 96 ........................ Pie In The Sky SI 101

3563920

Femmes Flam SI 100

By RUNAWAY WINNER SI 104 (1985). Stakes winner of 7 races at 2 and 3, $369,410, Kindergarten Fut. G1, etc. Sire of 863 starters, 701 ROM. 60 stakes winners, 2 champions, earning $12,609,671, including TREACHEROUSLY SI 103 (Champion, $622,004, Rainbow Fut, G1), DECEPTIVELY SI 105 (Champion, $297,001), etc. Sire of dams of champion OCEAN RUNAWAY SI 102 ($1,277,611), BK RUNNER SI 109 ($415,740), PHOEBES OTOOLE SI 103 ($317,923), ALL AMERICAN WINNER SI 101 ($286,960).

1st dam:

BIZARRE SI 93 (1997), by Magic Dozen. 2 wins at 3, $14,532. Dam of 3 foals, 2 to race, 1 ROM,

Hotel Jerome (g. by Eyesa Special). Winner at 2, 2005, $2,164.

RJK Runaway SI 82 (f. by Runaway Winner). See below.

2nd dam:

Femmes Flam SI 96, by Pie In The Sky. 3 wins at 2, $27,831, 3rd Leo H., Finalist in Kindergarten Fut. G1. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 7 ROM,

VIGOROUSLY SI 105 (g. by Leaving Memories). 7 wins in 14 starts at 2 and 3, 2005, $46,041, All Canadian D. of Alberta, 2nd All Canadian Fut., Ford Canada Challenge, 3rd Canadian QH Cup Fut. [R] G3, Finalist in Bayer Legend Canada Challenge, etc.

RESONATE SI 102 (g. by Runaway Winner). 4 wins at 2 and 3, $23,948, La Jolla H., Finalist in QHBC Juvenile Classic G3, Town Policy H. G3. Chitchatty SI 94 (f. by Runaway Winner). 3 wins at 3, $4,205. Dam of


3rd dam:

FEMME SI 100, by Raise Your Glass TB. 5 wins at 2 and 3, $42,079, Trinity Meadows March D. Sister to First Glass SI 101 ($11,606, 2nd Navajo County Fut.). Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 6 ROM,

FEMMES FROLIC SI 111. Champion 3-Year-Old Gelding, 14 wins, 2 to 6, $448,673, All American D. G1, World’s Championship Classic G1, etc.

DECEPTIVELY SI 105. Champion 2-Year-Old, Champion 2-Year-Old Filly, 6 wins in 10 starts at 2 and 3, $297,001, Rainbow D. G1, Rainbow Fut. G1, etc.

Femmes Flam SI 96. Stakes-placed winner, see above.

Race Record: Once 2nd, once 3rd in 2 starts at 3, 2005. Earned $1,333.

Bred to Make It Anywhere, for her first foal, last service May 26, 2005, believed to be in foal.

Parentage Verified
Hip No. 939 Consigned by Parachute Stables

TAHITI STAR
April 25, 2005 Black Filly

Mr Jess Perry SI 113 ........ Scoopie Fein SI 99
3763073

Brenda Feature SI 94 ........ Truckle Feature SI 113
Brenda Beauty TB

Cash Treat SI 96 ............ Dash For Cash SI 114
Bedawee SI 92

Blues Treat .................. Navy Blues SI 91 ............
3763373

Casady Casanova SI 96

By FEATURE MR JESS SI 101 (1998). Sires of 7 races at 2 and 3, 
$539,327, Rainbow Fut. G1. His first foals are 3-year-olds of 2006. Sire of 53 
starters, 33 ROM, 4 sires winners, earning $349,047, including 
FEATURING A ROCKETTE SI 89 (at 2, 2005, $66,657, TQHA Sires Cup Fut. [R] 
G2), FEATURE MACY SI 103 (at 2, 2005, $62,639, Blue Ribbon Fut. G2), 
WYNNIN ON TIME SI 90 (at 2, 2005, $30,443, IQHRA Fall Sale Fut. [R]), 
JESS ALIVE BULLY SI 93 (at 2, 2005, $15,997, Jaguar Rocket S. [R]), etc.

1st dam:
BLUES TREAT (1998), by Cash Treat. Unplaced. Dam of 3 foals, 1 of racing 
age, none to race.

2nd dam:
NAVY BLUES SI 91, by Casady Casanova. 2 wins at 2, $50,043, Shebester 
Fut. G3, Boomer Sooner Fall Fut. Dam of 8 foals, 8 to race, 7 ROM, 

BLUES DASH SI 110 (g. by Dash For Cash). 10 wins, 2 to 5, $125,981, 
MBNA America Central Challenge G3, Midwest City S. G3, Mystery 
Fut., 2nd QHBC Sophomore Classic G3, Z Wayne Griffin Director’s S. 
G3, Constance Miller Memorial S., 3rd Manor Downs D. G2, Eastex H. 
G2, Finalist in Champion of Champions G1, MBNA America Chal-
lenge Champ. G1, Los Alamitos Invitational Champ. G1, Midwest City 

Federal Blue SI 96 (g. by The Federal Express). 5 wins at 2, $28,381, 2nd 
Black Gold 350 Fut. [R], 3rd American Airlines Oklahoma Challenge 
City S. G3.

Skyline Blue SI 92 (f. by Special Effort). 4 wins at 2 and 3, $9,161. Dam of 
Devil In A Blue Jess SI 97 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Winner at 2, $9,259. 
Quick Dash Of Blue (c. by Royal Quick Dash). Winner at 4, $3,153. 
Blues Effort SI 86 (f. by Special Effort). 2 wins at 2, $5,818. Dam of 
Katie Ann Blue SI 88 (f. by Leaving Memories). Winner, 3 to 4, 2005, $6,312.

3rd dam:
NAVY DIAL, by Navy Dude. Unraced. Dam of 12 foals, 8 to race, 4 ROM, 

NAVY BLUES SI 91. Stakes winner, see above.

Diggin Navy Dial SI 96. 3 wins at 2, $10,082, 3rd Northlands Fut. G2.

Navy Treat SI 87. Winner at 2, $3,462.

Dial Nublado. Winner at 2. Dam of 3 ROM, 
Stralado SI 80. Placed, 2 to 4, $5,309.

Spicy Nublado SI 80. Winner, to 3, $2,525.

4th dam:
CHICADA’S BELLE, by Chicada Dial. Placed at 3. Dam of 15 foals, 3 to race, 3 
ROM, 

El Siete Leguas SI 91. 3 wins at 2 and 3, $5,263.

Eligible to be nominated to the 2007 G1 Heritage Place Futurity
Hip No. 940

**STREAKIN FAME SI 98**

*1990 Chestnut Mare*

- Easy Six SI 97 ............... Easy Jet SI 100
- Peggy Toro SI 100

**STREAKIN FAME SI 98**

940

- 1990 Chestnut Mare
- 1301847

- Miss Assured SI 95 ............ Little Request TB
- Assured SI 95

- Real Easy Jet SI 101 ....... Easy Jet SI 100
- Real Dish TB

- Bottom’s Up SI 82 ............ Raise Your Glass TB
- La Jolla SI 90

By **STREAKIN SIX SI 104** (1977). Stakes winner of 10 races in 19 starts, 2 to 4, $473,934, Rainbow Fut. Sire of 860 starters, 663 ROM, 75 stakes winners, 5 champions, earning $17,079,303, SIXY CHICK SI 106 (Champion, $751,284), SIX FORTUNES SI 107 (Champion, $574,788). Sire of the dams of 74 stakes winners, including champions AB WHAT A RUNNER SI 109 ($1,342,389), SHAKE THE BANK SI 105 ($372,585), ROLL INTO MIS-CHIEF SI 105 ($125,752), and of **STREAKIN FLYER SI 96** ($1,141,128).

1st dam:


2nd dam:


**Race Record:** One win, five times 2nd, three times 3rd, 2 to 4. Earned $6,769.

**Produce Record:**

- 1996 Streakin Dmitri (c. by Dmitri TB). Unraced.
- 1997, 1999 No report received.
- 1998 Easy Streakin Lady SI 98 (f. by Dmitri TB). Winner at 2, $6,877.
- 2000 Infamous Effort SI 86 (f. by Special Effort). Winner at 2, $3,964.

**Bred to Bridlewood, last service April 8, 2005, believed to be in foal.**

**Parentage Verified**
**Hip No.** Consigned by Marty Powers, Agt. for Robert & Karen Nunnally

**REINFORCE**

1994 Bay Mare

**Hip No.** 941

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raise Your Glass TB</th>
<th>Raise A Native</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reinforce 941</td>
<td>Champagne Woman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hip No.** 941

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Go Effortlessly SI 98</th>
<th>Double Devil SI 95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Timeto Thinkrich SI 99</td>
<td>Aforethought TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brace SI 101</td>
<td>Chronometer SI 85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Phoebe’s Moon Bug SI 91**

**Lady Bug’s Moon SI 100**

By **SPECIAL EFFORT** SI 104 (1979). **World Champion**, stakes winner of 13 races in 14 starts at 2 and 3, $1,219,949, All American Fut. Sire of 1370 starters, 1008 ROM, 73 stakes winners, 6 champions, earning $18,105,008.

**EASYGO EFFORT** SI 108 (Champion, $431,551), **SPECIAL PROJECT** SI 108 (Champion, $429,302), **SPECIAL LEADER** (Champion, $292,605).

Sire of the dams of 85 stakes winners, including champions **EYESA SPECIAL** SI 107 ($1,394,911), **EYE OPENING EPISODES** SI 113 ($704,449).

1st dam:

**BRACE** SI 101 (1978), by Timeto Thinkrich. 4 wins in 7 starts at 2 and 3, $107,587, La Primera Del Ano D., 3rd Consolation Invitational H. Half-sister to **DASHING PHOEBE** SI 104 (Champion, $609,553). Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 7 ROM,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRACE YOUR GLASS SI 99</th>
<th>f. by Raise Your Glass TB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 wins, 2 to 4, $151,476, Miss Princess H. G2, Capitol City D. G3, etc. Dam of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUNTAIN SNOW SI 99</td>
<td>f. by Chicks Beduino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 wins at 3, $61,423, Vandy’s Flash H. G3, 2nd Mildred N Vessels Memorial H. G1, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winning Combo SI 99</td>
<td>f. by Winning Rhythm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winner at 4, $16,791, 2nd Stockton Derby H., Wine Country D., 3rd Solano D., Head Pin H.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embrace Your Glass (f. by First Down Dash)</td>
<td>Unraced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dam of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAD COP SI 106</td>
<td>g. by Northern Devil TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 wins at 3 and 4, 2005, $91,530, California Breedes’ Marathon D. [R] G3, 2nd MD Barns Distance Challenge Champ. S. G1, Moonshiner H. G3, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BRACE IT** SI 95 (f. by Truckle Feature). 6 wins, 2 to 4, $96,350, Go Together H. G3, etc. Dam of 7 ROM, including **The Stevedore** SI 94 ($55,564, 3rd Gold Rush 870 D. G3).

**LOYD GAELS JET** SI 115 (g. by Pie In The Sky). 8 wins, 2 to 7, $63,550, Lazy E Nat’l. OH Jockey 550 Challenge, Windy City Dash, etc.

**Louisiana Support** SI 93 (g. by Louisiana Slew TB). 14 wins, 4 to 9, $60,048, 2nd Governor’s Cup Marathon G1.

**Brace Yourself Imbad** (f. by Majors Meyers). Unraced. Dam of **Corona First** SI 96 (to 3, 2005, $4,423).

**Brace For Cash** (f. by Dash For Cash). Unplaced in 2 starts. Dam of **Coup My Cash** SI 99 ($4,785, 2nd Santa Cruz County Fut.).

Race Record: Twice 3rd, 2 to 4. Earned $2,410.

Produce Record:

2001 Forcetobreckonedwith (f. by Sir Alibi). Unplaced in 1 start.

2002, 2003 No report received.

2004 DLJ My Way (f. by Dashing La Jolla).

2005 Unnamed (f. by Toast To Dash). (deceased).

Bred to Bridlewood, last service February 17, 2005, believed to be in foal.

Sells with foal at side by Bridlewood.

Parentage Verified - Embryo Transfer - Accredited Texas Broodmare
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hip No.</th>
<th>Consigned by Garner &amp;/or Heidi Mattingly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>942</td>
<td><strong>FACE THE FIRE (ApHC)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>February 29, 2004 Dark Bay or Brown Colt</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Birthdate</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Sex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>February 29, 2004</td>
<td>Dark Bay or Brown</td>
<td>Colt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**1st dam:**
BRANDIS CHOICE SI 89 (1998), by Full Choke TB. Winner at 4, $4,108, *West/Southwest Regional Champion*. This is her first foal.

**2nd dam:**
PANDA I SI 92, by Coup De Kas TB. 3 wins at 2 and 3, $10,509, Almy H., 2nd Sweetwater County D., 3rd Western States Fut., Golden Spike Fut., Western States Mat. II. Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 3 ROM,

Hottest SI 95 (f. by Felter On The Quay TB). Winner at 3, $21,570, 2nd Fresno D., 3rd Star of Stars Fut., Classy Lassy S.

Backdraft SR 90 (g. by Will Win TB). 2 wins, to 4, $9,071.

Brandis Choice SI 89 (f. by Full Choke TB). Winner, see above.

Ultimate Victory (g. by Proudest Effort QH). Placed at 2, $2,486.

**3rd dam:**
SOUTHERN WIND SI 93, by Deep South. 7 wins at 2 and 3, $15,621, Limited Earnings Fut., Golden Spike Mat., Sweetwater County D., Magic City Speed S., Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, 4 ROM,

RARE GLASS SI 99. 8 wins, 2 to 4, $22,534, Western States Fut., Overland Distance Champion Series, Western States Mat., etc.

PANDA I SI 92. Stakes winner, see above.


Golden Wind SR 87. Winner to 3, $2,886.

**4th dam:**
VALIANT WIND QH SI 93, by Valiant Prince. 5 wins at 4, $4,609. Dam of 1 QH foal, 1 to race, 1 ROM; 1 ApHC foal, 1 to race, 1 ROM.

SOUTHERN WIND ApHC SI 93. Stakes winner, see above.

Kaseys Love QH SI 96. 3 wins at 3, $6,736.

*Accredited Oklahoma Bred*
Hip No. 943
Consigned by Market Demand Farms, Inc.

CHICKS ON THE BRAZOS SI 111
2003 Bay Filly

Chicks Beduino SI 104
A Classy Chick SI 89

*Beduino TB

For the Love of Honey SI 95
Requested Rocket SI 86

Charge N Go

CHICKS ON THE BRAZOS SI 111

Takin On The Cash SI 109
Dash For Cash SI 114

Take You On SI 96
Tempt Me Not SI 98

Sir Alibi SI 104
Sweet Victress SI 89

3170847
3517649


1st dam:
BRAZOS BLUSH SI 94 (1996), by Takin On The Cash. 5 wins at 3 and 4, $24,077, Finalist in Sooner Trailer New Mexico Challenge G3. Dam of 4 foals, 2 to race, 2 ROM.


2nd dam:
TEMPT ME NOT SI 98, by Sir Alibi. 6 wins, 2 to 4, $34,304, Black Gold 350 Fut. 1st Div. [R], Black Gold Mat. [R], Finalist in Miss Princess H. G3. Dam of 5 foals, 5 to race, 4 ROM.


Brazos Blush SI 94 (f. by Takin On The Cash). 5 wins, see above.

3rd dam:
SWEET VICTRESS SI 89, by Victory Stride TB. Winner at 2, $3,162. Dam of 11 foals, 11 to race, 9 ROM.

TEMPT ME NOT SI 98. Stakes winner, see above.

Tempted By Titles SI 91. 5 wins, 2 to 4, $14,037, in Mexico, 2nd Quarter Racing Journal S.

4th dam:
SWEET BLUSH SI 96, by Hempen TB. 2 wins at 2, $16,333. Dam of 17 foals, 15 to race, 13 ROM.

BLUSHING BUG SI 108. 13 wins, 2 to 7, $185,573, Champion Prep S., Carlsbad H., 2nd HQHRA Champ. G1, Kaweah Bar H. G3, etc. LYNNS ALLANTE SI 102. 7 wins, 2 to 5, $63,002, Centaur New Mexico Challenge, Dash For Speed H.

MAKE EM BLUSH SI 105. 4 wins at 2 and 3, $56,738, First Chance Fut., etc.

Leaving Memories SI 111. 3 wins at 2, $112,121, 3rd QHBC Sophomore Classic G2, HQHRA Inaugural H. G3, Sire.


Engagements: MBNA Racing Challenge

Parentage Verified - Registered New Mexico Bred
MR BRIM

2002 Bay Gelding

Streakin Six SI 104
Bottom’s Up SI 82

Sloopy Fein SI 99
Legs La Scoop SI 95

Tanquery Gin

Sinn Fein SI 98
Legs La Scoop SI 95

Scoopy Fein SI 99

Legs La Scoop SI 95


1st dam:
BRIM LADY SI 90 (1995), by Tanquery Gin. Placed in 1 start at 5, in Mexico. Dam of 5 foals, none to race, 1 to perform,

2nd dam:
BLACK BRIM, by Peppy San Badger. Unraced. Dam of 13 foals, 1 to race, 1 ROM, Brim Lady SI 90 (f. by Tanquery Gin). See above.
Felt Brim ROM (c. by Tanquery Gin). Unraced. 112 open performance points, Superior Daily Team Roping Heading, Superior Daily Team Roping Heeling, performance ROM.

3rd dam:
HAT BRIM, by Six Chick. Unraced. Dam of 13 foals, none to race, 4 to perform,

Little Brim. Unraced. Dam of
Hot Shot Gin ROM. Unraced. 28 open performance points, 6th High Point Cutting, Nat’l. Cutting Horse Assn. earnings, $5,620.

4th dam:
BLOB’S LASS, by Blob Jr. Unraced. Half-sister to COE BADGER 89 SI 95 (3rd Hustling Man Memorial 2nd Div.). Dam of 12 foals, none to race,
Miss Bid Lass. Unraced. Dam of
Moon Deck Bid. Unplaced in 1 start.
Triangle Dancer. Unraced. Dam of
Tri Dry ROM. Unraced. 36 open performance points.

Race Record: Unraced.
Parentage Verified
Hip No. 945  **KEEPON KEEPIN’ON (TB)**  Hip No. 945

April 27, 2004  Bay Filly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mr. Prospector</th>
<th>Raise A Native</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1988)</td>
<td>Gold Digger</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minstress</th>
<th>The Minstrel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fleet Victress</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alysheba</th>
<th>Alydar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bel Sheba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BUCKASHEBA</th>
<th>Buckpasser</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bold Princess</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1st dam:

BUCKASHEBA (1991), by Alysheba. Unraced. Dam of 7 foals, 3 to race, 3 winners, Wrangler Joe (c. by Here We Come). Winner at 3 and 4, $20,811. One Ride In Vegas (c. by Here We Come). Winner at 2 and 3, $18,290. Cowgirl Way (f. by Muldoon). Winner at 3, 2005, $8,566.

2nd dam:

RENOUNCE, by Buckpasser. Unplaced in 2 starts. Half-sister to **INTREPID HERO** ($405,305. Sire), **PREDICTABLE** ($191,937), **PRIMED** ($11,921, in Ireland and NA), **Sovereign Dancer** ($50,487, in France and NA), **Brave Lady** ($23,045). Dam of 15 foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, **WAITLIST** (c. by Avatar). 18 wins, 3 to 9, $549,355, Creme de la Fete Claiming S. [L], Colonel Power S., [Q] race at AQU, etc. Sire, **Dowager Empress** (f. by Vice Regent). 3 wins at 2 and 3, $20,300, in England; 2 wins at 5 in Australia, 3rd Honda Legend. Dam of **GILLESPIE** (g. by Rhythm). 6 wins, 2 to 4, $103,309, in Australia, **QUEEN ISOLT** (f. by *Sir Tristram*). 6 wins, 2 to 4, in South Africa, 3rd Post Golden Slipper G2, etc. Disclaim (g. by Bagdad). 21 wins, 3 to 12, $248,674. Knight To A King (g. by Ascot Knight). 13 wins, 3 to 9, $149,470. Divorce Decree (f. by Judge). Winner at 3, $9,020. Dam of **HIT ZOOM** ($66,496, 2nd Harry Allsman Memorial H. [R]), **OZONE SAND** ($25,008, 2nd Laurel Lane S. [R]).


Parentage Verified - Accredited Oklahoma Bred
Hip No. 946

** BUG IN THE PIE SI 92 **

1983 Bay Mare

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Easy Jet SI 100</th>
<th>Jet Deck SI 100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pie In The Sky SI 101</td>
<td>Lena’s Bar TB SI 95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Miss Jelly Roll</th>
<th>Roulade TB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lady Bug’s Moon SI 100</td>
<td>Top Moon SI 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fl Lady Bug</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bug Charge SI 84</th>
<th>Some Charge TB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Casco Rose</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By **PIE IN THE SKY SI 101 (1977). Champion 2-Year-Old Colt,** stakes winner of 5 races at 2 and 3, $616,328, All American Fut. Sire of 582 starters, 449 ROM. 42 stakes winners, 1 champion, earning $8,556,879, including **HEAVENLY SI 110 (Champion),** $1,045,796, **HEART OF DARKNESS SI 115 ($237,095),** etc. Sire of the dams of 58 stakes winners, **PIVOTAL DECISION SI 106 ($630,639),** **DEPOSIT CASH SI 116 ($562,103),** **DON CALLENDER SI 104 ($241,474),** **STRAWFLY SPECIAL SI 97 ($222,920).**

1st dam:

**BUG CHARGE SI 84 (1971),** by Lady Bug’s Moon. 2 wins at 2. Dam of 8 foals, 8 ROM, **CHARGE ME EASY SI 90 (f. by Easy Six).** 3 wins at 2, $36,476, Rocky Mountain QHA Fut. Dam of **CHARGE ME MONEY SI 99 ($84,851),** **CHARGE ME BULL SI 93 ($7,498),** etc.; grandam of **Charge De Cash SI 102 ($19,181).**

**Just Dashing By SI 99 (g. by Dash For Cash).** 13 wins, 2 to 8, $51,014, 2nd Heat Wave Fut.

**Race Record:** One win, once 2nd at 2. Earned $5,391.

**Produce Record:**

1987 **Ladybug Smash SI 93 (f. by Easily Smashed).** Winner at 3, $4,439, 2nd Heart Of The West Fut. Dam of 3 ROM.

1988 **Smashing Pie SI 95 (f. by Easily Smashed).** 3 wins at 3, $18,652.

1989 **Homemade Smash SI 96 (f. by Easily Smashed).** Winner at 2 and 3, $4,788. Dam of Sure Shot Miracle SI 90 (3 wins, to 5, 2005, $41,283).

1990 **Gourmet Smash (f. by Easily Smashed).** Unplaced.

1991 **Search The Sky (c. by Easily Smashed).** Placed at 2, in Mexico.

1992 **High Priorities SI 99 (g. by On A High).** 3 wins at 2, $30,824.

1993 **Relentless Dash SI 101 (f. by Reckless Dash).** Winner at 2 and 3, $3,796. Dam of **Rockin Not Knockin SI 97 ($50,997).**

1994 **Special Possession (f. by Special Leader).** Unraced.

1995 **Things I Love (f. by Reckless Dash).** Unraced.

1996 **Penthouse Suite SI 92 (f. by Victory Dash).** Placed at 2, $1,640.

1997 **Get Reckless (f. by Reckless Dash).** Unraced.

1998 **PIVOTAL DECISION SI 106 (g. by Fishers Dash).** 17 wins, 2 to 5, $630,639, Dash For Cash Fut. **G1, Dash For Cash D. G1, Retama Park D. G1,** etc., tr v250y :13.29. **Texas Hi-Point 3-Year-Old Gelding.**

1999 **Simple Wisdom SI 105 (f. by Special Leader).** Winner at 3, $7,668.


2001 No report received.

2002 **Miss Jelly Fish SI 93 (f. by Fishers Dash).** Winner at 3, 2005, $11,102.

2003 **Fishin Lady (f. by Fishers Dash).** Unplaced in 1 start at 2, 2005.

2004 **Yer Fisher Mine (c. by Fishers Dash).**

2004 **The Answer Lady (f. by Corona Cartel).**

2005 No report received.

**Bred to Fishers Dash, believed to be in foal.**
Hip No. 947  Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent  Hip No. 947

**MR BUGGY SHINE SI 95**

2002 Sorrel Gelding

First Down Dash SI 105 . . . Dash For Cash SI 114
First Prize Rose SI 98

MR BUGGY SHINE SI 95

4309996

Bugged Thoughts SI 98 . . .

Shawne Bug SI 101 . . .

Lady Bug's Moon SI 100

Shawne Win SI 82


1st dam:


Look Forward SI 109 (c. by Corona Cartel). 4 wins at 2 and 3, 2005, $97,663, 2nd Ruidoso D. G1, 3rd Easy Jet Overnight S.

2nd dam:

**Legal Thoughts** SI 97, by Aforethought TB. Winner at 2, $5,769, 2nd Bluestem Downs Spring Fut. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 7 ROM, Bugged Thoughts SI 98 (f. by Shawne Bug). Stakes winner, see above. Master Thoughts SI 97 (g. by Master Hand TB). 10 wins, 2 to 6, $29,605.

3rd dam:


LIFE STYLES SI 96. 4 wins at 2, $149,683, West Texas Fut. G2, 2nd Pacific H. G3, Leo H., etc. Dam of RUNNIN RECKLESS SI 99 ($64,065), Stylish Texan SI 102 ($44,383), Attaque SI 92 ($8,257).

HI TIFFY SI 99. 4 wins at 3, $27,038, Prescott Downs D., etc.

Fathers And Sons SI 93. 2 wins at 3, $33,699, 2nd Dash For Cash D. G1.

**Legal Thoughts** SI 97. Stakes-placed winner, see above.

Race Record: 2 wins, 4 times 2nd, once 3rd at 2 and 3, 2005. Earned $36,025.

Engagements: MBNA Racing Challenge

Parentage Verified - Accredited Louisiana Bred

1st dam:

2nd dam:
MISS SPEED CHARGE, by Mr Kid Charge. Unplaced in 1 start. Dam of 9 foals, 4 to race, 1 ROM,
Speed Challenger SI 87 (f. by Meter Me Gone). Placed at 2.
Lotta Cash And Carry (f. by Zealous). Unplaced.

3rd dam:
MISS SPEED COUNT, by Dogface. 2 wins at 2. Sister to Speed Count SI 88.
Dam of 5 foals, 5 to race, 4 ROM,
Bos To Win SI 103. 23 wins, 2 to 5, $81,542.
Three Ohs Speed SI 88. 5 wins in 9 starts at 2 and 3, $13,081. Dam of
Theycallmethefireman SI 86. Unplaced in 2 starts.
Speedin Maniac SI 84. Unplaced.
Oh So Speedy SI 87. Winner at 2.

4th dam:
LADY JESSICA TB, by Count Speed. Unplaced. Dam of 4 TB foals, 2 to race; 7 QH foals, 7 to race, 3 ROM,
Speed Count SI 88. 13 wins, 2 to 8, $14,963, 3rd Arizola H.
Mr Speed Count. Winner at 2, $2,674.
Just A Moon SI 94. Placed, 2 to 4. Dam of 2 ROM,
Just A Moon Wrangler SI 98. Winner at 2, $6,468.
Moons Second Chance SI 89. Winner at 3 and 4, $3,212.
Dublin Doll TB. Unplaced in 2 starts. Dam of 4 winners,
Knight’s Lad. 6 wins, 3 to 6, $15,369.
Dublin Prince. Winner at 2 and 3, $5,207.
Dolly’s Rambler. Winner at 2, $3,810.
Shy Mistress. Winner at 2, $1,020. Dam of
Nifty Nellie. 3 wins at 3 and 5, $5,979.
Velvet Blush. Unraced. Dam of
Blushing Alarm. 2 wins at 3, $4,968. Dam of Alarmingly ($18,888).

Engagements: MBNA Racing Challenge, J’N L Breeders Classic
Parentage Verified - Transported Cooled Semen - Registered Colorado Bred
Hip No. 949  CALAS STREAKIN SI 84  949

Consigned by Don Griffin

Streakin Six SI 104  Easy Six SI 97  Miss Assured SI 95
Streakin La Jolla SI 99 . 2327941
Bottom’s Up SI 82  Raise Your Glass TB  La Jolla SI 90
Dash For Destiny SI 97  .  4098147
Dash For Cash SI 114  Miss Jet Van SI 100
Calas Dash  .  2858546
Calas Heart SI 88  Cala Rocket SI 95  Heart String SI 92

By STREAKIN LA JOLLA SI 99 (1985). Stakes winner of 8 races in 8 starts at 2
and 3, $56,227. Sound of Summer D. Sire of 838 starters, 612 ROM, 44
stakes winners, 2 champions, earning $14,182,345, including STREAKIN
SIN TACHA SI 108 (World Champion, to 7, 2005, $692,842, The Champ. At
Sunland Park G1), MR JESS PERRY SI 113 (Champion-twice, $687,184),
LAWYER LA JOLLA SI 107 ($305,654). Sire of the dams of REDMAN
RUNNING SI 108 ($248,885), STREAKIN PATRIOT SI 106 ($261,341), etc.

1st dam:
CALAS DASH (1989), by Dash For Destiny. Unraced. Dam of 10 foals, 8 to
race, 6 ROM,
Marys Web SI 93 (f. by Leaving Memories). 4 wins, 2 to 4, $16,015.
Red Moons SI 90 (g. by Marthas Six Moons). 3 wins at 3, $8,678.
Dubya Dash SI 87 (g. by Royal Quick Dash). Winner at 3, $6,976.
Heza Millennium Man SI 88 (g. by Heza Fast Man). Winner at 3, $6,329.
Sheza Fast Dash SI 89 (f. by Heza Fast Man). Winner at 3, $5,724.
Calas Streakin SI 84 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Winner, see below.
Heza Ten Man (g. by Heza Fast Man). Winner at 2, $1,767.
Cala Tac (f. by Tolltac). Placed in 2 starts at 2. Dam of
Tac It Easy SI 87 (f. by Dashin Is Easy). Winner at 2, $11,042, 2nd Kan-

2nd dam:
CALAS HEART SI 88, by Cala Rocket. 4 wins, 2 to 4, $11,967. Dam of 6 foals, 1 to
race, 1 ROM,
HEART SPRING SI 96 (g. by Spring Lark), 6 wins, 2 to 5, $39,618, Sound of

3rd dam:
HEART STRING SI 92, by Jet Deck Junior. 7 wins, 3 to 5, $12,918. Dam of 4 foals,
3 to race, 2 ROM
Calas Heart SI 88. 4 wins, see above.
Shawn Burks ROM. Placed at 2 and 3.

4th dam:
LETA MONA SI 95, by Mr. Good TB. 4 wins at 3, $2,707. Dam of 13 foals, 8 to
race, 7 ROM,
Heart String SI 92. 7 wins, see above.
Mona Dial SI 87. 8 wins, 4 to 6, $13,637.
Mr Streaky Jet SI 91. 5 wins at 2 and 3, $9,139. Sire.
Leta Dial SI 95. 8 wins at 2 and 3, $2,563. Sire.
Depth Rocket SI 87. 2 wins at 3, $1,401. Sire.
Mr Mona SI 95. Winner at 2 and 3, $1,264.

Race Record: One win, once 3rd at 2. Earned $3,854.
Open - Sells with rebreed to Okey Dokey Dale - Parentage Verified
Hip No. 950  
**CALLER VICTORY SI 102**  
1998 Bay Mare

Consigned by Lazy E Ranch, Inc., Agent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strawfly Special SI 97</td>
<td>CALL A Victory SI 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call A Victory SI 93</td>
<td>WILD VICTORY SI 105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILD VICTORY SI 105</td>
<td>CALLER VICTORY SI 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALLER VICTORY SI 102</td>
<td>MOOLAH CHICK TOO SI 82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**By STRAWFLY SPECIAL SI 97 (1987).** Stakes winner of 11 races, 2 to 4, $222,920, Southern California D. Sire of 988 starters, 806 ROM, 68 stakes winners, 1 champion, earning $20,236,487, including TAILOR FIT SI 110 (World Champion-twice, $1,299,010), STREAKIN FLYER SI 96 ($1,141,128, All American Fut. G1), AUSUAL SUSPECT SI 96 ($1,003,564, All American Fut. G1), FLYING DINO SI 103 ($360,964). Sire of the dams of stakes winners PYC PAINT YOUR WAGON SI 96 ($168,042), SHYANN CASH SI 97 ($103,972).

**1st dam:**
CALL A VICTORY SI 93 (1984), by Victory Stride TB. 3 wins at 2 and 3, $20,304, Finalist in Ed Burke Memorial Fut. G2. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 5 ROM,


**CALLER VICTORY SI 102 (f. by Strawfly Special).** Stakes winner, see below.

- What A Major Victory SI 88 (g. by Major Rime). Winner at 2, $7,007.
- Classic Ohs SI 81 (f. by Three Oh’s Wild). Winner at 4, $6,316.
- Bonnie Liz SI 87 (f. by Three Oh’s Wild). Winner at 2, $2,061. Dam of Lizzs Freedom (c. by To Freedom TB). Winner at 4, $4,460.

**2nd dam:**
MOOLAH CHICK TOO SI 82, by Moolah Rocket. Winner in 2 starts at 4. Half-sister to THREE BUX SI 95 ($20,525, Northwest Endurance Champ., etc.). Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 6 ROM,


- Call It Charisma SI 98 (c. by Easy Dozen). 8 wins, 2 to 4, $67,027.
- Call Deb SI 91 (f. by Reb’s Policy TB). Placed at 2 and 3, $1,745. Dam of Pathos SI 82 (g. by Strawfly Special). Winner at 2 and 3, $11,175.

**Race Record:** 2 wins, 3 times 2nd, 3 times at 2 and 3. Earned $20,308. **WON Cowboy Classic Futurity, 2ND Du-Bar/Lee Giles/Frank Hart Futurity.**

**Produce Record:**
- 2003 Call It Royal SI 88 (g. by This Snow Is Royal). Winner at 2, 2005, $2,940.
- 2004 Caller Chivato (f. by Dash To Chivato).
- 2005 No report received.

**Open - Parentage Verified**
Hip No. 951

INVEST THE CASH
1996 Sorrel Mare

Dash For Cash SI 114
Rocket Wrangler SI 97
Rocket Bar TB SI 85
Go Galla Go SI 95

951

INVEST THE CASH
3494538

Find A Buyer TB
To Market
Hide And Seek

INVEST THE CASH
1238058

Foolish Investment SI 99
Good Investment SI 91
Sassafras Te

Call Me Investment SI 100
2191895

My Cutie TB
Truxton King
Callmecutie

By DASH FOR CASH SI 114 (1973), World Champion-twice, Champion 4-times, stakes winner of $507,689, Sun Country Fut., etc. Sire of 960 ROM, 145 stakes winners, 16 champions, earning $39,992,111, including DASHINGLY SI 104 (World Champion, $1,754,323), DASH FOR SPEED SI 107 (World Champion, $1,225,337), FLORENTINE SI 108 (Champion 3-times, $1,123,102), etc. Sire of the dams of 222 stakes winners including champions THIS SNOW IS ROYAL SI 101 ($554,748), PANTHER MOUNTAIN SI 105 ($459,921), etc.

1st dam:

CALL ME INVESTMENT SI 100 (1981), by Foolish Investment. Winner at 3, $4,052. Dam of 13 foals, 6 to race, 4 ROM,

SLR Supermans Cape SI 97 (g. by Amigo Menor [Ire] TB). 9 wins, 3 to 6, $49,008, 2nd MD Barns California Challenge S., 3rd Bull Rastus S. G3, Finalist in Pat Hyland Memorial H. [ ]


Call Me Sure SI 87 (f. by Easy Azure Te). Winner at 3. Dam of 2 ROM,


2nd dam:

MY CUTIE TB, by Truxton King. Winner at 3. Dam of 7 QH foals, 7 to race, 5 ROM,

CUTE INVESTMENT SI 103 (f. by Good Investment). 8 wins, 2 to 4, $406,487, Rainbow D., 2nd Budweiser D. Dam of 5 ROM,

Effort Investment SI 108 (g. by Special Effort). 10 wins, 3 to 7, $44,563, 3rd Special Hank H., Fine Loom H., ntr at SUN 870y in :44.47.

MY INVESTMENT SI 104 (f. by Good Investment). 8 wins, 2 to 4, $99,063, Trinity QH A Fut., Go Together H. 1st Div. Dam of 5 ROM,


Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record:

2000 Cold Hard Cash Blast (g. by Artic Blast). Winner at 3, $2,843.
2001 MSU Blast Of Cash (g. by Artic Blast). Unraced.
2002 No report received.
2004 Nickatary (g. by Planetary).
2005 Unnamed (filly)

Bred to Special Effort, last service May 5, 2005, believed to be in foal.

Parentage Verified

1st dam: CANNONDATE (1981), by Cannonade. 10 wins at 2 and 3, $98,778. Dam of 15 foals, 13 to race, 9 winners,

Sibercrasher (c. by Siberian Express). 10 wins, 2 to 8, $238,980, 2nd City of Hialeah S.
Dr. Cann (g. by Dr. Adagio). 6 wins, 3 to 7, 2005, $70,659.
Explosive Date (c. by Explosive Bid). 3 wins at 3 and 5, $49,620.
Slew Of Friends (g. by Tsunami Slew). 6 wins, 3 to 5, $45,884.
Samax Slew (c. by Tsunami Slew). 4 wins, 3 to 5, $38,644.
A. U. Bite (g. by Beaudelaire). Winner at 2 and 4, $23,628.
Winning Date (f. by Victory Speech). Winner at 3 and 4, 2005, $21,806.

2nd dam: PERJA’S DATE, by Lord Date. Unplaced. Sister to Gordie H.. Dam of 15 foals, 14 to race, 11 winners,

OUT ‘TILL MIDNIGHT (f. by Nice Catch). 17 wins, 2 to 7, $249,931, Swashbuckler S., 2nd Suncoast S., Discovery S. Dam of 2 winners,
A. P. Topper (g. by Dispersal). 5 wins, 2 to 7, 2005, $162,602, 2nd First State S. [L], 3rd Budweiser Challenger S. [L], OBS Champ S. [R].
Strikemate (c. by Strike The Anvil). 11 wins, 3 to 8, $89,251, 3rd Inkster H., Farmington Hills H.

3rd dam: PERJA, by Jabneh. 10 wins, 2 to 4, $52,350. Half-sister to ALL THE MORE ($572,000, Heritage S. G3). Dam of 7 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners,

Gordie H.. 2 wins at 3, $117,128, 2nd Hawthorne D. G3, Round Table H. G3, Olympia S., 3rd Arlington Classic G2, etc. Sire.
Ethel Farkle. Winner at 7, $5,917. Dam of 5 winners,

PAPA TRICKS. 15 wins, 3 to 8, $214,723, Last Hurrah H. [R], etc.
Twilight Countess. 11 wins, 3 to 8, $62,401. Dam of Haint You Grand. 7 wins, 2 to 4, 2005, $115,335.
Curbstone Cutie. 12 wins, 3 to 5, $73,246.
Hip No. 953
Consignment by Lazy E Ranch, Inc., Agent for E. D. Calvert

RARE PEAK (TB)
1997 Bay Mare

Rare Brick ............... (1983)
Mr. Prospector

RARE PEAK (TB)
Windy Brick ............... Mr. Brick
Windy Miss

Capote Peak ............... Seattle Slew
Too Bald

Grifix ............... Green Forest
Beaufix

By RARE BRICK (1983). Stakes winner of 8 races in 8 starts at 2 and 3, $193,405, Rebel S. [L], etc. Sire of 363 starters, 292 winners, 26 stakes winners, earning $15,987,475, including POWIS CASTLE ($569,518, Malibu S. G2, etc.), RARE CURE (to 7, 2005, $512,160, Governor’s Cup H. [L]), ONE BRICK SHY ($471,347, Claiming Crown Jewel [R], etc.), DISTINCTIVE MR. B ($376,233), BAND PERFORMANCE ($354,330), etc. Sire of the dams of STAR SMASHER ($437,992), SHAMROCK CITY ($324,500), RADICAL RILEY ($292,198), etc.

1st dam:
CAPOTE PEAK (1991), by Capote. Winner at 3, $20,100. Dam of 5 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners,
Hadenough (f. by Hadif). 18 wins, 2 to 7, 2005, $184,662.
Capote Creek (g. by Marfa). Winner at 2 and 3, $16,154.
Capo Di Tuti (c. by Gold Regent). Winner at 3, $10,605.

2nd dam:
GRIFIX, by Green Forest. Unplaced. Dam of 12 foals, 8 to race, 7 winners,
Bunny Bride (f. by Runaway Groom). 2 wins at 3, $58,692.
You Da Mon (g. by Maria’s Mon). 7 wins, 3 to 7, 2005, $48,014.
Poverty Insurance (g. by Time For A Change). 3 wins, 4 to 6, $33,575.
Slewper Girl (f. by Slewpy). Winner at 3 and 4, $14,840. Dam of
Love’s Legacy (f. by Waquoit). 3 wins at 3 and 4, $112,577, 3rd New Jersey Fut. [R].
Otti (f. by Rahy). 2 wins at 3, $12,058. Dam of 3 winners,
No Toro (c. by Tactical Advantage). 9 wins, 3 to 6, 2005, $192,085, 2nd
Bienvidenos S. [N], Chuck n Luck S. [N], Gerry Howard Inaugural H. [N].
Indian Blanket (f. by Indian Charlie). 2 wins at 3, $77,020.

3rd dam:
BEAUFIX, by Weather Bureau. 2 wins at 3, $6,475. Dam of 12 foals, 6 winners,
Puss In Cahoots. 4 wins at 2 and 3, $37,240. Dam of ST. FORBES ($157,645, Hawthorne D. G3, Sire); grandam of BUDDHA ($489,600, Wood Memorial S. G1), Lucky Prince ($74,036, 2nd Western Canada H., etc.), Imperial Patriot ($68,011, 3rd Maryland Million Distaff Starter H. [R]).
\[Bellefix. 4 wins at 3 and 4, $26,720. Dam of BELLA HAIL [Arg] (Premio Asociacion De Propietarios De Caballos De Carrera G3).\]

Race Record:
1 win at 2. Earned $5,326.

Produce Record:
2002 Rare Magic (f. by Magic Cat). Unplaced.
2004 Rare Special Peak (f. by Streakin La Jolla QH).
2005 Unnamed (f. by Feature Mr Jess QH).
Bred to Corona Caliente QH, last service April 28, 2005, believed to be in foal. Transports Cooled semen.

Parentage Verified
By **RUNAWAY WINNER** SI 104 (1985). Stakes winner of 7 races at 2 and 3, $369,410, Kindergarten Fut. **G1**, etc. Sire of 863 starters, 701 ROM, 60 stakes winners, 2 champions, earning $12,609,671, including **TREACHEROUSLY** SI 103 (**Champion**, $622,004, Rainbow Fut. **G1**), **DECEPTIVELY** SI 105 (**Champion**, $297,001), etc. Sire of dams of champion **OCEAN RUNAWAY** SI 102 ($1,277,611), **BK RUNNER** SI 109 ($415,740), **PHOEBES OTOOLE** SI 103 ($317,923), **ALL AMERICAN WINNER** SI 101 ($286,960).

**1st dam:**
Caralot SI 98 (1979), by Reb's Policy TB. 5 wins at 2 and 3, $74,359, 2nd Valentine Fut., 3rd Miss California H. Dam of 12 foals, 12 to race, 12 ROM, **ROYAL N ROWDY** SI 108 (g. by Royal Quick Dash). 5 wins, 2 to 7, 2005, $204,633, Sunland Park Fall D. **G3**, 2nd Go Man Go H. **G1**, Bayer Legend New Mexico Challenge **G3**, Casino Cash D., etc.


Dash N Cara SI 80 (f. by Dash For Cash). Placed at 2. Dam of **Dash Away Six** SI 96 (c. by Strawfly Special). 2 wins at 3, $24,469, 2nd Rocky Mountain D. **G3**, **Finalist in Aurora D. [R]** **G3**.

**REALLY HIGH** SI 119 (g. by On A High). 12 wins, 3 to 9, $87,043, San Mateo S., 2nd Manor Downs 550 S., twice, 3rd PCQHRA H., QHBC Pacific Classics D. [R], **Finalist in QHBC Marathon Classic G3**.

Nolan Ryan SI 99 (g. by Ronas Ryon). 5 wins, 2 to 5, $32,082, 2nd Bonnie H. [R], 3rd Special Effort H., **Finalist in Vandy's Flash H. G3**, High Cotton Doll SI 87 (f. by On A High). Winner at 2, $14,213, **Finalist in Dash for Cash Fut. G1**, Dam of **Doin It Jess For Fun** SI 96 ($116,604, 2nd TQHA Sales Fut. [R] **G1**), **Ride With The King** SI 108 (to 5, 2005, $45,880, 3rd Miss Polly Classic S. **G3**, etc.).

Streakin Lil Sis SI 84 (f. by Streakin Six). 2 wins at 3, $3,863. Dam of **Fast Dash Ta Fame** SI 103 ($32,295, 2nd Evergreen Fut. [R] **G2**).

**Race Record:** 3 wins, once 2nd, once 3rd at 2 and 3. Earned $7,537.

**Produce Record:**
2003 SSS Scratch N Win (f. by Dash Ta Fame). Unraced.
2004 No report received.
2005 Unnamed (c. by Stylus).

**Bred to Jody O Toole, last service March 31, 2005, believed to be in foal.**

**Parentage Verified - Accredited Texas Broodmare**
By MR JESS PERRY SI 113 (1992). **Champion-twice**, stakes winner of 12 races in 21 starts, 2 to 4, $687,184, Texas Classic Fut. **G1**. Sire of 381 ROM, 51 stakes winners, 1 champion, earning $14,562,684, including JESS LOUISIANA BLUE SI 109 (Champion, $170,682), FEATURE MR JESS SI 101 ($539,327), PRETTY BOY PERRY SI 102 ($514,626), JESS RAPID SI 103 (to 4, 2005, $297,438), MIGHTY INVICTUS SI 102 (to 3, 2005, $293,183), etc. Sire of the dams of winners Streakin To Shine SI 95 ($37,439), etc.

1st dam:
CASH AND MUSIC SI 101(1986), by Cashagamble. 5 wins at 2 and 3, $3,386, Finalist in NEKQHA D. **G3**. Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 2 ROM,


Captain Fubar (g. by Hexagonal). Winner at 3, $4,621.
Chocolate Challenge SI 83 (g. by Johnny Vittoro). Winner at 2 and 3, $4,338.

2nd dam:
WORDS AND MUSIC SI 87, by Cherokee Arrow TB. Winner at 3 and 4, $1,302. Dam of 11 foals, 6 to race, 5 ROM,

Fashion Princess SI 103 (f. by Himito Dancer). 14 wins, 2 to 6, $31,469, 3rd NEKQHA D. **G3**, ntr at EUR 770y in :40.42, Finalist in Minnesota 870 Classic H. **G3**. Dam of 2 ROM,

Corporate Bully SI 95 (g. by Bully Bullion). 3 wins, 4 to 6, $27,257,
Holy Bull SI 91 (g. by Me Go Bye Bye). Winner at 3 and 4, 2005, $8,797.

3rd dam:
GO SNOOPER SI 95, by Go Man Go. Winner at 2 and 3, $10,933. Half-sister to I'M GORGEOUS SI 96 (Champion, $178,058). Dam of 10 foals, 5 ROM,

Ms Johnnie Be Good SI 99. 11 wins, 2 to 4, $13,024.
Go Gorgeous SI 96. 3 wins at 3, $5,762. Dam of Plan To Cash In SI 92. 4 wins, 3 to 7, $9,590.

4th dam:
Double Snooper SI 95, by Double Bid. 6 wins at 2, $39,526, 2nd Kansas Fut. Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, 3 ROM,

I'M GORGEOUS SI 96. Champion 3-Year-Old Filly, 8 wins in 15 starts at 2 and 3, $178,058, Rainbow D., 3rd All American D.


Race Record: Unplaced at 2.

Produce Record:
2004 Okey Dokey Jess (c. by Okey Dokey Dale).
2005 Unnamed (f. by Okey Dokey Dale).

Bred to Stoli, last service February 14, 2005, believed to be in foal.

Parentage Verified
Hip No. Consigned by Lazy E Ranch, Inc., Agent for A. J. Renner

**Hip No.**

**956 DASHING CARTEL SI 92**

*2002 Chestnut Colt*

Holland Ease SI 109
First Down Dash SI 105
Easy Henryetta SI 90

Corona Cartel SI 97
3287480

DASHING CARTEL SI 92
4258538

Corona Chick SI 113
Chicks Beduino SI 104
Sizzling Lil SI 91

Cash At The Counter
3064331

Dash For Cash SI 114
Rocket Wrangler SI 97
Find A Buyer TB

Summer Encounter SI 99
Hempen TB
Easy’s Baby Jet


**1st dam:**
CASH AT THE COUNTER (1992), by Dash For Cash. Placed at 3. Dam of 3 foals, 3 to race, 3 ROM,

- Cupids Special Fly SI 89 (f. by Strawfly Special). 2 wins, to 4, $10,105. Dashing Cartel SI 92 (c. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins, see below.

**2nd dam:**

**3rd dam:**
Summer Encounter SI 99. Stakes-placed winner, see above.

**4th dam:**
EASY’S BABY JET, by Easy Jet. Unraced. Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 9 ROM, **NATIVE SCOUT** SI 100, 5 wins, to 5, $41,640, Pilgrim H. **G3**, 3rd Alameda H.

**Race Record:** 2 wins, 3 times 2nd, twice 3rd at 2 and 3, 2005. Earned $5,657.

Engagements: MBNA Racing Challenge

Parentage Verified
Hip No. 957  CREDIT OR CASH (APHA)  March 6, 2004 Sorrel Tobiano Colt

Consigned by Richie Horse Farm

Sorrel Tobiano Colt

Alydar Special Lineage TB .......... ChampagneWoman

Walters Chick SI 97 The Lady Sadie QH

Easy Jet QH SI 100 Indian Music

Easy Jet Too SI 95

Cash To Keep SI 81 . . . . . . . . .

CREDIT OR CASH (APHA) 840286

174647

Judy's Chick SI 89 . . . . . . . . .

Judy's Lineage SI 95 ... .


1st dam:


2nd dam:

**KEEP THE CASH QH** SI 94, by Dash For Cash. Unplaced to 3, $2,535. Dam of 1 QH foal, 1 to race; 6 APHA foals, 6 to race, 6 ROM, **REAL EASY CASH** SI 91 (c. by Easy Jet Too). **World Champion Running Paint Horse, Champion Running 2-Year-Old Colt, Champion Running 3-Year-Old, Champion Running 3-Year-Old Colt**, 7 wins at 2 and 3, $94,386, Starburst D., Masterpiece Paint Fut., Masterpiece Paint D. Sire.

**CASH TO KEEP** SI 81 (f. by Easy Jet Too). Stakes winner, see above.


**R Easy Cash** SI 87 (g. by Easy Jet Too). 2 wins at 2 and 3, $8,948, 3rd Lorelei Paint Fut., **Finalist in PSBA D., APHA National Champ. Breeding Stock Fut.**


Easy Dash SI 87 (f. by Easy Jet Too). 2 wins at 2, $5,719, **Finalist in Oklahoma Paint Assn. Fut., Lorelei Paint Fut.**

Streaker Dash QH SI 97 (g. by Streakin Six). 3 wins at 2 and 3, $11,319, **Finalist in AQHA Texas Challenge Champ. G3**.

3rd dam:

**I GOTUM** SI 96, by *Beduino TB. Winner at 2, $4,012. Dam of 7 foals, 7 ROM, Gotum Covered SI 92. 2 wins in 4 starts at 3, $4,388. Dam of **GOTUM LOOKIN** SI 98 ($60,167); grandam of **MR MALLARD** SI 111 (to 6, 2005, $464,179), **TOAST TO MALLARD** SI 104 ($110,133), etc.

Engagements: Pot O’ Gold Futurity, PSBA Futurity, Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup Futurity.
**Hip No.** 958  
**Consigned by** Lazy E Ranch, Inc., Agent  
**Hip No.** 958

**DASH TO MUSIC**  
1994 Sorrel Mare

Dash For Cash SI 114  . . . .
1238058

DASH TO MUSIC  
3345630

Catchy Tune SI 90 . . . .
2545038

By DASH FOR CASH SI 114 (1973). **World Champion-twice, Champion 4-times**, stakes winner of $507,689, Sun Country Fut., etc. Sire of 960 ROM, 145 stakes winners, 16 champions, earning $39,992,111, including **DASHINGLY** SI 104 (**World Champion**, $1,754,323), **DASH FOR SPEED** SI 107 (**World Champion**, $1,225,337), **FLORENTINE** SI 108 (**Champion 3-times**, $1,123,102), etc. Sire of the dams of 222 stakes winners including champions **THIS SNOW IS ROYAL** SI 101 ($554,748), **PANTHER MOUNTAIN** SI 105 ($459,921), etc.

1st dam:
**CATCHY TUNE** SI 90 (1986), by The Signature. Winner at 2 and 4, $17,160, **Finalist in Go Together H. [R]** G3. Dam of 6 foals, 4 to race, 1 ROM,  
Catch A Tac SI 81 (g. by Tolltac). Winner at 4, $1,708.

2nd dam:
**CATCH THIS MELODY** SI 99, by Wee Folk TB. 5 wins, 2 to 4, $20,915. Dam of 7 foals, 3 to race, 3 ROM,  
Au Revoir Yawl SI 91 (f. by By Yawl). 7 wins at 2 and 3, $14,489, **Finalist in Ruidoso Horse Sale Fut. At Sunland [R]** G3. Dam of 2 ROM,  
**AU REVOIR DOOLEY** SI 97 (g. by Dooley Authorized). 7 wins at 2 and 3, $82,754, Clovis Classic Fut. [R], 2nd New Mexico State Fair Senior Fut. [R] G3, Zia D. [R] G3, **Finalist in American Airlines New Mexico Challenge** G3, **New Mexican Spring Fut. [R]** G3.  
**Adios A Todos** SI 93 (f. by Dooley Authorized). 3 wins at 2 and 3, $33,801, 2nd La Chiripada Fut. G3, etc. Dam of 2 ROM,  
**BY BY JJ** SI 109 (g. by JJ Shot Glass). 5 wins at 2 and 4, 2005, $1,128,667, All American Fut. G1, 2nd NMHBA S. [R] G3, **Finalist in All American D.** G1, Zia Fut. [R] G2, etc.  
Todos Al Banco SI 99 (g. by Strait To The Bank). 5 wins, 2 to 5, 2005, $80,947, **Finalist in Zia D. [R]** G3, NM State Fair Breeders’ D. [R] G3.

**Race Record:** Unplaced in 2 starts at 2.

**Produce Record:**  
1999 **CORONA MUSIC** SI 104 (f. by Corona Cartel). 8 wins at 2 and 3, $311,727, Mile High D. G2, 2nd Los Alamitos Million Fut. G1, Altoona D. G3, 3rd AQHA All-Star Jockey Challenge Sun Bowl S., **Finalist in Lazy E D. [R]** G2, **KHEY/Y96 H. G3, Phoenix Fut. G3.**  
2002 In Excessive Accord SI 89 (g. by In Excessive Bull TB). Unplaced.  
2004 No report received.  
2005 Unnamed (f. by Corona Cartel).  
**Bred to Corona Cartel, last service April 3, 2005, believed to be in foal. Parentage Verified - Accredited Texas Broodmare**
Hip No. 959

Consigned by Joel Rod Pierce

CATES CLEAT SI 92

2002 Brown Filly

First Down Dash SI 105 .... Dash For Cash SI 114
First Prize Rose SI 98

Dashing Cleat SI 111 ...

2857529

Beduina SI 92 ............. Bedyuno TB
Binky Royal SI 83

CATES CLEAT SI 92

4220632

Jet Deck SI 100
Savannah Cates SI 100

Cates Jet Van SI 104 ...

1712479

Vannie Starr ................ Leo Van SI 95
Miss Boogie Van


1st dam:

CATES JET VAN SI 104 (1981), by Cates’s Jet. 8 wins at 3 and 4, $18,008, Ross Meadows 440 S., ntr at END 300y in :15.420. Dam of 17 foals, 12 to race, 8 ROM,


First Lady Kate SI 89 (f. by Count Giacomo TB). 2 wins at 2, $8,864, Finalist in Tots Randle Memorial Fut. G3. Dam of 5 ROM,

KATES DRIVER SI 111 (g. by My Designated Driver). 7 wins, 2 to 4, $182,813, MBNA America Oklahoma Challenge G1, 2nd Bayer Legend Central Challenge G3, Windy City Dash S. G3, Z Wayne Griffin Director’s S. 2nd Div. G3, Kansas Bred Fut. [R], 3rd Top Deck H. G3, Kansas Jackpot Prep Fut. [R] G3, All American Gold Cup S. G3, JEH Stallion Station H.


FIRST DRIVER ABE SI 93 (g. by My Designated Driver). 4 wins at 2 and 3, $21,021, Kansas Bred D. [R], 2nd Kansas Jackpot Prep D. [R].

Counts Perks SI 94 (g. by Dash For Perks). 3 wins at 2 and 3, $16,424, 2nd Kansas Bred Fut. [R] G3, 3rd Kansas Bred D. [R].


BB Catie SI 94 (g. by Bully Bullion). 7 wins, 3 to 8, 2005, $36,411.

Star Date Cate SI 91 (g. by Rime). 3 wins at 2 and 3, $15,545.

Cates Dash SI 87 (f. by Cashagamble). 3 wins at 3, $5,865.


JMJ Jettie SI 86 (f. by John M. Winner at 3, $1,439. Dam of 2 ROM,

JM Embrojo SI 82 (g. by Embrojo Fg). Winner at 2 and 3, $9,890, Finalist in Kansas Bred Fut. [R] G3.

Race Record: 3 wins, 3 times 2nd, 4 times 3rd at 2 and 3, 2005. Earned $17,652.

Engagements: MBNA Racing Challenge
Parentage Verified - Accredited Oklahoma Bred

1st dam:
CAUTION SIGN SI 90 (1995), by The Signature. 2 wins at 3, $6,484. Dam of 6 foals, 3 to race, 3 ROM, Quick Dash Miss (f. by Royal Quick Dash). Winner, see below. Caution Or Else SI 94 (f. by Chicks Beduino). Winner at 3, $7,798. Caution Special Sign SI 83 (g. by Strawfly Special). Winner at 2, $4,695.

2nd dam:
DASH FOR GAME SI 106, by Dash For Cash. 6 wins at 2 and 3, $15,310, Prescott Downs D., etc., ntr PRE 330y:16.45. Dam of 7 foals, 7 to race, 6 ROM, ITSA CHICKS GAME SI 99 (f. by Chicks Beduino). 6 wins at 2 and 3, $14,735, Michigan D. [R]. Dam of 2 ROM, The Calyx Chick SI 93 (f. by Calyx). 2 wins at 2, $23,346. The Big Game SI 89 (g. by The Signature). Winner at 2 and 3, $14,065.

3rd dam:


Race Record: One win, once 2nd, twice 3rd at 2, 2005. Earned $9,129.

Engagements: MBNA Racing Challenge
Parentage Verified - Transported Cooled Semen

1st dam:
CAUTION SIGN SI 90 (1995), by The Signature. 2 wins at 3, $6,484. Dam of 6 foals, 3 to race, 3 ROM,
Quick Dash Miss (f. by Royal Quick Dash). Winner at 2, 2005, $9,129.
Caution Or Else SI 94 (f. by Chicks Beduino). Winner at 3, $7,798.
Caution Special Sign SI 83 (g. by Strawfly Special). Winner at 2, $4,695.

2nd dam:
DASH FOR GAME SI 106, by Dash For Cash. 6 wins at 2 and 3, $15,310, Prescott Downs D., etc., ntr PRE 330y :16.45. Dam of 7 foals, 7 to race, 6 ROM,
ITSA CHICKS GAME SI 99 (f. by Chicks Beduino). 6 wins at 2 and 3, $14,735, Michigan D. [R]. Dam of 2 ROM,
The Calyx Chick SI 93 (f. by Calyx). 2 wins at 2, $23,346.
Itsthe Chicks Gate SI 110 (f. by Relagate TB). 5 wins, 2 to 4, $9,668, ntr at PIC 330y in :16.59.
The Big Game SI 89 (g. by The Signature). Winner at 2 and 3, $14,065.

3rd dam:
SWEET GAME SI 101, by Game Plan. 4 wins at 2 and 3, $48,328, Sophomore H., 3rd Vandy's Flash H. Dam of 20 foals, 19 to race, 15 ROM,
SWEETEN THE POT SI 114. 14 wins, 2 to 4, $124,132, Kaweah Bar H. G3,
Shue Fly H. G3, Turf Paradise D., AQRALaddie S., etc.
DASH FOR GAME SI 106. Stakes winner, see above.
Horseshoe Bend SI 110. 9 wins, 2 to 6, $32,084, 3rd Purina Mills S.
Easy Dashin Chick SI 88. Winner at 2, $29,512, 3rd Mile High Fut. G2,
The Dream Date SI 105. 6 wins, 2 to 4, $28,169. Dam of COUNTING SHEEP SI 99 ($146,089); grandam of Can Straw Fly SI 108 (to 4, 2005, $109,413).
Lady Newport. Unplaced. Dam of NEWPORT FANCY SI 95 ($68,851).

Eligible to be nominated to the 2007 G1 Heritage Place Futurity
By REB’S POLICY (TB) (1967). Stakes winner of 8 races, 2 to 5, $83,650, Meteor H., etc. Sire of 607 starters, 347 ROM, 44 stakes winners, 3 champions, 457 winners, earning $12,178,005. TOWN POLICY SI 111 (AQHA Hall of Fame, $862,180, Pomona Fut., etc.), CALL CALEB SI 109 (Champion, $491,921, Los Alamitos D. G1, etc.), TEE ROY REB SI 108 (20 wins, $381,889), etc. Sire of dams of 77 stakes winners, including champions TRES SEIS SI 97 ($856,901), SPEEDY LUNCH SI 117 ($366,993), DEAN MIRACLE SI 104 ($199,601), etc.

1st dam:
CECILIA ANN SI 86 (1979), by Moon Deck Jr. Winner at 3 and 4, $1,773. Sister to TIMCO SI 94. Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 8 ROM, including CA CLASSIC DASH SI 100 ($31,909, Portland Meadows D., etc.), SECOND DOWN DASH SI 112 ($31,753, Far West Fut. 2nd Div. [R], ntr at HOL 350y in :17.460), CA STREAKER SI 105 ($28,784, Portland Meadows D., etc.), POWERED BY PIE SI 100 ($24,250, Oregon Bred Fut. [R], Sire), CA Second Down SI 92 ($8,773, 2nd Southwest Fut.).

Race Record: 3 wins, 3 times 2nd, 3 times 3rd, 2 to 4. Earned $3,799.

Produce Record:
1992 Beckys First Prize SI 94 (f. by First Down Dash). 2 wins at 2, $6,919.
1993 A DOWN TO GO SI 98 (g. by First Down Dash). 7 wins, 2 to 5, $30,370, Portland Meadows D., 3rd Oregon Bred Juvenile Fut. [R].
1994 Heza Speedwagon SI 102 (g. by Dashing Val). 5 wins at 2 and 3, $25,467, 2nd Harrison Cutler S.
1995 No report received.
1997 Ever Seen Straw Fly SI 87 (g. by Strawfly Special). Winner at 2 and 3, $6,185, 3rd Pot O’Gold Fut.
1999 Cant Fly by Me SI 83 (f. by Strawfly Special). Winner at 2, $3,675.
2000 In Search Of Cash (g. by Takin On The Cash). Unplaced in 2 starts.
2002 CA Back In Black SI 92 (g. by Mr Eye Opener). 2 wins at 2, $16,928.
2003 CA Now In Gray SI 82 (c. by Mr Eye Opener). Winner at 2, 2005, $4,698.
2004 Zoomo (c. by Shazoom).
2005 Unnamed (f. by Shazoom).

Bred to Shazoom, last service June 18, 2005, believed to be in foal. Trans- ported Cooled semen.

Blood Typed

1st dam:
CENTERS TAKIN CASH SI 103 (1993), by Takin On The Cash. 6 wins at 2 and 3, $87,539, Mile High Fut. G2, Mile High D. G3, 2nd Tots Randle Memorial Fut. G3, 3rd Rocky Mountain D., Finalist in Sooner Trailer New Mexico Challenge G3. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 4 ROM,


Bac To Center SI 84 (f. by Splash Bac). Winner, see below.

2nd dam:
Center Fols SI 104, by Fol's Native TB. 6 wins at 2 and 3, $30,532, 2nd Jayhawk Fut., 3rd Jayhawk D. G3, C E Willhite Memorial D. G3, Finalist in Tots Randle Memorial Fut. G3. Dam of 9 foals, 9 to race, 8 ROM,

CENTERS TAKIN CASH SI 103 (f. by Takin On The Cash). Stakes winner, see above.


Hesaneyefol SI 92 (g. by Mr Eye Opener). Winner, 3 to 8, 2005, $21,317.

Center Smash SI 91 (f. by Easily Smashed). 3 wins at 3 and 4, $10,304.

3rd dam:
PAGE OF HISTORY SI 87, by Quarter History. Winner at 2. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 5 ROM,

SHEZA SHOOTIST SI 96. 3 wins at 2, $40,226, Rocky Mountain Fut.

Center Fols SI 104. Stakes-placed winner, see above.


Engagements: MBNA Racing Challenge

Parentage Verified - Transported Cooled Semen - Registered Colorado Bred

1st dam:
CENTERS TAKIN CASH SI 103 (1993), by Takin On The Cash. 6 wins at 2 and 3, $87,539, Mile High Fut. G2, Mile High D. G3, 2nd Tots Randle Memorial Fut. G3, 3rd Rocky Mountain D., Finalist in Sooner Trailer New Mexico Challenge G3. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 4 ROM,


Take The Special SI 101 (f. by Special Leader). 5 wins, 2 to 4, $52,863, 2nd Kansas D. G3, 3rd Mile High Fut. G2, AQHA Distaff Challenge S., etc.

Bac To Center SI 84 (f. by Splash Bac). Winner at 2, 2005, $4,752.

2nd dam:
Center Fols SI 104, by Fol’s Native TB. 6 wins at 2 and 3, $30,532, 2nd Jayhawker Fut., 3rd Jayhawker D. G3, C E Willhite Memorial D. G3, Finalist in Tots Randle Memorial Fut. G3. Dam of 9 foals, 9 to race, 8 ROM,

CENTERS TAKIN CASH SI 103 (f. by Takin On The Cash). Stakes winner, see above.


Hesaneyefol SI 92 (g. by Mr Eye Opener). Winner, 3 to 8, 2005, $21,317.

Center Smash SI 91 (f. by Easily Smashed). 3 wins at 3 and 4, $10,304.

3rd dam:
PAGE OF HISTORY SI 87, by Quarter History. Winner at 2. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 5 ROM, including SHEZA SHOOTIST SI 96 ($40,226, Rocky Mountain Fut.). Center Fols SI 104.

Race Record: 3 wins, 3 times 2nd, once 3rd at 2 and 3, 2005. Earned $36,097.


Engagements: MBNA Racing Challenge
Parentage Verified - Transported Cooled Semen - Registered Colorado Bred
Hip No. 965  ROYAL CHABLIS SI 83

1998 Gray Mare

First Down Dash SI 105 ...... Dash For Cash SI 114
First Prize Rose SI 98

ROYAL CHABLIS SI 83
X0567192

Chabin (TB) .......... 
(1990)


1st dam:


2nd dam:

SEIZMIC, by Screen King. Unraced. Dam of 5 foals, 5 to race, 5 winners, Cinq De Mai (f. by Bold Ego). 3 wins, 2 to 4, $50,297, 2nd Heritage Place Oaks [R]. Chabin (f. by Text). Winner, see above. Shaker Ace (g. by Pair Of Deuces). 2 wins at 3, $19,419. Chausse (g. by Bionic Light). 4 wins at 4 and 5, $14,808.

3rd dam:

EYNUAKEM, by Dayeynu. 4 wins at 2 and 3, $13,611. Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, Dancette. 14 wins, 2 to 7, $60,013. Marsal. Unplaced in 1 start. Dam of Mo Harrington. 6 wins, 3 to 7, $41,419. Yogi B. 3 wins at 5 and 6, $23,513.

4th dam:

BONITA KEM, by Doc Dorrin. 3 wins at 3, $4,194. Half-sister to QUEEN’S TURN ($98,938, Ak-Sar-Ben Fut., etc), Queens Line ($5,467, 3rd Fonner Park Juvenile S. [R]). Dam of 10 foals, 8 winners, ROMAN ZIPPER ($392,782, Nebraska Racing Hall of Fame H., etc.), STAGE CRITIC ($88,441, Warren G. Albert H., etc.), KEM’S COL. ($34,965, Okra Festival H.), ROMAN STREAKER ($25,298, Fonner Park Juvenile S. [R], etc. Sire), Bob ‘N Zip ($29,705, 2nd Expectation Trials, etc.).

Race Record: Two wins, 8 times 2nd, 3 times 3rd at 2 and 3. Earned $18,862.

Produce Record:


Bred to Fit To Fly, last service May 23, 2005, believed to be in foal.

Parentage Verified - Accredited Oklahoma Broodmare

1st dam:

Hesa Rare Legacy SI 105 (c. by Rare Form). Winner at 2, $8,012, in US, Finalist in Cherry Creek Fut. [R] G3; 3 wins at 3, $10,231, in Mexico, 3rd Bayer Legend Mexico Challenge G3.

Splashin Champagne SI 93 (f. by Splash Bac). Stakes-placed winner, see below.
Strawfly Legacy SI 96 (g. by Strawfly Special). Winner at 2 and 3, $12,686, Finalist in Aurora D. [R] G3, Qualified to Mile High D. G2, etc.

2nd dam:
SHESAFRIENDLY BUG SI 103, by Easy Approach. 7 wins at 2 and 3, $50,585, American Farmers Fut. [R], 2nd Raton D. G3, Colorado Breeders’ D. [R], 3rd Raton Fut. G3, Colorado Breeders’ Fut. [R], Finalist in Colorado Stallion Breeders’ Fut. [R] G3, etc. Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 6 ROM, CHAMPAGNE LEGACY SI 113 (f. by Cash Legacy). Stakes winner, see above.

SHESAFRIENDLY TOO SI 102 (f. by Ronas Ryon). 4 wins at 2 and 3, $12,185, Colorado Breeders’ Fut. [R], Colorado Breeders’ D. [R]. Dam of Hesa Fast Too SI 92 (g. by Heza Fast Man), 3 wins, 2 to 5, $34,891, Finalist in Rocky Mountain Fut. G3, Cherry Creek Fut. [R] G3.
Only Take Cash SI 105 (g. by Takin On The Cash). 12 wins, 3 to 7, $18,510, 3rd Alex Picov Memorial Champ.
Golden Legend SI 94 (g. by Special Legend). 3 wins at 2 and 3, $11,706.
China Beach-PT SI 90 (f. by Chicks Beduino). Winner at 2 and 3, 2005, $11,089.

Race Record: One win, once 2nd, twice 3rd at 2. Earned $14,520. 3RD Rocky Mountain Futurity G3.

Engagements: MBNA Racing Challenge
Parentage Verified - Transported Cooled Semen - Registered Colorado Bred
Hip No. 967  
**SPECIAL BUG CHARGER**  
SI 82  
1995 Sorrel Mare  
Consigned by Lazy E Ranch, Inc., Agent for Dan Adams

|---------|-------------------------------------------------------|---------|
| 967     | **SPECIAL BUG CHARGER**  
SI 82  
1995 Sorrel Mare | 967     |

Raise Your Glass TB ........ Raise A Native  
Champagne Woman  

Go Effortlessly SI 98 ....... Double Devil SI 95  
Hijo Beauty TB  

Lady Bug’s Moon SI 100 ....... Top Moon SI 100  
FL Lady Bug  

Chargin Moon Bug SI 94  
1472019  

Chargin Sissy  
94  
Breezing Sissy

By SPECIAL EFFORT SI 104 (1979). **World Champion**, stakes winner of 13 races in 14 starts at 2 and 3, $1,219,949, All American Fut. Sire of 1370 starters, 1008 ROM, 73 stakes winners, 6 champions, earning $18,105,008, EASY EFFORT SI 108 (Champion, $431,551), SPECIAL PROJECT SI 108 (Champion, $429,302), SPECIAL LEADER (Champion, $292,605). Sire of the dams of 85 stakes winners, including champions EYESA SPECIAL SI 107 ($1,394,911), EYE OPENING EPISODE SI 113 ($704,449).

1st dam:  
CHARGIN MOON BUG SI 94 (1979), by Lady Bug’s Moon. Winner at 2 and 3, $1,869. Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 8 ROM,  
Breezing Coup SI 103 (g. by Coup De Kas TB). 10 wins, 2 to 8, $40,841,  
Moon Bugs Dasher SI 88 (g. by Some Dasher). 2 wins at 3, $11,841, Special Moon Bar SI 82 (f. by Special Effort). Unplaced. Dam of 8 ROM,  
Moon Bars Dasher SI 127 (g. by Some Dasher). 4 wins at 2 and 4, 2005, $60,014, 2nd Rainbow Juvenile Inv’tl. [R] G3, Ruidoso Overnight S. Special Calyx SI 97 (g. by Calyx). 3 wins, 2 to 5, $22,940.

2nd dam:  
CHARGIN SISSY SI 94, by Jet Charger. 6 wins in 11 starts at 2, $2,537,  
Half-sister to Jets Breeze Bar SI 94. Dam of 13 foals, 11 to race, 7 ROM,  
SISSYS REBEL SI 110 (g. by Rebel Cause). 9 wins, 2 to 5, $39,047, Jet Deck H. G3, National S. Inv’tl. Championship Mat., Trinity Meadows March Mat., 2nd Brady Creek Summer Mat., 3rd Texas QHA Mat., etc.  
CHARGABUGS ALIVE SI 96 (g. by Bugs Alive In 75). 9 wins, 2 to 5, $17,482, Finale Fut., 3rd Jal Ranch Mat.

Race Record: Unplaced to 3.  
Produce Record:  
2002 Mr Eye Special SI 92 (f. by Mr Eye Opener). Winner at 2, $8,259, Finalist in Dixie Stallion Fut. [R] G3.  
2003 Mr Bug Eye SI 80 (c. by Mr Eye Opener). Placed at 2, 2005.  
2004 Dashin And Chargin (f. by Dashin Is Easy).  
2005 No report received.  
Bred to Illegal Runaway, last service April 11, 2005, believed to be in foal.  
Parentage Verified
Down Town Diva SI 84

2001 Sorrel Filly

First Down Dash SI 105

DOWN TOWN DIVA SI 84

First Prize Rose SI 98

968

968

4331726

2241706

2436157

2436157

By FIRST DOWN DASH SI 105 (1984), World Champion, stakes winner of 13 races in 15 starts at 2 and 3, $857,256, Dash For Cash Fut. G1. Sire of 1245 starters, 1115 ROM, 185 stakes winners, 29 champions, earning $52,142,945, including CORONA CASH SI 101 (Champion 4-times, $1,542,880), CORONA KOOL SI 104 (Champion- twice, $1,296,797), OCEAN RUNAWAY SI 102 (Champion-twice, $1,277,611). Sire of the dams of 84 stakes winner OLD HABITS SI 106 (Champion, $80,491), etc.

1st dam:


NOT NEASY TASK SI 90 (g. by Sir Alibi). 2 wins at 2, $18,693, QHBC Freshman Classic G3, Finalist in California Sires’ Cup D. [R] G3, etc.

Sweet And Charming SI 90 (f. by Sir Alibi). Winner at 2, $15,615, 3rd Bay Shore Juvenile S.

Specialization SI 103 (c. by Strawfly Special). 4 wins, to 7, 2005, $47,601.

2nd dam:

COSTLY CHARM SI 98, by Dash For Cash. 3 wins at 3, $21,927. Dam of 17 foals, 12 to race, 8 ROM, AZURES CASH SI 108 (f. by Band Of Azure). 5 wins, 2 to 4, $51,673, Lassie H. G2, 3rd QHBC Premiere Classic [R] G3, etc. Dam of 8 ROM, Azyoucansee SI 91 (c. by First Down Dash). 3 wins at 2 and 3, $147,475, 2nd Governor’s Cup Fut. [R] G1, 3rd Southern California D. G1, Sooner Trailer S., Finalist in PCQHRA Breeders Fut. G1, etc.

Aziswasaying SI 94 (g. by First Down Dash). Winner at 2, 2005, $82,183, 2nd PCQHRA Breeders Fut. G1, Finalist in Governor’s Cup Fut. [R] G1.


In Good Company SI 90 (f. by Sir Alibi). Winner at 2, $9,187, 2nd Bay Shore Juvenile S.

Two Bit Fly SI 96. 2 wins at 2, $7,950. Dam of FLYBY ALIBI SI 106 ($41,624, Wine Country D.), One Chick Two Chick SI 87 ($27,231).

Casady Cash SI 91. 3 wins at 3, $40,912, 3rd California Sires Cup D. [R].

Race Record: 3 times 3rd 2 to 4, 2005. Earned $5,400.

Bred to Strawflyin Buds, last service April 16, 2005, believed to be in foal.

Parentage Verified - Embryo Transfer
April 9, 2005 Dark Bay or Brown Colt

UNNAMED YEARLING 969
First To Flash SI 106
Cimmaron Rose SI 92
The Sixth Model SI 88

First Down Dash SI 105
Dash For Cash SI 114
First Prize Rose SI 98

Marcy Darling SI 100
Six Fortunes SI 107
Marcy Dee

Chicks Beduino SI 104
A Classy Chick SI 89

Six Fortunes SI 107
Marcy Dee

3995386
3871660

By FIRST TO FLASH SI 106 (2000). Champion 2-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 7 races of $494,835, Rainbow Fut. G1, 2nd Los Alamitos D. G1, 3rd Rainbow QH D. G1. His first foals are yearlings of 2006. Son of champion FIRST DOWN DASH SI 105, sire of 185 stakes winners, 29 champions, including CORONA CASH SI 101 (Champion 4-times, $1,542,880, All American Fut. G1), CORONA KOOL SI 104 (Champion- twice, $1,296,797), OCEAN RUNAWAY SI 102 (Champion-twice, to 3, 2005, $1,277,611), etc.

1st dam:
CIMMARON ROSE SI 92 (1999), by Chicks Beduino. Winner at 2, $12,551. Dam of 3 foals, 1 to race,
Dashing Ta Roses (c. by Dash Ta Fame). Unplaced in 2 starts at 2, 2005.

2nd dam:
THE SIXTH MODEL SI 88, by Streakin Six. Winner at 2, $3,143. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 4 ROM,
Royal Sixpence SI 97 (f. by This Snow Is Royal). Winner, 2 to 4, 2005, $16,106.
Cimmaron Rose SI 92 (f. by Chicks Beduino). Winner, see above.
Tew E Tew SI 103 (g. by Runaway Colors). Winner at 2, $10,280.

3rd dam:
UNIE MODEL SI 84, by Armsmear. Winner at 3, $3,654. Dam of 13 foals, 12 to race, 11 ROM,

LADYBUGS MODEL SI 100. 3 wins at 2, $58,628, Easy Spirit Fut., 2nd Sun Country Fut. G1. Dam of 7 ROM,
Heza Special Bug SI 94. 5 wins at 2 and 3, $48,938, 3rd Rainbow Silver Cup G1, Black Gold 440 Fut. 4th Div. [R].
Bug Yawl SI 83. Winner at 2, $1,848. Dam of 3 ROM,
Yawls Bug SI 92. Winner in 2 starts at 2, 2005, $9,394.
SCATTAS BABY SI 107. 6 wins at 2 and 3, $50,292, South Texas D. G3, ntr 350y in :17.58, 2nd Pilgrim H.

Lady De Elegance SI 107. Winner at 2 and 3, $8,141, 3rd QHBC Southwest D. [R]. Dam of 3 ROM,
Suns Elegant Lady SI 98. 5 wins, 3 to 5, 2005, $11,037, in US and Canada.
De Elegant Sign SI 90. Winner at 3, $7,022.
Extra Pleaser SI 83. Winner at 2 and 3, $1,137. Dam of PLEASANT NUMBER SI 97 ($75,602, Fiesta Fut.), Pleasure Runner SI 97 ($34,796, 3rd Manor Downs H. V.).
Tiny Mod SI 88. Winner at 2, $1,000. Dam of Laurens Girl SI 94 ($10,033, 3rd Raton Fut. G3); granddam of Photos Dont Fade SI 87 (at 3, 2005, $13,045, 2nd Minnesota Summer Soiree S. [R]).

Registered New Mexico Bred
Eligible to be nominated to the 2007 G1 Heritage Place Futurity
Hip No.  Consigned by Double LL Farms, Agt. for Frank & Angel Parr

**R EXCESS (TB)**

*Dark Bay or Brown Mare 1998*

- Siberian Express [Ire] ...................... Caro [Ire]
- Kantado [Ire] ............................... Saulingo [GB]
- Alysheba .............................. Alydar [Ire]
- Cimply A Lady ............................. Saulingo [GB]
- Naughty Madam .......................... Nonstop [GB]

**R EXCESS (TB)**

- Indian Cal
- Vi
- Bel Sheba
- Cimply Malin (g. by Malinowski)
- Jivey Miss

**In Excess [Ire]**

- Alydar
- Saulingo [GB]

By IN EXCESS [Ire] (1987). Stakes winner of $1,736,733, in England and N.A., Woodward S. G1, etc. Sire of 366 starters, 272 winners, 2 ROM, 40 stakes winners, earning $24,943,890, including HATEFUL HANNA SI 105 (Champion, $139,487, MCI Worldcom Challenge Champ. G1, etc.), VALENTINE DANCER ($1,144,126), EXCESSIVE PLEASURE ($1,080,515, Indian D. G3), MUSICAL CHIMES ($965,489), TEXITUS ($799,665), etc. Sire of the dams of winners HARDLY HATEFUL SI 103 (Champion, $436,979), VERY VEGAS ($322,55).

1st dam:

**CIMPLY A LADY** (1991), by Alysheba. 4 wins at 2 and 3, $99,775, Sorority S. [L], Pleasanton Senorita S. Dam of 8 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, R Aly (g. by Mr. Integrity). 6 wins, 4 to 6, $44,229, 2nd Land O Jazz S. [N]. R Fallsheba (g. by Falstaff). 5 wins, 2 to 4, $44,047.

2nd dam:

**NAUGHTY MADAM**, by Naughty Jake. 9 wins, 2 to 5, $175,625, Marigold S., Susan B. Anthony S., 2nd Silver Spoon H. L. Prima Donna S. L, Clear Dawn S., 3rd Thoroughbred Club of America S., 4th Apple Blossom H. G1. Dam of 6 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, Cimply Malin (g. by Malinowski). Winner at 3 and 4, $10,479. Lady At The Gate (f. by Gate Dancer). Placed at 2 and 3, $29,295.

3rd dam:

**JIVEY MISS**, by Mr. Music. Unraced. Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, NAUGHTY MADAM. Stakes winner, see above.


**Cutting Line**. 6 wins at 3 and 5, $70,376, 3rd Seabiscuit H. [R]. Carrizzo. 6 wins at 3 and 4, $133,320.

Princey Miss. Unplaced in 1 start. Dam of 6 winners, Henny Lane. 10 wins, 3 to 5, $86,523.

**Race Record**: One win, once 2nd at 3, in QH and TB races. Earned $9,325.

**Produce Record**: 2005 Dome's Lil Lady (f. by Dome).

Open - Parentage Verified
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hip No.</th>
<th>Consigned by Tommy Reeves, Agent for Israel Flores</th>
<th>Hip No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>971</td>
<td><strong>CLARES FIRST JEWEL SI 90</strong> 971</td>
<td>971</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2003 Brown Filly

- First Down Jewel SI 98
- Zevis Jewel SI 92
- Dashing Encounter SI 96
- First Prize Rose SI 98

- Zevi TB
- Imajewel SI 92
- Summer Encounter SI 99
- Summer Encounter SI 99
- Elegant Assets SI 87
- Six Fols SI 90

By FIRST DOWN JEWEL SI 98 (1993). Winner at 2 and 3, $16,268. Sire of 53 starters, 32 ROM, 2 stakes winners, 24 winners, earning $1,146,188, including:

- **MR MALLARD** SI 111 (to 6, 2005, $464,179, LOHBA Fut. [R] G1)

1st dam:

- CLARES DASHING ASSETS SI 96 (1994), by Dashing Encounter. 5 wins, 2 to 4, $17,181. Dam of 4 foals, 3 to race, 2 ROM, Clare Dashing Hi SI 91 (g. by Jazzing Hi). 2 wins at 2, placed at 3, 2005, $17,532.
- Clares First Jewel SI 90 (f. by First Down Jewel). Winner, see below.

2nd dam:

- **ELEGANT ASSETS** SI 87, by Six Fols. Winner at 3, $1,390. Dam of 8 foals, 4 to race, 4 ROM, Jessies Assets SI 98 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Winner at 2 and 3, $19,730.
- Assets Cool Cash SI 88 (f. by Send Cash). Winner at 2 and 3, $8,610.

3rd dam:

- **BROAD ASSETS** SI 100, by Fame Goldquest. 4 wins at 2 and 3, $8,545, 3rd Las Ninas H. Dam of 14 foals, 12 to race, 8 ROM, CHARGED ASSETS SI 96. 9 wins, 2 to 9, $44,070, Inaugural H., 2nd 89'er Inaugural S. [R].
- Hezachargers Bell SI 100. 12 wins, 2 to 4, $42,811, 2nd Flinthills D., Bluestem Downs Spring D., 3rd Pal’s Top Deck Championship, Blue Ribbon Classic. Dam of 6 ROM, Casco Chic SI 94. 3 wins in 5 starts at 2, $6,494. Dam of 2 ROM, Midnight Showtime SI 93. 3 wins at 3 and 4, $10,835. Sire.
- **KIPTY BROAD** SI 97. 3 wins at 2 and 4, $7,624, 3rd Saila Fut.
- **BROADER ASSETS** SI 93. 3 wins at 2, $4,229, 2nd Spring Fever Fut. Charging Fever SI 96. 6 wins, 2 to 7, $14,769.
- Ooh La La. Winner at 3, $3,655. Dam of 3 ROM, Ooh La Fame SI 94. 3 wins, 3 to 6, $15,595.


Parentage Verified - Bleeder - Accredited Louisiana Bred
Hip No. 972 Consigned by Lazy E Ranch, Inc., Agent for Kent Foster

**UNNAMED**

April 1, 2004 Roan Colt

*Beduino TB* .......................... *Romany Royal

Runaway Winner SI 104.

Fast Jet SI 100 .......................... Jet Deck SI 100

Miss Fast Chic SI 99 .......................... Serena Chic

Lena's Bar TB SI 95

Class Flirt .......................... That's Classy TB

That's Classy TB .......................... Our Hero

Jet Deck SI 100

Runaway Winner SI 104

By **RUNAWAY WINNER** SI 104 (1985). Stakes winner of 7 races at 2 and 3, $369,410, Kindergarten Fut. G1, etc. Sire of 863 starters, 701 ROM, 60 stakes winners, 2 champions, earning $12,609,671, including TREAUCOUSLY SI 103 (Champion, $622,004, Rainbow Fut. G1), DECEPTIVELY SI 105 (Champion, $297,001, Rainbow D. G1), NATURALLY A WINNER SI 105 ($366,617, QHBC Championship Classic G1), RUNAWAY WIL SI 104 ($252,618, MBNA America Challenge Champ. S. G2), RUNAHALF SI 104, etc.

1st dam: CLASS FLIRT (1992), by Easy Jet. Unplaced in 1 start. Dam of 4 foals, 2 to race, 1 ROM,

Eye Can Flirt (f. by Mr Eye Opener). Unplaced in 2 starts. Dam of

|| Eye Can Zoom SI 82 (g. by Shazoom). Winner at 2, 2005, $3,174

Class Talker SI 82 (f. by Straight Talker). Unplaced.

2nd dam: THAT'S CLASSY TB, by Our Hero. Winner at 2, $5,503. Dam of 2 TB foals, 2 to race, 1 ROM,

Classy Hero TB (g. by Highland Blade). 12 wins, 2 to 7, $43,999.

Thats Mo Betta SI 92 (g. by Easy Jet). 2 wins at 4, $6,036.

Thats High Class TB (g. by Highland Blade). Placed at 2, $1,183.

3rd dam: THAT'S CLASS, by Prove It. 14 wins, 2 to 6, $92,981, First Lady H.-twice, Peter Hurd H., Las Donas H Fillies, 2nd New Mexico State Fair H., Ruidoso Sprint Champ. H., Mescalero-Apache H., 3rd Fair Queen H.-3 times, Mr. Tattoo H., Fair Queen H. Dam of 7 foals, 6 to race, 6 winners,

Music Class. Winner at 2 and 3, $23,121.

It's All Good. 5 wins, 3 to 5, $19,640.

Thats A Rumor. Winner at 3, $13,997. Dam of 5 winners,

**RUMOR HAD IT**. Winner at 3, $19,493, Kansas Oaks.

Track Rumor. 4 wins, 4 to 6, $38,643.

What A Rumor. 3 wins at 4 and 5, 2005, $20,860.

Just A Rumor. Winner at 3 and 4, $15,978.

Highland Rumor. Winner at 4, $8,225.

Aspen Lode. Winner at 3, $9,711. Dam of 2 winners,

Aspenmagic. 5 wins at 3 to 5 $27,382.

Classified Secret. Winner at 2, $5,502.

4th dam: NETTY B., by Mito. 2 wins, to 3, $7,560. Dam of 5 foals, 5 to race, 5 winners; 1 QH foal,

THAT'S CLASS. Stakes winner, see above.

John Allen. 3 wins at 3, $14,470.

Mescaline. Winner at 3, $5,840.
LEADING LUCK SI 86

**2003 Bay Gelding**

**Hip No.** 973

**Consigned by** Jerry Windham & Joe F. Guiterrez, Jr.

**LEADING LUCK SI 86**

**Hip No.** 973

Special Leader SI 103

2688996

**Miss Eye Opener SI 98**

Dash For Cash SI 114

Bedawee SI 92

**Dash For Cash SI 114**

Rocket Wrangler SI 97

Find A Buyer TB

**Rapid Volley SI 100**

Three Bars TB

Table Tennis SI 100


**1st dam:**

CLASSIC KEEPSAKE SI 98 (1988), by Dash For Cash. Winner at 2 and 3, $16,569. Dam of 9 foals, 6 to race, 5 ROM,

Silver Dollar Dash SI 87 (g. by Chicks Beduino). 3 wins at 3, $25,478.

Special Keepsake SI 91 (f. by Special Effort). Winner at 2 and 4, $9,150. Dam of

Talk Bac RM SI 82 (g. by Splash Bac). Winner at 2, 2005, $7,239.

La Nicoya SI 84 (f. by Chicks Beduino). Winner at 3, $3,603. Dam of 3 ROM,


**2nd dam:**

RAPID VOLLEY SI 100, by Three Bars TB. *Champion 2-Year-Old Filly,* 9 wins to 3, $146,919, Los Alamitos Fut., PCQHRA Fut., etc. Dam of 17 foals, 13 ROM,

Quintana Roo SI 92 (c. by Jet Deck). Winner at 2, $5,567, 3rd Juvenile H.

Perks SI 87 (f. by Easy Jet). 2 wins at 2, $4,995. Dam of 12 ROM,


LADY CLASSIC CASH SI 101 (f. by Dash For Cash). 4 wins, to 4, $252,883, QHBC Distaff Classic [R] G1, La Primera Del Ano D. G2, 2nd Lassie H. G2, etc. Dam of

Heavenly Sky SI 95 ($15,742, 3rd Longhorn D. G3).

HOME BREWED SI 97 (g. by Dash For Cash). 3 wins, 2 to 5, $27,749,

Lone Star Fut.

This Perks Is Royal SI 90 (f. by Eyes Of Power). 3 wins, 2 to 4, $25,750, 3rd Florentine S., *Finalist in PCQHRA Breeders’ Fut.* G1. Dam of

CLASSIC ROYAL PERKS SI 102 (to 4, 2005, $17,572), ROYAL CLASSIC POWER SI 99 (to 3, 2005, $14,879, Great Falls HRA Fut.).


**Race Record:** 2 wins, once 2nd, once 3rd at 2, 2005. Earned $7,470.

**Engagements:** MBNA Racing Challenge

**Parentage Verified**

1st dam:
CLASSY AND CUTE (1986), by Eagles Reason TB. Unplaced in 2 starts. Dam of 12 foals, 9 to race, 8 ROM,

LAI LONI SI 99 (f. by Marthas Six Moons). Stakes winner, see below.


Bull On You SI 110 (g. by Bully Bullion). Winner at 3 and 6, $17,793.

Dont Shoot Its Me SI 96 (c. by First Weapon). Winner at 2 and 3, $4,254.

2nd dam:
SNAZZY CREEK SI 103, by Snazzy Man. 7 wins at 2 and 3, $12,018, Colorado Breeders’ D. Dam of 13 foals, 8 to race, 4 ROM,

ME DO FLY SI 110 (g. by First Down Dash). 11 wins, 2 to 4, $62,760, Cherry Creek Fut. [R], Mile High Fut., 3rd QHBC Rocky Mountain Classic Fut. [R], ntr at ARP 350y in :17.50.

Snazzy Six SI 101 (g. by Six Fols), 22 wins, 2 to 6, $51,613, 3rd Trinity Gold Fut. New Mexico Hi-Point Claiming Horse-twice.


Produce Record:

2001 No report received.

2002 Shanes Reverie (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Winner at 2, $5,322.

2003 Jess Rick Perry (c. by Mr Jess Perry). Unplaced in 1 start.

2004 Bourne Supremacy (c. by Corona Cartel).

2004 Stonebridge (c. by Invisible Injun).

2005 Unnamed (f. by Stoli).

Open - 2006 foal by Brimmerton was embryo transferred - Parentage Verified - Accredited Texas Broodmare
Hip No. 975  
Consigned by Shamrock Ranch, Tom Maher

CLASSYS RYON SI 93
1996 Sorrel Mare

Ronas Ryon SI 105  
Go Man Go SI 100
Windy Ryon SI 99  
Silent Light SI 99

Rona Bar SI 101  
Three Bargains SI 95
Sand Juana

Classy Smasher SI 85  
Easy Jet SI 100
Smash It TB

High N Tru SI 83  
Tru Tru SI 96
Space Mountain SI 94


1st dam:
CLASSY SMASHY SI 85 (1989), by Easily Smashed. Winner in 1 start at 2, $1,920. Dam of 6 foals, 4 to race, 3 ROM,
Vivas Classy SI 91 (g. by Viva El Seis). Winner at 4, $7,397.
Classys Ryon SI 93 (f. by Ronas Ryon). Winner, see below.
Smashedact SI 82 (c. by Amber Sioux TB). Winner at 3, 2005, $1,854.

2nd dam:
HIGH N TRU SI 83, by Tru Tru. Placed at 2. Dam of 14 foals, 4 to race, 2 ROM,
Miss Jetaroid SI 82 (f. by Easy Jet). Unplaced. Dam of 6 ROM,
SIGAROID SI 100 (g. by Sig Hanson). 9 wins, 2 to 6, $161,556, Mr Doty
Bars H., 2nd Remington Park Fut. G1, Stephen F. Austin S. [R], etc.
RARE FASTEROID SI 102 (g. by Rare Form). 6 wins at 3 and 4,
Classic Chevrolet Heartbeat Of America H. [R] G3, etc.

Jetaroids Dasher SI 88 (f. by Some Dasher). Placed at 2, $6,913, 2nd
Quicksilver S. [R],
Mr Dasheroid SI 99 (g. by Some Dasher). 4 wins at 2 and 3, $33,484.
Jetaroids Streaker SI 90 (g.b.y Streakin La Jolla). 4 wins at 2 and 4, 2005,
$18,094.

3rd dam:
SPACE MOUNTAIN SI 94, by Azure Te TB. 4 wins at 2 and 4, $12,681.
Half-sister to NOR FLASH SI 96 ($18,434, Pin Oak D., etc.). Dam of 11 foals, 7 to race, 7 ROM,
Rich Azure SI 97. 10 wins, 2 to 5, $33,790, 3rd Trinity Meadows March D.
Credit Obtained SI 102. 6 wins, to 6, $26,798, 2nd Manor Downs H. 1st Div.
Smash It Hi SI 97. 9 wins, 2 to 5, $20,260.

Race Record: One win, once 2nd, once 3rd at 2 and 3. Earned $3,238.

Produce Record:
2004 Miss Siganoid (f. by Bills Ryon).
2005 Unnamed (f. by Bridlewood).

Bred to Shazoom, last service May 7, 2005, believed to be in foal.

Parentage Verified
Hip No. Consigned by Marty Powers, Agt. for Robert & Karen Nunnally

**SPECIAL D DASH SI 98**

1999 Chestnut Gelding

- Dash For Cash SI 114
- Rocket Wrangler SI 97
- Find A Buyer TB

**SPECIAL D DASH SI 98**

- 2948293
- Pure D Dash SI 121  

1st dam:

CLASSYONMYMIND (1993), by Special Effort. Placed at 2. Dam of 6 foals, 2 to race, 2 ROM, SPECIAL D DASH SI 98 (g. by Pure D Dash). Stakes winner, see below. Runaway Hombre SI 92 (g. by Runaway Winner). Winner at 2, $3,610.

2nd dam:

CLASSY NATIVE SI 101, by Heisanative TB. 8 wins, 2 to 5, $257,414, Dash For Cash Mat., 2nd Los Alamitos Invitational Champ. G1, 3rd Anne Burnett Invitational H. G1, Las Damas H. G2, HQHRA Inaugural H. G3, All American Fut., Finalist in Horsemen’s QHRA Champ. G1, etc. Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 7 ROM,

- Special Setting SI 97 (g. by Special Effort). Winner at 3, $19,332, in US; 2 wins at 5, $3,290, in Mexico. Finalist in Denim N Diamonds Fut. G1
- Special Martha SI 87 (f. by Marthas Six Moons). Winner at 2, $6,158, 3rd Kansas Bred Fut. [R] G3. Dam of Marthas First Down SI 94 (to 5, 2005, $31,856, 2nd Jayhawk S. [R], etc.).

Aimees Classy SI 83 (f. by Special Effort). Placed at 2. Dam of 5 ROM,

- LK Classy Perk SI 98 (f. by Dash For Perks). 4 wins at 2 and 3, $42,946, 3rd Miss Blackhawk S., Finalist in Red Earth H. G3.
- Storms Path SI 92 (g. by Royal Shake Em). 4 wins at 2 and 3, $15,924, 3rd Jayhawks S. [R].
- LK Call Me Special SI 106 (g. by Call Me Together). 4 wins at 3 and 4, 2005, $50,937.

**Race Record:** 9 wins, 5 times 2nd, 5 times 3rd, 2 to 6, 2005. Earned $116,491.

- WON Alabama Bred Futurity, [R] G3, John Deere Texas Challenge Stakes G3, Alabama Bred Juvenile Stakes [R], 2nd Alabama Bred Derby [R], Woodlands Stakes, 3rd John Deere Distance Challenge Championship G1, John Deere East Challenge Stakes G3, Finalist in Governor’s Cup Marathon H. G3, MD Barnes Texas Distance Challenge S. G3, etc.

**Engagements:** MBNA Racing Challenge

Parentage Verified - Bleeder
Hip No. 977

Consignment by Bobby D. Cox

COOL COALY SI 80

1989 Brown Mare


1st dam:

COALY BARS SI 96 (1983), by Real Thing. 11 wins in 21 starts at 2 and 3, $75,185, Ladies Classic S., Black Gold 300 Fut. 2nd Div. [R], 3rd Oklahoma Fut. Spring Div, Finalist in Blue Ribbon Fut. G2. Half-sister to CHICAGOLAND SI 104, Klus Flame SI 103. Dam of 12 foals, 9 to race, 8 ROM,


Easy Zelena SI 90 (g. by Holland Ease). 3 wins, 3 to 5, $26,812.


Coaly Bar Belle SI 96 (f. by Zevi TB). Winner at 2 and 3, $4,320. Dam of Coaly Bar Dash SI 113 ($84,718, 2nd Utah Classic Fut. [R] G1, etc.).


Race Record: One win, once 2nd at 2. Earned $1,620.

Produce Record:

1993 Im Cool Yawl SI 89 (f. by By Yawl). Winner in 2 starts at 2, in Mexico. 1994 No report received.

1995 Cool N Special (g. by Special Task). Placed in 1 start at 2.


1999 Royal Cool Dash SI 82 (c. by Royal Quick Dash). Placed at 2, $1,700.


2002 Special Coal Train SI 90 (g. by Special Task). Winner at 3, 2005, $4,626.


2004 Granite Mountain (c. by First Down Dash).


Open - 2006 foal by Brimmerton was embryo transferred - Blood Typed - Accredited Texas Broodmare
Hip No. Consigned by Double LL Farms, Agt. for Frank & Angel Parr

978 PETTING SLEW (TB) 978

1996 Dark Bay or Brown Mare

Slew The Bride .............. Seattle Slew
Herecomesthebride

Slew The Surgeon ...... (1988)

Surgeon’s Doll .............. Surgeon Sam
Joey’s Doll

PETTING SLEW (TB)

*Petrone ...................* Prince Taj
Wild Miss [Fr]

Congenial Pet .............. (1985)

Royal Concubine ............. Native Royalty
My Concubine

By SLEW THE SURGEON (1988). Stakes winner of 10 races, 2 to 5, $349,955,
Triple Bend H. G3. Sire of 68 starters, 2 stakes winners, 52 winners, earning
$2,939,771, SHOW ME THE STAGE ($679,053, Azalea Breeders’ Cup S. G3),
GOODY SLEW SHOES SI 87 ($86,211, Solano County Juvenile Filly S. [R]), Most Of All ($255,043, 3rd Dam’s Penny S. [R]), Slewreen ($142,491,
3rd CTBA Marian S. [R]), Courteyns Doll ($57,090), Sonoita Slew SI 94
($31,631). Sire of the dams of winners Deputy Doc Renzi ($77,140), etc.

1st dam:
Congenial Pet (1985), by *Petrone. 10 wins, 2 to 5, $155,036, 3rd Alameda
County H. Dam of 4 TB foals, 4 to race, 3 winners; 4 QH foals, 2 to race, 1
ROM,

NO PET PEEVES SI 111 (g. by Sir Alibi). 20 wins, 2 to 10, $208,197, Pat
Hyland Memorial H. G3, Jack Robinson H., Griswold H., Travelin
Show H.-twice, QHBC Freshman Classic 1st Div., Santa Rosa Marathon
H., 2nd Marathon H. G1, Pat Hyland Memorial H. G3, James
Smith Memorial H. G3, QHBC Marathon Classic G3-twice, Travelin
Show H., Jack Robinson H., 3rd Santa Rosa Marathon S. California
Hi-Point Distance Horse.

Petite N Powerful TB (f. by Eighty Below Zero). 13 wins, 2 to 6, $160,320,
2nd Les Mademoiselle S. [N], 3rd City of Las Cruces H. [NR], Dam of
Epic Power (g. by Epic Honor). 6 wins, 2 to 4, 2005, $165,967.

Petting Slew TB (f. by Slew The Surgeon). 2 wins, see below.

2nd dam:
ROYAL CONCUBINE, by Native Royalty. Unraced. Dam of 6 TB foals, 4 to
race, 4 winners; 1 QH foal,

Congenial Pet (f. by *Petrone). Stakes-placed winner, see above.

Itsnotwhatyouthink (f. by Pretensor). 9 wins, 3 to 5, $69,413. Dam of
Philip Lacy (g. by Chillon). 3 wins at 2 and 3, $89,628.

3rd dam:
MY CONCUBINE, by Forward Pass. Unraced. Half-sister to MORE MEGA-
TON ($160,280), MADAM GAYLADY ($63,925, dam of MADAM FORBES,
$241,045), BLOOMER GIRL ($40,200). Dam of 5 foals, 3 winners,

Petrone’s Pass. 11 wins, 4 to 6, $57,703, 2nd Kansas City H.

Plaza Prince. 19 wins, 3 to 8, $152,750.

Race Record: Two wins, once 2nd, once 3rd at 3. Earned $45,445.

Produce Record:
2002 Foal died.
2003 Can’t Pet This (c. by In Excessive Bull). Unraced.
2004 Bulls Pet (f. by In Excessive Bull).
2005 Bull Slew (c. by In Excessive Bull). (application pending).

Open - Parentage Verified
By CHICKS BEDUINO SI 104 (1984), Sires of 14 starters, 106 ROM, 13 stakes winners, earning $30,581,127, including
WHOSLEAVINGWHO SI 105 (World Champion, to 7, 2005, $1,301,781, Champion of Champions G1), SEPARATIST SI 101 (Champion 3-ti mes, $889,044, Governor's Cup Fut. [R] G1), CORONA CHICK SI 113 (Champion 3-times, $591,326), THIS SNOW IS ROYAL SI 101 ($554,748).


3rd dam: FISHERS FAVORITE SI 98, by *Beduino TB. 7 wins, 2 to 4, $210,860, Sophomore H., Miss Princess H., 2nd Skoal Dash For Cash Fut., Governor's Cup D., Chicado H., etc. Dam of 19 foals, 15 ROM, CHECK HER TWICE SI 105. Stakes winner, see above.

DASH TO CHIVATO SI 96. 4 wins at 3, $150,549, Southern California D. [R] G1, PCQHRA Breeders' D. G2, 2nd The Classics H. [R], etc. Sire.

SPIRIT DE CORPS SI 108. 7 wins at 2 and 3, $34,272, Solano D., 2nd Marco Smolich H., ntr at STK 400y in :19.86.

FIRST FEMME SI 102. 5 wins in 8 starts, 2 to 4, $30,972, Independence Day H. [R] G3, Garden Grove S. Dam of 6 ROM, including OLD HABITS SI 106 (Champion-twice, $680,491), ONE MORE HABIT SI 98 (to 3, 2005, $260,288), FIRST WRANGLER SI 105 ($95,805), HABITUAL SI 93 ($41,529).

Fishers Dash SI 94. 3 wins at 2, $123,495, 2nd Governor's Cup Fut. [R] G1, 3rd Governor's Cup D. [R] G1, etc. Sire.

Class With Cash SI 91. Winner at 2, $23,952. Dam of 8 ROM, HATEFUL HANNA SI 105 (Champion, $139,487), Biloxi Blues SI 113 ($21,810), Awisebuy SI 96 ($14,597).

Race Record: Unplaced at 3. Earnings $2,775.

Not Bred - Parentage Verified - Bleeder
Hip No. 980  WORTH A LOOK SI 93  Hip No. 980

Consigned by Roger Daly, Agent for Laura Pinelli

1997 Gray Mare

First Down Dash SI 105
2241706

First Prize Rose SI 98
3591312

Rocket Wrangler SI 97
WORTH A LOOK SI 93

Find A Buyer TB

Gallant Jet SI 102

Romany Royal

*Beduino TB ................ Jo-Ann-Cat

*Beduino TB ............... *Romany Royal

Go You Must SI 102

WORTH A LOOK SI 93

Mona Pollita SI 95

2912425

*Romany Royal

WORTH A LOOK SI 93

Tally's Tonic SI 100

3rd dam:

Cuero Tres SI 99 (c. by Streakin Six). 5 wins at 2 and 3, $86,155, QHBC Southwest Fut. [R], Finalist in All American Fut. [G1].

Copalena SI 98 (f. by Master Hand TB). Winner at 2, $6,308, 3rd Las Ninas H. [G3].

THE SPECIALIZER SI 98 (g. by Strawfly Special). 5 wins in 10 starts, 2 to 5, $58,997, Kansas D. [G1].


Copasetti Andretti (f. by Dash For Cash). Unraced. Dam of GO YOU MUST SI 102 ($48,087, 2nd Kool Kue Baby H., etc.).

Race Record: 5 wins, once 2nd, 4 times 3rd at 2 and 3. Earned $209,891. WON PCQHRA Breeders’ Futurity G1, La Primera Del Ano Derby G2, Finalist in QHBC Juvenile Classic G3, Governor’s Cup D. [R] G1.

Produce Record:

2004 Believe I Can Fly (c. by Streakin La Jolla).

2005 Unnamed (f. by Hennessy).

Bred to Corona Cartel, last service April 15, 2005, believed to be in foal.

Parentage Verified

By FIRST DOWN DASH SI 105 (1984), World Champion, stakes winner of 13 races in 15 starts at 2 and 3, $857,256, Dash For Cash Fut. G1. Sire of 1245 starters, 1115 ROM, 185 stakes winners, 29 champions, earning $52,142,945, including CORONA CASH SI 101 (Champion 4-times, $1,542,880), CORONA KOOL SI 104 (Champion-twice, $1,296,797), OCEAN RUNAWAY SI 102 (Champion-twice, $1,277,611). Sire of the dams of 84 stakes winner OLD HABITS SI 106 (Champion, $680,491), etc.

1st dam:

COPAUINO SI 95 (1988), by *Beduino TB. Winner at 2, $10,241, Finalist in La Primera Del Ano D. [G1]. Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, 7 ROM,

WORTH A LOOK SI 93 (f. by First Down Dash). Stakes winner, see below.

TOTTALLY HAGGARD SI 98 (g. by Sixarun). 3 wins, 2 to 4, $16,480, Land of Lincoln S., Finalist in Pride of Iowa S. [R] G3-twice.

Copafly SI 102 (f. by Strawfly Special). 5 wins, 2 to 4, $82,679, Finalist in KHEY/Y96 H. [G3].


Special Copauino SI 87 (f. by Strawfly Special). Winner at 2, $9,900.

2nd dam:

Copasetti SI 96, by Three Oh’s. 4 wins at 2 and 3, $74,588, 2nd Alamo QHBA Fut. Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 9 ROM,

PACKIN SIXES SI 99 (c. by Streakin Six). 5 wins at 2 and 3, $86,155, QHBC Southwest Fut. [R], Finalist in All American Fut. [G1], etc. Sire.

Copalena SI 98 (f. by Master Hand TB). Winner at 2, $6,308, 3rd Las Ninas H. [G3]. Dam of 6 ROM,

THE SPECIALIZER SI 98 (g. by Strawfly Special). 5 wins in 10 starts, 2 to 5, $58,997, Kansas D. [G1].


Copasetti Andretti (f. by Dash For Cash). Unraced. Dam of GO YOU MUST SI 102 ($48,087, 2nd Kool Kue Baby H., etc.).

Race Record: 5 wins, once 2nd, 4 times 3rd at 2 and 3. Earned $209,891. WON PCQHRA Breeders’ Futurity G1, La Primera Del Ano Derby G2, Finalist in QHBC Juvenile Classic G3, Governor’s Cup D. [R] G1.

Produce Record:

2004 Believe I Can Fly (c. by Streakin La Jolla).

2005 Unnamed (f. by Hennessy).

Bred to Corona Cartel, last service April 15, 2005, believed to be in foal.

Parentage Verified
Lexicon ................. (1995)

UNNAMED YEARLING (TB)

Felidia [Ire] ................. Golden Fleece Exclusive Fable
Copelan ....................... Tri Jet Susan's Girl
Cope La Kris ................. (1991)

Our Dear Krissy ............... Kris S.
Our Dear Deby


1st dam:
COPE LA KRIS (1991), by Copelan. Unraced. Dam of 8 foals, 5 to race, 5 winners,

O. B.'s Grill (c. by Tsunami Slew). 3 wins at 3 and 4, $70,400.
Breakfast At T's (f. by Out Of Place). 3 wins at 3, $50,005.
Birdceee (f. by Darn That Alarm). 4 wins, 3 to 5, placed at 6, 2005, $43,029.
Ruben's Dancer (c. by Din's Dancer). 3 wins at 3 and 4, $15,395. Sire.

2nd dam:
OUR DEAR KRISSY, by Kris S. 4 wins in 8 starts at 2 and 3, $49,970, John Longden S. Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, 7 winners,

Millie Thane (f. by Dispersal). 7 wins at 3 and 4, $74,371, 3rd Jersey Lilly S. [L].
No More Jeff (g. by Gate Dancer). 4 wins, 3 to 6, $102,515.
Sedition (c. by Dispersal). 4 wins, 3 to 5, placed at 7, 2005, $89,055.
Tri Mary Kate (f. by Tri Jet). 8 wins at 3 and 4, $66,110. Dam of
Shore Drive Place (g. by Out Of Place). 9 wins, 2 to 6, $124,885.
Countontherun (g. by Count The Time). 5 wins, 4 to 8, 2005, $94,210.
Golden Oak (g. by Conveyor). 5 wins, 3 to 6, 2005, $65,933.
Our Frisky Kris (g. by Premiership). 3 wins at 3 and 4, $61,381.
Darn That Krissy (f. by Darn That Alarm). 7 wins, 3 to 5, $46,552. Dam of
Unification (f. by Hold Your Peace). Unplaced. $1,300. Dam of
Pettroff (g. by Tsunami Slew). 4 wins at 4 and 6, $70,685, 3rd Hill Rise H. [L].

3rd dam:
OUR DEAR DEBY, by In Reality. Placed at 3, $2,720. Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 9 winners.

OUR DEAR KRISSEY. Stakes winner, see above.

Hold On Deby. 10 wins, 2 to 4, $121,300, 2nd Office Queen S., Miramar S., Begonia S. Dam of PILLARING ($374,923, Orange County D. [L], etc.), MAGNETIZED ($167,420, Redwood Empire S.).
Kris' Dear Deby. 11 wins, 2 to 5, $232,815. Dam of Hazen ($200,188, 2nd Las Madrinas H. [L]).

Accredited Louisiana Bred
Hip No. 983

**Consigned by Tommy Reeves, Agent for Israel Flores**

**Hip No. 983**

**2002 Brown Gelding**

**TUFF CORONA SI 96**

- First Down Dash SI 105
- Dash For Cash SI 114
- First Prize Rose SI 98

- Painted Bug SI 113
- Shawne Bug SI 101
- Miss Painted Clown TB

- Chicks Beduino SI 104
- *Beduino TB
- A Classy Chick SI 89

- Corona Cowgirl SI 89
- TUFF CORONA SI 96


**1st dam:**

**CORONA COWGIRL SI 89** (1996), by Chicks Beduino. Placed at 2, $2,010. Sister to **CORONA CHICK SI 113**, **Corona King SI 96**. Dam of 3 foals, 2 to race, 2 ROM,


**2nd dam:**

**Sizzling Lil SI 91**, by Sizzle Te. **Broodmare of the Year**, Winner at 2, $7,212, 2nd Moon Deck S. [R]. Dam of 15 foals, 11 to race, 11 ROM,

- **CORONA KOOL SI 104** (f. by First Down Dash). **Champion 2-Year-Old Filly, Champion Aged Mare**, 14 wins in 27 starts, 2 to 5, $1,296,797, Los Alamitos Million Fut. G1, Ed Burke Memorial Fut. G1, etc. Dam of 3 ROM.

- **CORONA CHICK SI 113** (f. by Chicks Beduino). **Champion 2-Year-Old, Champion 2-Year-Old Filly, Champion 3-Year-Old Filly, Broodmare of the Year**, 15 wins in 18 starts at 2 and 3, $591,326, Ed Burke Memorial Fut. G1, Dash for Cash Fut. G1, Kindergarten Fut. G1, etc., ntr at HOL 400y in :19.63, ntr at LA 350y in :17.22. Dam of **CORONA CASH SI 101** (**Champion 4-times, $1,542,880**, All American Fut. G1, etc.), **CORONA CARTEL SI 97** ($557,142, Los Alamitos Million Fut. G1, etc. Sire), **CORONA CZECH SI 93** ($125,759, Mr Jet Moore H., etc. Sire), **Coco Corona SI 115** (at 2, 2005, $28,684, 3rd Corona Cartel S.); grandam of **One Corona SI 95** (at 2, 2005, $85,381, 2nd Leo H.).

- **CORONA COCKTAIL SI 94** (c. by First Down Dash). 5 wins at 2, $214,718, Evening Snow H., 3rd Golden State Fut. G1, etc. Sire.

- **Corona Lite SI 88** (f. by Gabacho). 2 wins at 2, $19,068, 3rd PCQHRA Breeders’ D. [R] G3. Dam of 5 ROM.

- **Corona King SI 96** (c. by Chicks Beduino). Placed, 2 to 9, $38,809, 2nd MBNA America California Challenge G2, etc.

- **Corona Wild SI 88** (f. by Chicks Beduino). Winner at 2, $3,735. Dam of **SIZZLIN RED CORONA SI 104** (to 3, 2005, $58,773), **Corona Cutie SI 98** ($26,893, 3rd Super Bowl H.).

**Race Record:** 2 wins, once 3rd at 2 and 3, 2005. Earned $8,579.

Engagements: MBNA Racing Challenge

Parentage Verified - Bleeder - Accredited Texas Bred
Hip No. 984 THE ZOOMINATOR SI 89 2003 Black Colt

Consigned by George Temple & John McCall

Shazoom SI 102 3174617

THE ZOOMINATOR SI 89 4415103

Keep On Shining SI 103 3156235

Credit Card Queen SI 95 3156235


1st dam:

CREDIT CARD QUEEN SI 95 (1992), by On A High. Winner at 2 and 3, $5,677. Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 5 ROM, AVAILABLE CREDIT SI 107 (g. by Splash Bac). 9 wins, 2 to 4, $137,809, Pat Hyland Memorial H. G3, Moonshiner H. G3, Paul B Ford Memorial H., Calyx H., 2nd Marathon National S. G1, etc., Finalist in American Airlines Juvenile Challenge S. G2. California Hi-Point Distance Horse.

The Zoominator SI 89 (c. by Shazoom). Stakes winner, see below. Rare Glimpse SI 103 (g. by Rare Form). 7 wins, 3 to 5, $54,024. Adjusted Credit SI 122 (c. by Shazoom). Placed at 2 and 3, 2005, $26,953, Finalist in West Texas Fut. G1.

2nd dam:


Engagements: MBNA Racing Challenge

Parentage Verified - Accredited Oklahoma Bred - Owners retain 4 lifetime breedings per year
AMERICAS SWEETHEART

2001 Gray Mare

Jolie's Halo .................. Halo Jolie Jolie
Heart Of America .............. Northern Jove Gold Mine
Creole Dancer TB .............. Dancing Dervish E. Cee Miss
Ms Cash Seeker SI 99 ......... Cash On Request SI 97


1st dam:
CREOLE SURPRISE SI 88 (1991), by Creole Dancer TB. 2 wins at 2, $6,976. Dam of 5 foals, 3 to race, 2 ROM,

2nd dam:
MS CASH SEEKER SI 99, by Cash On Request. 2 wins at 2, $5,170, Finalist in Alamo QHBA Fut. G3. Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 5 ROM,

3rd dam:
Rebel Seeker SI 93, by Rebel Cause. 5 wins at 2 and 3, $37,631, 3rd Laredo International Fut., Casa Blanca Fut. Dam of 11 foals, 8 ROM,
Mighty White Hope SI 95. Winner at 2 and 3, $22,736, 2nd El Toro D. Dam of HOPES STRIKE SI 99. 4 wins at 3 and 4, $25,771, Brady Merchants D.
ALAMO EXPRESS SI 118. 6 wins, 3 to 5, $24,491, in Mexico, Champion Of Champion Classic 1st Div., etc. Mexico Hi-Point Distance Horse-twice.
MS WISDOM ROAD SI 89. 4 wins at 2 and 3, $19,682, Shebester D. G3, 3rd Blue Ribbon 440 D. G3.
Blade Seeker SI 98. 4 wins, to 5, $13,630, 3rd Big Profit H.
Miss Hope Seeker SI 97. 4 wins at 2, $6,605, 3rd Primero Del Ano Fut., etc.
Smoke Seeker SI 95. 2 wins at 2, $18,274. Dam of SIX SEEKER SI 102 ($32,770, Black Gold Fut. Champ. [R] G3, etc.).
Blonde Saint. Unraced. Dam of SAINTS PATRICK SI 96 ($10,388), Be Tough Bugs SI 86 ($13,950).

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record:
2005 Unnamed (f. by Ihavepromisestokeep).
Bred to Corona For Me, last service April 27, 2005, believed to be in foal.
Parentage Verified

1st dam:
CROCKETT MOON SI 87 (1984), by Moon Chicks. 3 wins at 2 and 3, $6,063. Dam of 5 foals, 3 to race, 3 ROM.

May bea Runaway SI 93 (g. by Runaway Winner). 3 wins at 2 and 3, $9,793, 2nd Highasterjet S.

Shes My Money Honey SI 94 (f. by Man In The Money). 5 wins, see below.

Brazos Moon Nip SI 95 (g. by Deckem Easy). 4 wins, 2 to 4, $10,504.

2nd dam:
LA VERNIA, by Azure Bob. Unraced. Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 7 ROM.


Crockett Moon SI 87 (f. by Moon Chicks). 3 wins, see above.

Jetero SI 94 (c. by Jet Toro). 2 wins at 2, $22,569.

Crockett Cutie SI 91 (f. by Bill Bee Bars). Winner at 2, $7,020.

Smashed Amigo SI 87 (c. by Easily Smashed). 2 wins at 2, $2,172.


We Be Runnin Yawl SI 89 (c. by By Yawl). 2 wins at 2, $2,829.

Race Record: 5 wins, 4 times 2nd, 6 times 3rd at 2 and 3. Earned $13,039.

Produce Record:
1996 Yawls Money SI 91 (g. by Dash By For Randy). 3 wins at 2 and 3, $12,728, Finalist in American Airlines Mexico Challenge G3.

1997 Beduino Honey SI 97 (f. by Behold A Beduino). 5 wins at 2 and 3, $14,399.


1999, 2003 No report received.

2000 Money Effort (g. by Special Effort). Unplaced in 2 starts.

2001 Holland Money SI 87 (g. by Holland Ease). Winner at 3 and 4, 2005, $9,671.

2002 Miss La Jolla Honey (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Unplaced.

2004 Sixes Honey (f. by Streakin Sixes).

2005 No report received.

Open - Sells with rebreed to Okey Dokey Dale - Accredited Texas Broodmare - Blood Typed
987 WHENTHESMOKECLEARSB987

1999 Chestnut Gelding

Consigned by Circle S Ranch, Inc.

Nijinsky II
Banja Luka

Ferdinand
(1992)

Sweet Alybaba
Alydar

WHENTHESMOKECLEARSB (TB)

Mokhieba
Damascus
Court Circuit

Crusading Gal
(1985)

La Jolie
Sir Wiggle

*Barce


1st dam:
CRUSADING GAL (1985), by Mokhieba. Winner at 3, $3,327. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 3 winners,

WHENTHESMOKECLEARSB (g. by Fast Ferdie). Stakes-placed winner, see below.

Special Crusade (f. by Special Lineage). 7 wins, 2 to 5, $94,235.
Prettydarnspecial (f. by Special Lineage). 4 wins, 3 to 5, $62,417.

Jungle Crusade (f. by Jungle Express). Placed at 4, $3,910. Dam of

JOIN THE CRUSADE (f. by Fast Ferdie). 4 wins at 2 and 3, 2005, $51,828, 2nd City of Anderson S. [R], 3rd Hoosier Silver Cup S. [R], etc.
Pretty Gal (f. by Special Lineage). Unplaced. Dam of

WABASH GAL (f. by Jungle Express). Winner at 2, $33,614, Indiana Stallion S. [R]. Dam of SHEZA PRETTY GAL (to 5, 2005, $112,424, Indiana Stallion S. [R], etc.).

2nd dam:
LA JOLIE, by Sir Wiggle. Unplaced. Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners,

Sparrowwon (g. by John Alden). 8 wins, 3 to 6, $357,989, Walter Haight H. [L], Harrison E Johnson Memorial H. [L], Minuteman H. [L], etc.

STAR JOLIE (f. by John Alden). 4 wins at 3 and 4, $158,537, Florida Oaks [L], 3rd Shocker T. H. [L], Coral Gables H. [L]. Dam of

Aventura Place (c. by Miswaki). 6 wins, 2 to 5, 2005, $182,840.

Thrive (c. by With Approval). 14 wins, 3 to 8, 2005, $141,233.

LIKELY PASSAGE (f. by John Alden). 6 wins, 3 to 5, $121,936, Virginia Belle H. [L], 3rd Conniver H. [LR].
Palm Freezer (c. by Baldski). 7 wins, 3 to 6, $235,435.

Sahara Star (f. by Baldski). Placed in 2 starts at 4, $1,570, Dam of

TACIRRING (g. by End Sweep). 11 wins, 2 to 6, 2005, $334,080, John McSorley S., Sneakbox S., Ben Cohen S., etc., ncr at GP 5f in :54.89.

3rd dam:
*BARCE, by Prince Bio [Fr]. Winner at 3, $4,742, in France. Dam of 10 foals, 4 winners, including SPraberry ($10,470, 2nd Sophomore H. Sire)

Race Record: 4 wins, 10 times 2nd, 3 times 3rd, 2 to 6, 2005. Earned $108,712.

2ND Gus Grissom Stakes [R], William Henry Harrison Stakes [R].

Engagements: Breeders Cup

Parentage Verified - Bleeder - Certified Indiana Bred
Hip No. 988 COME N GETME (APHA) 988
February 19, 2004 Sorrel Tobiano Gelding

Consigned by Sandra Garnett

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Special Lineage TB</th>
<th>Alydar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ChampagneWoman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JW Lineage Si 95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174647</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COME N GETME (APHA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>797295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judy's Chick Si 89</td>
<td>Walters Chick Si 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raise Your Rocket</td>
<td>The Lady Sadie QB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currency Flo</td>
<td>Raise Your Glass TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>444990</td>
<td>Wranglin Kate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dial A Jet Oak GH Si 81</td>
<td>Jet Toro Si 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ima Dial Oak Si 86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By JUDYS LINEAGE SI 95 (1989). Champion 3-Year-Old, Champion 3-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 9 races, $45,449, APHA National Champ. Fut., etc. Sire of 137 ROM, 31 stakes winners, 12 champions, earning $2,019,064, MY NAME IS JOE SI 95 (Champion 5-times, $103,679), JUDYS CASH SI 105 (Champion-twice, $86,375), TREASURED JUDY SI 101 (Champion-5 times, $68,046), HOPE FOR ME SI 97 (Champion-twice, $56,588), JUDYS POKERCHIPS SI 98 (Champion-twice, $38,693), etc.

1st dam:

2nd dam:
DIAL A JET OAK QH SI 81, by Jet Toro. Placed at 2. Dam of 3 QH foals, 2 to race; 4 APHA foals, 2 to race, 1 ROM, Dial Judy APHA Si 83 (f. by Judys Lineage). 2 wins at 2, $10,860, Finalist in Pot O’ Gold Fut., Masterpiece Paint Fut.

3rd dam:

4th dam:
IMA BAILEY OAK SI 85, by Pass ‘Em Up TB. 4 wins at 2, $1,759. Sister to IMA BAILEY OAK TOO SI 102 ($54,777, Six Flags D., etc.), IMA PEGGY OAK SI 96 ($17,628, Trinity Lassie D., etc.), half-sister to Hesa Bailey Oak To SI 92 ($10,224, 3rd Laredo International Fut.). Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, 7 ROM, IMA MYSTIC OAK SI 101. 5 wins at 2 and 3, $32,387, Presidio La Bahia Fut. Dam of 3 ROM,

IMA Speedy Oak SI 92. Winner at 2 and 4, $8,763.
Mystx Miss SI 90. Winner at 2 and 3, $4,152.
Deltas Mystic Oak SI 83. Winner at 3, 2005, $2,905.
Ima Smash Oak SI 103. 7 wins, 2 to 7, $20,209.
Comin Home Oak SI 88. Winner at 3 and 5, $5,681.
Etesian Oak ROM. 3 wins, 2 to 4, $5,052.
Cash Oak Man SI 93. Placed at 2 and 3, $4,405.
Miss Flaming Oak SI 91. Winner at 2 and 3, $3,523. Dam of 3 ROM,

Barney Jeckyl SI 80. Placed at 2, $2,818, 3rd Delta Downs Texas Fut.

Engagements: PSBA Futurity, Pot O Gold Futurity
Parentage Verified

1st dam:

2nd dam:

3rd dam:
Joada’s Lady SI 93, by Jet Deck. 4 wins at 2 and 3, $28,505, 3rd Sun Country Fut., Lubbock Downs Spring Fut. Half-sister to JOADA BUX SI 100 ($49,889, Rainbow Fut., etc.). IMA CHARGER SI 97 ($2,981, Lubbock Downs Fall D.), Cool Seven SI 105 ($31,901). Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 8 ROM, Impressa SI 111. Stakes-placed winner, see above. Shona SI98. 5 wins at 2 and 3, $9,394, 3rd Gateway Downs Spring D. Dam of A Racing Grace SI 92. 3 wins at 2 and 4, $8,577, 3rd Colorado Stallion Breeders D. [R]. Aforeme SI 89. Winner at 2 and 3, $6,547. Simply Brilliant SI 92. 4 wins at 4, $6,195.

Race Record: Two wins, twice 2nd, twice 3rd, 2 to 4, 2005. Earned $20,348.

Engagements: MBNA Racing Challenge
Parentage Verified - Bleeder
Hip No. 990  FIRST TO PASS EM SI 84  

2002 Sorrel Filly

First Place Dash SI 99
3284159

FIRST TO PASS EM SI 84
4297475

DD Pass Em SI 94
3546047


1st dam:
DD PASS EM SI 94 (1993), by Cameronian. 3 wins at 2, $28,789, Space City S.

Dam of 7 foals, 4 to race, 4 ROM,

Devine Miss Ryon SI 93 (f. by Ronas Ryon). Winner at 3, $7,496, Qualified to TQHA Sires’ Cup Fut. [R] G2.

Amazingly Graced SI 85 (f. by Ronas Ryon). Winner at 2, $2,957.

First To Pass Em SI 84 (f. by First Place Dash). See below.

Special Contingency SI 83 (g. by Special Leader). Placed at 2.

2nd dam:
IMA FINESSE, by Pass ‘Em Up TB. Placed at 2. Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, 4 ROM,

DD PASS EM SI 94 (f. by Cameronian). Stakes winner, see above.

Sir Austins Finesse SI 82 (g. by Sir Austin Duncan). Winner at 3, placed at 5, 2005, $3,782.

Howdy Pass SI 91 (f. by The Advance Man). 2 wins at 2, $3,752.

Cheval Finesse SI 83 (g. by Cheval Volant). Placed at 3, $2,201.

3rd dam:
IMA MAE SI 101, by I’m A Sports Bar. 5 wins, 3 to 5, ntr at Ross Downs 250y in :13.390. Dam of 8 foals, 5 to race, 2 ROM,

Ms Ima Bound SI 88. 4 wins at 2, $2,893.

4th dam:
AGENDA MAE SI 95, by Agenda. 9 wins at 2 and 3, $3,165. Half-sister to Chocolate Whiz SI 95 ($10,429, 2nd Eagle Pass Baby S.), Buckskin Whiz SI 95 ($4,822, 3rd Southwestern Fut.). Dam of 14 foals, 8 ROM,

MITO MITE SI 98. 8 wins, 2 to 4, $28,237, South Texas D. Sire.

AGENDA CHICK SI 96. 12 wins, 2 to 5, $8,789, El Paisano D., Texas D., 2nd Cherokee S., Hilltop Champ., 3rd Valentine D. Sire.

Mito Agenda Mae SI 93. Winner at 3, $10,599, 3rd Millier Lite 350 Mare S. Dam of

ALIECARIE CRISWELL SI 80. 2 wins at 2, $9,258, Miss Betty S. Dam of Blue By Yawl SI 97. 6 wins, 2 to 4, $22,276, 2nd Texas Longhorn S. [R].

Mito Mae SI 86. Placed at 2. Dam of

MAE I PASS SI 104. 3 wins at 2, $44,799, Rocket Bar Fut.

Race Record: 4 times 3rd at 3, 2005. Earned $1,811.

Parentage Verified - Accredited Texas Bred
Hip No. 991  

**CHARMING LILLY (TB)**  
March 19, 2004 Dark Bay or Brown Filly

Consigned by Bob Pogue

Carr De Naskra ............... Star De Naskra
Cornish Runner

Carr Tech ............... (1993)

**CHARMING LILLY (TB)**

One For Fun ............... One For All
Paranha

Scroll ............... Nijinsky II
Quillesian

Daisy Mae Pass ............... (1998)

Groovin Moment ............... Magic Moment II [FR]
First Groovin

By **CARR TECH** (1993). Stakes winner of 7 races, 3 to 5, $251,124, New York D. [R], Albany S. [R], 2nd General Douglas MacArthur H. [R], 3rd Hollie Hughes H. [R]. Sire of 8 foals, 2 starters, 1 winner, earning $43,536, Chelsea’s Grey Boy (at 3, 2005, $37,430). Son of stakes winner **CARR DE NASKRA**, sire of 23 stakes winners, including **L’CARRIERE** ($1,726,175, Saratoga Cup H. G3), **CANDID CAMERON** ($652,539, Dominion Day H. G3-twice), **SIR RICHARD LEWIS** ($442,374, New York Stallion S. [LR]), etc.


3rd dam: FIRST GROOVIN, by Just Groovin. 10 wins, 2 to 6, $72,370. Dam of 6 foals, 4 to race, 4 winners, **Groovin Magic** 2 wins at 3, $29,428, 2nd Shenow S. [R]. Dam of Jill Groovin. Winner at 4, $10,857. Dam of **Miami Groovin Cartel** SI 118. 4 wins at 4 and 5, 2005, $73,739, 3rd Higheasterjet H. G3, New Mexico Hi-Point Aged Stallion.

Knockemout John. 5 wins, 3 to 5, $45,247.

Maxigroove 4 wins, 2 to 4, $24,397.

Wander In. Winner at 2, $6,513, 3rd Dr. James Brown Memorial Fut. [N].

4th dam: JEANS BABY WANDER, by Telekinesis. Unplaced. Dam of 13 foals, 9 to race, 8 winners, First Groovin. 10 wins, see above.

Jest A Joke. 3 wins at 3 and 4, $25,357.

Second To First. 4 wins at 3 and 4, $12,121.

A. A. Special Kind. Winner at 3 and 4, $9,324.

Jusander. Winner at 4, $6,897.

Sylvester V. Winner at 4, $5,703.

A Little Of This. Winner at 4, $4,200.

Televin. Winner at 4, $4,114.

1st dam:
DARING DIMPLES SI 82 (1987), by Streakin Six. Winner at 2 and 3, $24,989. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 5 ROM,

DEE DEES DIMPLES SI 101 (f. by On A High). 8 wins at 2 and 4, $39,460, Mt Pleasant Meadows Budweiser Fut. G3, 3rd Great Lakes Earl Clark Memorial Fut. Dam of 2 ROM,


2nd dam:
CHICK’S DIME TOO SI 105, by Three Chicks. 11 wins in 19 starts at 2 and 3, $43,056, Golden Triangle D., Live Oak D., etc., ntr 400y in :20.00, ntr at ROD 400y in :20.14. Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 11 ROM,

DIS DUDES A DASH SI 103 (c. by Dash For Cash). 6 wins at 2 and 3, $25,479, Lone Star D. [R], 3rd QHBC Southwest Classic Fut. [R]. Sire.

This Chicks Got It SI 95 (f. by Dash For Cash). Winner at 2, $36,574, 3rd Kindergarten Fut. G1. Grandam of JUNO CORONA SI 98 ($43,430), LADY IM GOOD SI 87 (to 3, 2005, $20,370, Fort Pierre D., etc.).


Race Record: 2 wins, twice 2nd, 4 times 3rd, 2 to 5. Earned $12,753. 3RD Special Effort Stakes.

Produce Record:
2003 I Know Oscar (c. by De Elegant Oscar). Unraced.
2004 I Know Oscar Can (f. by Del Elegant Oscar).
2005 No report received.

Bred to Mr Eye Opener, last service June 10, 2005, believed to be in foal.

Parentage Verified - Accredited Oklahoma Broodmare
OUT OF SALE

1st dam:
DASH FANTASY SI 95 (1988), by Outdashem. Placed at 2 and 3, $1,522. Dam of 11 foals, 6 to race, 3 ROM,
   Olenes Fantasy SI 95 (g. by Lucks Gay Olene). 3 wins at 3 and 4, $15,426,
   3rd Ruidoso Sprint S.
   Weekend Fantasy SI 90 (f. by Weekend Talent). 3 wins, see below.
   Talents Fantasy SI 83 (g. by Weekend Talent). Winner at 2, $2,655.

2nd dam:
BE THERE HOPE SI 85, by Joyful Hope TB. Winner at 4, $1,061. Dam of 3 foals, 1 to race, 1 ROM,
Dash Fantasy SI 95 (f. by Outdashem). See above.

3rd dam:
BE THERE MOON, by Top Moon. Unplaced in 2 starts. Dam of 5 foals, 2 to race, 1 ROM,
Be There Hope SI 85. See above.

4th dam:
BE THERE BAR SI 85, by Magnolia Bar. Placed in 1 start at 3. Half-sister to
   FLYING CHARGER SI 100 ($9,853, Southeastern Oklahoma QHBA D., etc. Sire),
   APRIL DECK SI 95 ($3,004, Evangeline Downs Champ. 1, etc.),
   Deck Be There SI 95 ($17,917, 2nd Columbus Fut., etc. Sire).
   Dam of 3 foals, 2 to race,
   Be There Chick. Placed at 2.

Produce Record:
2004 Bully Buster (c. by Bully Bullion).
2005 Chicks Weekend (f. by Chicks Doit).
Bred to Chicks Doit, last service March 13, 2005, believed to be in foal.
Parentage Verified - Accredited Oklahoma Broodmare

995 JESS FOR BUNNY

January 30, 2005 Gray Filly

Streakin La Jolla SI 99........ Streakin Six SI 104
Bottom’s Up SI 82

JESS FOR BUNNY

4674150

Scoope Fein SI 99........... Sinn Fein SI 98
Legs La Scoop SI 95

Reckless Dash SI 103......... Dash For Cash SI 114
Shaken Not Stirred SI 99

Dusty Bunny SI 103.......... Flaming Jet SI 102
Ester’s Bunny SI 88


1st dam:

2nd dam:
Dusty Bunny SI 103, by Flaming Jet. 6 wins in 10 starts at 2 and 3, $82,983, 2nd Blue Ribbon Fut. G2, Finalist in Blue Ribbon D. G3. Half-sister to SIX TO FIVE SI 112 (Champion-twin), MARY MAJOR SI 99 ($36,521), ON A BUNNY SI 105 ($25,568), Splashing Bunny SI 98 ($29,550), March N Lady SI 87. Dam of 13 foals, 10 to race, 9 ROM,

Dustys On A High SI 104 (f. by On A High). 4 wins at 2 and 3, $118,075, 2nd Heritage Place Fut. [R] G1, 3rd Turf Paradise D. G3, etc. Dam of
DUSTYS FAME SI 105 (g. by Dash Ta Fame). 5 wins in 9 starts at 2, $110,902, Diamond Classic Fut. [R] G2, Silver Dollar Fut. [R], etc.
DUSTYS BEDUINO SI 98 (g. by Chicks Beduino). 28 wins, 2 to 10, 2005, $81,280, Saskatchewan Classic, Dan Diemart Memorial Mat., etc.
Dustys Chick SI 89 (f. by Chicks Beduino). 3 wins at 2, $39,964, 2nd Corona Chick H., 3rd Rise N High H. [R].

Dash For Bunny SI 95 (f. by Reckless Dash). Stakes-placed winner, see above.

Dusty Effort SI 97 (f. by Special Effort). 4 wins, 2 to 4, $19,393, 3rd Firecracker D. G3.

Dusty Victory Dash SI 99 (f. by Victory Dash). Winner at 2 and 3, $6,537.
RDUSTYS CHICK SI 101 (f. by Chicks Beduino). 3 wins at 2, $289,536, Heritage Place Fut. G1, Finalist in All American Fut. G1, etc.

Oh Dusty Bunny SI 92 (f. by Oh Shiney). 2 wins, to 3, $12,848. Dam of
DASH ON LINE SI 109 (g. by Toast To Dash). 8 wins, 2 to 5, 2005, $47,311, JEH Stallion Station H., Finalist in Dash For Cash D. G1.


Engagements: MBNA Racing Challenge
Parentage Verified
CAUTION SIGN SI 90
1995 Sorrel Mare

*Noholme II TB .................. Star Kingdom [Ire] Oceana

1993699

Moolah Bux TB
Mable Chick SI 100

Rocket Wrangler SI 97
Find A Buyer TB

Sweet Game SI 101 ......... Game Plan SI 95
Sweet Feast SI 106

By THE SIGNATURE SI 107 (1980). Stakes winner of 11 races, 2 to 4, $333,473, Old South Fut. Sire of 693 starters, 518 ROM, 48 stakes winners, 7 champions, earning $11,206,317, including

HEZA FAST MAN SI 111 (Champion, $801,356),
SIGN OF LANTY SI 108 (Champion 3-times, $545,542),
SIG HANSON SI 102 (Champion, $433,193),
RARE FORM SI 120 (Champion-twice, $278,191). Sire of the dams of
MINI ROCK SI 102 ($442,047),
FLYING DINO SI 103 ($360,964),
THE ZIA STAR SI 106, etc.

1st dam:
DASH FOR GAME SI 106 (1987), by Dash For Cash. 6 wins at 2 and 3, $15,310,
Prescott Downs D., etc. Dam of 7 foals, 7 to race, 6 ROM,

ITSA CHICKS GAME SI 99 (f. by Chicks Beduino). 6 wins at 2 and 3,
$14,735, Michigan D. [R]. Dam of 2 ROM,
The Calyx Chick SI 93 (f. by Calyx). 2 wins at 2, $23,346.

2nd dam:
SWEET GAME SI 101, by Game Plan. 4 wins at 2 and 3, $48,328, Sophomore H.,
3rd Vandy’s Flash H. Dam of 20 foals, 19 to race, 15 ROM,

SWEETEN THE POT SI 114 (g. by Raise Your Glass TB). 14 wins, 2 to 4,
$124,132, Kaweah Bar H. G3, Shue Fly H. G3, Turf Paradise D., etc.

DASH FOR GAME SI 106 (f. by Dash For Cash). Stakes winner, see above.

Horseshoe Bend SI 110 (g. by Dash For Cash). 9 wins, 2 to 6, $32,084, 3rd
Purina Mills S.

Easy Dashin Chick SI 88 (g. by Chicks Beduino). Winner at 2, $29,512,

Sweet Beduino SI 101 (f. by *Beduino TB). 2 wins, to 3, $21,824, 2nd
Santa Cruz County Fut., etc. Dam of A DASH OF BEDUINO SI 101
($103,934, El Primero Del Ano D. G2, etc.),
THIS JET IS ROYAL SI 107 ($91,613, Prescott Downs Fut. G3, etc.),
ONE SWEET DASH SI 94 ($81,937),
POSTING THE COLORS SI 106 ($36,777),
FLY WITH HONOR SI 108 (to 3, 2005, $16,305),
Sign It Sweet SI 95 ($15,572).

Bred to Ausual Suspect, last service May 9, 2005, believed to be in foal.

Parentage Verified - Accredited Oklahoma Broodmare
Hip No. Consigned by Double LL Farms, Agt. for Frank & Angel Parr

**997 ONLY GAME IN TOWN**

**SI 101**

**1994 Chestnut Mare**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Easy Six SI 97</th>
<th>Easy Jet SI 100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peggy Toro SI 100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ONLY GAME IN TOWN SI 101**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Miss Assured SI 95</th>
<th>Little Request TB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assured SI 95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dash For Cash SI 114</th>
<th>Rocket Wrangler SI 97</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Find A Buyer TB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sweet Game SI 101</th>
<th>Game Plan SI 95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sweet Feast SI 106</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By **STREAKIN SIX SI 104** (1977). Stakes winner of 10 races in 19 starts, 2 to 4, $473,934, Rainbow Fut. Sire of 860 starters, 663 ROM, 75 stakes winners, 5 champions, earning $17,079,303, **SIXY CHICK SI 106** (Champion, $751,284), **SIX FORTUNES SI 107** (Champion, $574,788). Sire of the dams of 74 stakes winners, including champions **AB WHAT A RUNNER SI 109** ($1,342,389), **SHAKE THE BANK SI 105** ($372,585), **ROLL INTO MIS-CHIEF SI 105** ($125,752), and of **STREAKIN FLYER SI 96** ($1,141,128).

1st dam:

**DASH FOR GAME SI 106** (1987), by Dash For Cash. 6 wins at 2 and 3, $15,310, Prescott Downs D., 3rd AQRA Lassie S., ntr at PRE 330y in :16.45. Sister to **Horseshoe Bend SI 110**. Dam of 7 foals, 7 to race, 6 ROM,

**ITSA CHICKS GAME SI 99** (f. by Chicks Beduino). 6 wins at 2 and 3, $14,735, Michigan D. Dam of 2 ROM,

**The Calyx Chick SI 93** (f. by Calyx). 2 wins at 2, $23,346.

**The Big Game SI 89** (g. by The Signature). Winner at 2 and 3, $14,065.

2nd dam:

**SWEET GAME SI 101**, by Game Plan. 4 wins at 2 and 3, $48,328, Sophomore H., 3rd Vandy’s Flash H. Dam of 20 foals, 19 to race, 15 ROM,


**DASH FOR GAME SI 106** (f. by Dash For Cash). Stakes winner, see above.

**Horseshoe Bend SI 110** (g. by Dash For Cash). 9 wins, 2 to 6, $32,084, 3rd Purina Mills S.

**Easy Dashin Chick SI 88** (g. by Chicks Beduino). Winner at 2, $29,512, 3rd Mile High Fut. **G2**, Rocky Mountain Fut. [R] **G3**.

**Sweet Beduino SI 101** (f. by *Beduino TB). Winner at 2 and 3, $21,824, 2nd Santa Cruz County Fut., 3rd Prescott Downs Fut. **G3**, Dam of **A DASH OF BEDUINO SI 101** ($103,934), **THIS JET IS ROYAL SI 107** ($91,613), **ONE SWEET DASH SI 94** ($81,937), **POSTING THE COLORS SI 106** ($36,776), **FLY WITH HONOR SI 108** (to 3, 2005, $16,305), **Sign It Sweet SI 95** ($15,572), Walk Thru Fire SI 92 ($94,280. Sire.),

The Dream Date SI 105 (f. by The Signature). 6 wins, to 4, $28,169. Dam of **COUNTING SHEEP SI 99** ($146,089); grandam of **Can Straw Fly ($109,413).**

**Race Record:** Two wins, 3 times 2nd, four times 3rd, 2 to 4. Earned $5,448.

**Produce Record:**


2002, 2003 No report received.

2004 Major Game In Town (c. by Major Rime).

2005 Hottest Game In Town (f. by Corona Caliente).

Open - Parentage Verified
Hip No. Consigned by Granada Farms, Agt. for David or Meg Brown Hip No. 998  

**VIVID VELOCITY SI 109** 998  

2000 Sorrel Stallion  

Special Effort SI 104 .................. Raise Your Glass TB  
Go Effortlessly SI 98  

Strawfly Special SI 97  
2613710  

**VIVID VELOCITY SI 109** 3940566  

Fly In The Pie SI 99 .................. Pie In The Sky SI 101  
Flying Rockette SI 91  

Coup De Kas TB ................. Kaskaskia  
Mor Coup  

Dash It SI 95 ................. Dash For Cash SI 114  
Barne’s Ladybug SI 100  

By STRAWFLY SPECIAL SI 97 (1987). Stakes winner of 11 races, 2 to 4, $222,920, Southern California D. Sire of 988 starters, 806 ROM, 68 stakes winners, 1 champion, earning $20,236,487, including TAILOR FIT SI 110 (World Champion-twice, $1,299,010, Champion Of Champions S. G1), STREAKIN FLYER SI 96 ($1,141,128, All American Fut. G1), AUSUAL SUSPECT SI 96 ($1,003,564, All American Fut. G1), FLYING DINO SI 103 ($360,964, Remington Park Fut. G1), STRAWFLYIN BUDS SI 99 ($315,974), etc.  

1st dam:  

**DASH ITS COUPER** SI 101 (1992), by Coup De Kas TB. 6 wins, 2 to 4, $263,064, Rainbow Fut. G1, Rainbow Silver Cup G3, 3rd Mr Jet Moore S. G3, Finalist in Mildred N Vessels Memorial H. G1, World’s Champ Classic G2, etc. Dam of 3 foals, 3 to race, 3 ROM,  

**COUPERS FIRST DASH** SI 96 (f. by First Down Dash). 3 wins at 2 and 4,  
$81,415, California Breeders Matron S. [R] G3, 2nd Dashing Folly H., 3rd Miss Princess H. G3, Finalist in Charger Bar H. G1, Vessels Mat., Mildred N Vessels Memorial H. G1, etc. California Hi-Point Aged Mare.  


**Vivid Velocity** SI 109 (c. by Strawfly Special). Stakes-placed winner, see below.  

2nd dam:  

Dash It SI 95, by Dash For Cash. 4 wins, to 3, $42,968, 3rd Val Verde Downs D.,  
Finalist in Lassie H. G2, Vandy’s Flash H. G3. Half-sister to GOING LADY-BUG SI 104 ($58,238, Blue Ribbon Fut.), AMAZER SI 86 ($10,989, Early Starter Fut.), Lela Barnes Bug SI 93 ($51,722, 2nd Live Oak D.), Mr Top Bug SI 98 ($30,184, 3rd Ruidoso D.). Dam of 16 foals, 11 to race, 11 ROM,  

**DASHITS COUPER** SI 101 (f. by Coup De Kas TB). Stakes winner, see above.  


**Apollos Dasher** SI 92 (g. by Apollo TB). 3 wins at 3 and 4, $15,552, 3rd Woodlands S.  
I Want More SI 95 (c. by Exclusive Enough TB). 6 wins, 3 to 5, $14,240.  
Dash De Cash (f. by Coup De Kas TB). Unraced. Dam of 5 ROM,  
Straw Fly Boy SI 99 (c. by Strawfly Special). 3 wins at 3 and 5, $41,814,  
Finalist in West Texas D. G2, Ruidoso D. G2, etc.  

**Race Record:** Two wins, 3 times 2nd, once 3rd at 2 and 3. Earned $15,223.  
3RD Gulf Coast Stakes [R], Finalist in TQHA Sires’ Cup D. [R] G3.  

**Sire Record:** His first foals will be yearlings of 2006.  

**Parentage Verified - Accredited Texas Stallion**  
David E. Brown to retain two (2) lifetime breedings per year.
EXCESSIVE MUSIC

2000 Sorrel Mare

Hip No. 999

Consigned by Lazy E Ranch, Inc., Agent

EXCESSIVE MUSIC

In Excess [Ire] .................. Siberian Express
Kantado

In Excessive Bull (TB) ..........................

She Aint No Bull .......................... Top Command
Proudest Bee

Dash For Cash SI 114 .................. Rocket Wrangler SI 97
Find A Buyer TB

EXCESSIVE MUSIC

X0580716


1st dam:
DASH TO MUSIC (1994), by Dash For Cash. Unplaced in 2 starts. Dam of 6 foals, 4 to race, 4 ROM,


Bull Dot Dash SI 85 (f. by In Excessive Bull TB). 3 wins at 3 and 4, 2005, $38,784.

2nd dam:
CATCHY TUNE SI 90, by The Signature. Winner at 2 and 4, $17,160, Finalist in Go Together H. G3. Dam of 6 foals, 4 to race, 1 ROM,

Catch A Tac SI 81 (g. by Tolltac). Winner at 4, $1,708.

3rd dam:
CATCH THIS MELODY SI 99, by Wee Folk TB. 5 wins, 2 to 4, $20,915. Dam of 7 foals, 3 to race, 3 ROM,

Au Revoir Yawl SI 91. 7 wins at 2 and 3, $14,489. Dam of 2 ROM,


Adios A Todos SI 93. 3 wins at 2 and 3, $33,801, 2nd La Chiripada Fut. G3, etc. Dam of 2 ROM, BY BY JJ SI 109 (to 4, 2005, $1,126,667, All American Fut. G1, etc.),Todos Al Banco SI 99 (to 5, 2005, $80,947).

4th dam:
JET'S MELODY SI 90, by Jet Deck. 2 wins at 3, $1,443. Sister to JET CHARGER SI 101 (Champion Aged Stallion, $190,068, Raton Fut., etc., Sire), half-sister to COUNTERPLAY SI 100 ($24,797, Bright Eyes S., Sire), KING LEO BAILEY SI 95 (Rutland Ranch D., Sire), ROSA LEO BAILEY SI 95 (Rutland Ranch Fut.). Dam of 4 foals, 3 ROM.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record:
2004 Major Music Rime (c. by Major Rime).
2005 Caliente Music (f. by Corona Caliente).

Bred to Corona Caliente, last service March 19, 2005, believed to be in foal.

Parentage Verified

1st dam:
**DASHERINA** SI 88 (1983), by Dash For Cash. Winner at 3, $15,802. Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 5 ROM,
- **Adios Buddy** SI 96 (g. by Sayin Adios). Winner at 2, placed at 4, 2005, $27,497.
- **PR Dashin Adios** SI 87 (f. by Sayin Adios). Winner at 2, 2005, $10,980.
- **Ponderosa Dash** SI 93 (g. by Streakin La Jolla). Winner at 2, $8,819, **Finalist in Mardi Gras D. [R] G3**.
- **Dashing Fortune** SI 85 (f. by Six Fortunes). Winner at 3, $2,630. Dam of 3 ROM, Ponderosa Perry SI 95 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins at 3, $20,302.

2nd dam:
**HERE GOES** SI 82, by Rocket Wrangler. 2 wins at 2, $2,242. Dam of 15 foals, 11 to race, 6 ROM,
- **Touch Of Crimson** SI 91 (f. by Mr. Crimson Ruler TB). 2 wins at 2, $4,763.
- **Keepin Rules** SI 94 (g. by Mr. Crimson Ruler TB). Winner at 3, $4,500.
- **Wrangling Ruler** SI 87 (g. by Mr. Crimson Ruler TB). 2 wins at 4 and 6, $4,249.

3rd dam:
**MIDAS TOUCH** SI 85, by Chudej’s Black Gold. 2 wins at 2, $3,010. Half-sister to **Miss Dream Chick** SI 82 (3rd Iowa Bred and Owned D.). Dam of 19 foals, 14 to race, 8 ROM,
- **Country Mama** SI 93. Winner at 2 and 3, $9,593. Dam of 9 ROM,
  - **BABY HOLD ON** SI 109. 13 wins, 2 to 4, $418,373, Alamo QBHA Fut., Miss Peninsula H., Jet Deck H. 1st Div., 2nd Skoal Dash For Cash Fut., Kansas Fut., C L. Maddon’s Bright Eyes H., etc. Dam of 6 ROM,
  - **HOW SPECIAL** SI 104. 3 wins, 2 to 4, $119,995, La Primera Del Ano D. [G1], 2nd Golden State D. G1, 3rd Charger Bar H.
- **Corona Countess** SI 96. 3 wins at 2, $13,205, 3rd AQRA Fut. [R].
- **Dash Is Back** SI 92. 3 wins, 2 to 4, $9,116, 3rd Arizona Stallion Owners Assn. Fut. [R].
- **Dashing Dalene** SI 83. Placed at 2, $27,759. Dam of **Heavenly Note** SI 104 ($67,430), **A Gallant Effort** SI 111 ($24,152).

Race Record: One win, once 2nd at 2 and 3, 2005. Earned $22,300.

Engagements: MBNA Racing Challenge

Parentage Verified
Hip No. 1001  MOUNTAIN OF CASH  March 2, 2005 Brown Filly

Consigned by Marty Powers, Agent for Traci Talsma

The Signature SI 107
Lady Meter Reader

Panther Mountain SI 105
3907933

Cash This Runner SI 110
Dash For Cash SI 114
Running Blood SI 95

MOUNTAIN OF CASH
4676024

Dash For Cash SI 114
Native Noblesse SI 93

Dashes Pure D Jet SI 93
3955031

Cajun Calypso .............. Easy Jet SI 100
Cajun Melody TB


1st dam:

2nd dam:
CAJUN CALYPSO, by Easy Jet. Unraced. Dam of 7 foals, 3 to race, 3 ROM, Cajun Boss SI 96 (g. by Cash Treat). 7 wins at 2 and 4, $18,407.
Dashes Pure D Jet SI 93 (f. by Pure D Dash). 2 wins, see above.
An Easy Fortune SI 84 (g. by Six To Five). Winner at 3, $3,852.

3rd dam:
CAJUN MELODY TB, by Hempen. 2 wins at 3, $6,010, in TB and QH races.
Dam of 3 TB foals, 2 to race, 1 winner; 6 QH foals, 2 to race, 2 ROM,
Cajun Luck SI 92. 4 wins at 2 and 3, $5,725, in Mexico, 3rd Mexican QHA Classic [R]. Sire.
Lodey Lodey TB. Winner at 3, $5,234.
Society Music SI 81. Placed at 2. Dam of 5 ROM,
RAISED IN SOCIETY SI 98. 9 wins in 18 starts, 2 to 4, $85,996, Longhorn Fut. G3, Austin Fut., 3rd Graham Farms Fut. G1, Bandera Six Flags D. G3, ntr at GIL 330y in :17.06.

4th dam:
JEB’S DEB, by Djebah. 7 wins at 3 and 4, $6,816, etr at LAM 5 1/2f in 1:03.60-twice.
Dam of 7 TB foals, 6 to race, 5 winners; 1 QH foal, 1 to race, 1 ROM,
NORTHERN WRITER. 18 wins, 2 to 8, $143,225, New Mexico State Fair Budweiser Breeders’ Cup H., West Mesa H., Ruidoso Speed H., Las Donas H., Dan Burrows Memorial S., First Lady H. [N]-twice, etc., ntr at FMT 5 1/2f in 1:05.20, ntr at WRD 6f in 1:10.20. Dam of Rand. 2 wins at 3, $20,720.
Lode Have Mercy. Winner at 3, $3,080. Dam of Highland Lode. 3 wins at 4 and 5, $47,075.

JEB’S JET SI 104. 15 wins, 2 to 8, $72,847, Josie’s Bar S., ntr at Quad City Downs 660y in :34.47.
Jeb’s Jester. 15 wins, 2 to 9, $24,869, in TB and QH races.
Jeb’s Arrow. 3 wins, 2 to 4, $8,229, in TB and QH races.

Engagements: MBNA Racing Challenge
Parentage Verified - Transported Cooled semen
Eligible to be nominated to the 2007 G1 Heritage Place Futurity

1st dam:

DASHIN AND A CRASHIN (1996), by First Down Dash. Unraced. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 4 ROM,

- BULL ROPE SI 113 (g. by In Excessive Bull TB). 6 wins at 3 and 4, 2005, $156,658, New Mexico Horsemens’ Association H. [R] G3, 2nd Zia 870 Champ. [R] G3, New Mexico Cup [R], John Augustin New Mexico Bred S. [R]. New Mexico Hi-Point Distance Horse.

CRASHIN BAC SI 101 (f. by Splash Bac). 4 wins at 3, $36,010, Bellflower H., 3rd Huntington Beach H., Stanton H.

Dashin Tiburon SI 82 (f. by In Excessive Bull TB). Winner at 2, $4,260.

Dash For Bunny SI 95 (f. by Reckless Dash). 3 wins at 2, $21,991, 3rd American Airlines Mexico Challenge G3.

Dusty Effort SI 97. 4 wins, 2 to 4, $19,393, 3rd Firecracker D. G3.

Dusty Victory Dash SI 99 (f. by Victory Dash). Winner to 3, $6,537. Dam of


4th dam:

DUSKY REEL SI 110 (f. by Reel Action). 2 wins, 2 to 3, $24,043.

CRASHIN BAC SI 101 (f. by Splash Bac). 4 wins at 3, $36,010, Bellflower H., 3rd Huntington Beach H., Stanton H.

Dashin Tiburon SI 82 (f. by In Excessive Bull TB). Winner at 2, $4,260.

Dash For Bunny SI 95 (f. by Reckless Dash). 3 wins at 2, $21,991, 3rd American Airlines Mexico Challenge G3.

Dusty Effort SI 97. 4 wins, 2 to 4, $19,393, 3rd Firecracker D. G3.

Dusty Victory Dash SI 99 (f. by Victory Dash). Winner to 3, $6,537. Dam of


Oh Dusty Bunny SI 92 (f. by Oh Shiney). 4 wins at 2 and 3, $12,848. Dam of

DASH ON LINE SI 109 (g. by Toast To Dash). 8 wins, 2 to 5, 2005, $47,311, JEH Stallion Station H.

Last service May 7, 2005
Hip No. Consigned by Jayne Segura
1003 DAYS OF RYGON N ROSES 1003
SI 87
1994 Sorrel Mare

Windy Ryon SI 99 .................. Go Man Go SI 100
Silent Light SI 99

Rona Bar SI 101 ............... Three Bargains SI 95
Sand Juana

Dash For Cash SI 114 ........... Rocket Wrangler SI 97
Find A Buyer TB

Louton's Angel SI 95 ............ Azure Te TB
Miss Louton SI 100


1st dam:
DASHIN ANGEL SI 102 (1981), by Dash For Cash. 7 wins in 14 starts at 2 and 3, $153,340, Graham Farms Fut., Finalist in Rainbow Fut. G1. Dam of 18 foals, 16 to race, 12 ROM,

DASHIN LA JOLLA SI 95 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). 3 wins at 2, $54,928, TQHA Sires' Cup Fut. [R] G2, 2nd Harris County S. [R].

2nd dam:
LOUTON'S ANGEL SI 95, by Azure Te TB. 10 wins at 2 and 3, $78,659. Half-sister to FIRST MONDAY SI 95 ($18,307, Jet Straw). CAMPTOWN GIRL SI 100 ($10,217, Gem County Fut.). Louton's Toast SI 102 ($12,714, 2nd Devils River D.). OH LET ME GO SI 95 ($5,917), Easy Spirit SI 93 ($3,892). Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 4 ROM,

DASHIN ANGEL SI 102 (f. by Dash For Cash). Stakes winner, see above.

EYE FOR CASH SI 96 (f. by Dash For Cash). 4 wins at 2 and 3, $24,826, Lone Star D., Finalist in Kansas Fut. G1. Dam of


Race Record: Two wins, 3 times 2nd, twice 3rd at 2 and 3. Earned $8,773.

Produce Record:
2004 Ryon La Jolla (g. by Streakin La Jolla).
2005 No report received.

Bred to Dashin Bye, last service April 22, 2005, believed to be in foal.

Parentage Verified
Hip No. Consigned by JEH Stallion Station, Agent for Evans & Evans

1004 FAST FLYIN NANNY SI 101 1004
1994 Brown Mare

Special Effort SI 104 ............. Raise Your Glass TB
Go Effortlessly SI 98

FAST FLYIN NANNY SI 101
3345414

Fly In The Pie SI 99 ............. Pie In The Sky SI 101
Flying Rockette SI 91

Dash For Cash SI 114 ............. Rocket Wrangler SI 97
Find A Buyer TB

Dashin Nanny SI 95 ............. Catchem N Fetchem SI 83
2613710 2557221

By STRAWFLY SPECIAL SI 97 (1987). Stakes winner of 11 races, 2 to 4, $222,920, Southern California D. Sire of 988 starters, 806 ROM, 68 stakes winners, 1 champion, earning $20,236,487, including TAILOR FIT SI 110 (World Champion-twice, $1,299,010), STREAKIN FLYER SI 96 ($1,141,128, All American Fut. G1), AUSUAL SUSPECT SI 96 ($1,003,564, All American Fut. G1), FLYING DINO SI 103 ($360,964). Sire of the dams of stakes winners PYC PAINT YOUR WAGON SI 96 ($168,042), SHYANN CASH SI 97 ($103,972).

1st dam:
DASHIN NANNY SI 95 (1987), by Dash For Cash. Winner at 3, $5,278. Dam of 12 foals, 10 to race, 8 ROM,

FASTER FLYIN NANNY SI 98 (g. by Strawfly Special). 6 wins in 12 starts at 2, $52,500, QHBC Juvenile Classic G3, The Quarter Racing Journal S., etc., Qualified to American Airlines California Challenge G3.

FAST FLYIN NANNY SI 101 (f. by Strawfly Special). Stakes winner, see below.

Flying Nanny SI 103 (f. by Strawfly Special). 8 wins, 2 to 5, $52,469, 2nd Black Gold D. [R]. Oklahoma Hi-Point 3-Year-Old Filly. Dam of


2nd dam:
CATCHEM N FETCHEM SI 83, by Some Kinda Man. Winner at 2, $1,548. Dam of 6 foals, 4 to race, 4 ROM,

Fetchen The Cash SI 98 (g. by Dash For Cash). 5 wins, 2 to 5, $37,551. Catchem N Cashem SI 100 (g. by Dash For Cash). 9 wins, 2 to 6, $34,528. Finalist in Sophomore H. G2, TQHA Texas Fut. G3, Josie’s Bar H. G3.

3rd dam:
VANSARITA TOO SI 95, by Vandy. 7 wins at 2 and 3, $15,563, Chicago QH D., Magic Empire Fall Fut. , tr 400 yds :20.38. Dam of 12 foals, 11 ROM, including SINV FEIN SI 98 ($51,088, Jet Deck S., etc.). Gotta Go Too SI 96 ($75,480, 3rd Sun Country Fut.); grandam of Go Streakin Garrett SI 109 (to 12, 2005, $194,624), Streakin Garrett SI 99 ($59,439), Flashin The Cash SI 99 ($33,579), Mamadidntraisenofool SI 95 ($11,032).


Produce Record:
2004 Seeking Daylight (c. by Separatist).

Bred to Feature Mr Jess, last service April 17, 2005, believed to be in foal.

Parentage Verified - Accredited Texas Broodmare
Hip No. 1005  **FAMOUS SANDY SI 97**  1996 Sorrel Mare

Consigned by MJ Farms

Dash For Cash SI 114
First Prize Rose SI 98

First Down Dash SI 105
Tiny’s Gay SI 106
Bar Dearie SI 90

Sudden Fame SI 98
Streakin Six SI 104
Got A lot Going

Sychnorcept SI 106
Zevi TB
Miss Moolah Bar


1st dam:

Marilyn Merlot SI 91 (f. by Dash Ta Fame). Winner at 2 and 3, 2005, $17,560, 3rd Pelican S. [R].

REDWOOD RIVER APHA SI 92 (g. by Judys Lineage). 4 wins, $15,859, Great Lakes Paint D., Michigan Paint Fut.


FAMOUS SANDY SI 97 (f. by Dash Ta Fame). Stakes-placed winner, see below. Fine Wines SI 95 (f. by First Down Dash). 4 wins at 3, $26,983.

Race Record: One win, once 2nd, once 3rd at 2. Earned $15,225. 3RD Utah Classic Futurity [R] G1.

Produce Record:


2004 No report received.

2005 Zenato (c. by Tres Seis).

Open - Parentage Verified
Hip No. 1006

Consigned by Curtis F. Jones

EYESA BAD GIRL

2003 Gray Filly

Mr Eye Opener SI 106 . . . . . . Dash For Cash SI 114
Bedawee SI 92

EYESA BAD GIRL

Miss O Toole SI 88 . . . . . . Special Effort SI 104
Jetta O Toole SI 88

Dash For Cash SI 114

Easy Six SI 97
Miss Assured SI 95

Bedawee SI 92

Special Effort SI 104

Miss Dazzlin Dash . . . . . . Dash For Cash SI 114
Miss Bux An Bo SI 103


1st dam:

Sunsets Magic SI 91 (f. by A Classic Dash). 7 wins, 2 to 5, $24,015.

Tol Six SI 99 (c. by Tolltac). 2 wins at 3, $17,065, Finalist in Longhorn D. G3.

Quick Lee Ann SI 95 (f. by Royal Quick Dash). 2 wins at 3, 2005, $11,848.


Dashing Sticks SI 86 (g. by Sticks An Stones). 2 wins at 2, $8,406.

2nd dam:
MISS DAZZLIN DASH, by Dash For Cash. Unraced. Dam of 8 foals, 5 to race, 3 ROM,

Dashing Lee Ann SI 100 (f. by Streakin Six). Stakes-placed, see above.

Dash For Bux SI 90 (g. by Sticks An Stones). 10 wins, 2 to 5, $13,136.

Miss Dazzlin Dasher (f. by Coup De Kas TB). Unplaced. Dam of 3 ROM, One More Heartache SI 94 (f. by Dash Ta Fame). 3 wins at 2, $22,905, 2nd Super Bowl H.

Fames Lil Dasher SI 95 (f. by Dash Ta Fame). 2 wins at 2, $18,782.

Dazzlin Ta Fame SI 91 (f. by Dash Ta Fame). 2 wins at 2, $17,098, Finalist in Corona Chick H. G3.

3rd dam:
MISS BUX AN BO SI 103, by Ettabo. 7 wins in 13 starts at 2 and 3, $27,259.

Las Chiquitas H., Las Ninas H., 3rd Pot O’Gold Fut. ntr at PLA 350y in :17.790. Dam of 10 foals, 4 to race, 4 ROM, SCOTT LEWIS SI 110. 16 wins, 3 to 5, $320,547, Horsemen’s QHRA Champ G1, Barbra B H. G3, Goetta H., Mr California H. 3-times, etc.

Miss Bux An Aces SI 82. Winner at 3, $2,750. Dam of XX IT FOR BUX SI 101 ($68,525, Katella H. G3, etc.).

Miss Bux An Cash. Unraced. Dam of BUX TO ROYALTY SI 100 ($55,230).

Race Record: Unraced.

Parentage Verified - Transported Cooled Semen - Accredited Texas Bred
Hip No. 1007 Consigned by Lazy E Ranch, Inc., Agent

A NEW HERO SI 98
2001 Bay Gelding

Special Effort SI 104 . . . . . . Raise Your Glass TB
Go Effortlessly SI 98

Strawfly Special SI 97 . .
2613710

Fly In The Pie SI 99 . . . . . . Pie In The Sky SI 101
Flying Rockette SI 91

Dash For Cash SI 114 . . . . . . Rocket Wrangler SI 97
Find A Buyer TB

Dashing Piglet . . . . . . . .
3011115

Go Street Music SI 108 . . . . . . Chwesboken TB
Go Rona Go SI 93

By STRAWFLY SPECIAL SI 97 (1987). Stakes winner of 11 races, 2 to 4, $222,920, Southern California D. Sire of 988 starters, 806 ROM, 68 stakes winners, 1 champion, earning $20,236,487, including TAILOR FIT SI 110 (World Champion-twice, $1,299,010, Champion Of Champions S. G1), STREAKIN FLYER SI 96 ($1,141,128, All American Fut. G1), AUSUAL SUSPECT SI 96 ($1,003,564, All American Fut. G1), FLYING DINO SI 103 ($360,964, Remington Park Fut. G1), STRAWFLYIN BUDS SI 99 ($315,974), etc.

1st dam:
DASHING PIGLET (1991), by Dash For Cash. Placed at 2. Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 5 ROM,
A NEW HERO SI 98 (g. by Strawfly Special). Stakes winner, see below.

Mr Step Ahead SI 96 (g. by Runaway Colors). 7 wins, 2 to 6, 2005, $55,940, 3rd Alabama Bred D. [R], Finalist in Bayer Legend Texas Challenge D. G3.

Miss Vibrant Train SI 103 (f. by Power Train). 3 wins at 2 and 3, $8,865, Finalist in AQRA Turf Paradise Open QH D. G3.


2nd dam:


3rd dam:
GO RONA GO SI 93, by Go Dick Go. 5 wins at 2 and 3, $8,703. Dam of 6 foals, 6 to race, 5 ROM,


GO STREET MUSIC SI 108. Stakes winner, see above.


Engagements: MBNA Racing Challenge

Parentage Verified

1st dam:
DASHS PERFECTION SI 104 (1991), by Dash For Cash. 3 wins at 2 and 3, $48,278, Finalist in Sam Houston D. G1, Remington Park D. G1, Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup D. [R] G2, etc. Dam of 6 foals, 6 to race, 4 ROM,

Its A Chicks SI 96 (g. by Chicks Beduino). 6 wins at 2 and 3, placed at 7, 2005, $65,736, 2nd Mr Jet Moore H., 3rd Carmel H.
Dash O Special SI 91 (g. by Strawfly Special). Winner at 3, $8,472.

2nd dam:
PERFECT ARRANGEMENT SI 102, by Easy Jet. 12 wins, 2 to 4, $103,442, Morro Bay H., 2nd Oklahoma Bred Fut. [R], Finalist in La Primera Del Año D. G1, QHBC Distaff Classic G1, etc. Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, 8 ROM,

DASHING PERFECTION SI 123 (g. by First Down Dash). Champion 3-Year-Old, Champion 3-Year-Old Gelding, 10 wins at 3 and 4, $553,644, Texas Classic D. G1, All American D. G1, Rainbow D. G1, MBNA America Central Challenge G2, Dash For Cash D. G3, etc.; ntr 440y in :21.08.
The Perfect Crime SI 94 (g. by Dash For Cash). 8 wins, 3 to 7, $61,861.
How Long Gone SI 96 (g. by Rare Form). Winner at 3 and 4, $38,208.

3rd dam:
GO CHEROKEE GO SI 99, by Cherokee Arrow TB. 4 wins at 2, $7,160. Dam of 7 foals, 7 to race, 7 ROM,

PERFECT ARRANGEMENT SI 102. Stakes winner, see above.
Signed Arrangement SI 92. 2 wins at 3, $14,865.
Cash Arrangement SI 88. Winner at 2, $6,768. Dam of SKY RANGER SI 101 ($96,410, Louisiana Breeders’ Laddie Fut. [R] G3, etc.), Liking That Cash SI 91 ($19,099, in Mexico and US, 2nd Juvenile Classic, etc.);
grandam of SIX THRU TRAFFIC SI 105 (to 4, 2005, $176,604).
Over Arranged SI 86. Winner at 2, $2,659. Dam of Passbyu SI 93 ($13,864, 3rd Oklahoma Horsemens’s Assn. D. [R]), Thrilling Episode SI 91 ($5,755, 3rd OHA Fut. [R]).

Bred to Eyesa Special, for her first foal, last service February 12, 2005, believed to be in foal.
Parentage Verified - Accredited Oklahoma Broodmare.
Hip No. 1009  
DAZZLING FAME SI 96  
First Down Dash SI 105  
Bar Dearie SI 90  
Chickarun SI 93  
First Prize Rose SI 98  
Dash Ta Fame SI 113  
Tiny’s Gay SI 106  
Dash For Cash SI 114  
Sudden Fame SI 98  
2002 Sorrel Gelding  
Streakin Six SI 104  
Second Prize Rose SI 98  
Sixarun SI 106  
Sudden Fame SI 98  
Sixarun SI 106  
Vim And Vigor SI 103  
Sarafun SI 107  
Dash For Cash SI 114  
Sararum SI 108  
2874147  
4329763  
3367161  
Streakin Six SI 104  

1st dam: DAZZLING AFFAIR SI 111 (1995), by Sixarun. 3 wins at 3 and 4, $24,016. Dam of 2 foals, 1 to race, 1 ROM, Dazzling Fame SI 96 (g. by Dash Ta Fame). Winner, see below.


3rd dam: VIM AND VIGOR SI 103, by Go Man Go. 13 wins, 2 to 5, $310,204, All American D., Las Damas H., 2nd Rainbow Fut., 3rd Vessels Mat., Champion of Champions, Auld Lang Syne Invitational H. Dam of 11 foals, 6 to race, 3 ROM, Shesa Goody SI 104. 7 wins, 2 to 4, $89,726. Beduino Vigor. Placed in 2 starts at 2. Dam of 9 ROM, BUBBLIN BOB SI 96. 4 wins at 2 and 3, $26,382, Stockton D.

4th dam: DOUBLE QUEEN SI 95, by Double Bid. 7 wins at 2 and 3, $45,064, Rainbow Fut. Sister to DOUBLE DIBS SI 100 ($90,210, Clabbertown G H., etc). Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 9 ROM, including VIM AND VIGOR SI 103 ($310,204), DUPLICATE BID SI 96 ($105,959, Sun Country Fut., etc.), TWIN JET SI 101 ($104,111); grandam of DYNAGO VICTORY SI 102 (Champion 2-Year-Old Gelding, $361,245), STREAKIN VICTORY SI 110 ($180,394), SOUNDSGOODTOME SI 103 ($110,888, Longhorn D., etc.), etc.


Parentage Verified - Bleeder - Registered New Mexico
EYES DE ELEGANT

2002 Brown Mare

Mr Eye Opener SI 106 . . .
2958279

Beduino TB . . . .
*Beduino TBBedawee SI 92 . . . .
Ought To Go SI 96

De Elegant Zevi SI 99 . . .
3005673

Break Me No Hearts SI 87 . . .
Sparkling Native TB


1st dam:
DE ELEGANT ZEVI SI 99 (1989), by Zevi TB. 4 wins at 2 and 3, $207,928, Heritage Place Fut. [R] G1, 2nd Eyes of Texas D. Dam of 7 foals, 6 to race, 6 ROM, DE ELEGANT OSCAR SI 111 (c. by Lucks Gay Olene). 6 wins, 2 to 5, $96,644, Windy City Dash S. G3, ntr, 400y :19.71, 2nd Remington Park Gold Cup S. G2, 3rd Midwest City S. G3, Sooner State S. [R], Finalist in Heritage Place Fut. G1, Remington Park D. G1, Heritage Place D. G1, Bayer Legend Central Challenge G3, ntr at RP 300y in :15.337.


Dashing De Elegance SI 94 (f. by First Down Dash), 2 wins to 4, 2005, $8,955.

2nd dam:
BREAK ME NO HEARTS SI 87, by Sparkling Native TB. Winner at 2, $1,542.

DE ELEGANT ZEVI SI 99 (f. by Zevi TB). Stakes winner, see above.

3rd dam:
Valentine Annie SI 94, by Nellie’s Ark. 5 wins at 2 and 3, $17,891, 3rd Blue Ribbon Fut. Sister to OVERDRIVE JUNIOR SI 96. Dam of 11 foals, 10 ROM, Merrily Merrily SI 94, by Pie In The Sky. Winner at 2 and 3, $19,370, 2nd Paul Travis S., 3rd Boomer Sooner Prep D. Dam of 4 ROM, RASPBERRY PIE SI 96. Winner at 2 and 3, $29,504, AQHA Central D. Challenge, 2nd Kansas Jackpot Prep Fut. [R], etc.

Zevi Strauss SI 96. 3 wins at 2, $13,309, 3rd El Reno S.

Paris Nights SI 101. Winner at 2, $3,748. Dam of Blazin Nights SI 120 (at 2, 2005, $137,661, 2nd Zia Fut. [R] G1, etc.).

Fearful Symmetry SI 90. 3 wins at 2 and 3, $9,173. Dam of Dash In April SI 94 ($18,800, 3rd Fair Meadows Juvenile, etc.).

Race Record: Unraced.

Bred to Tres Seis, last service May 7, 2005, believed to be in foal.

Parentage Verified
1993 Chestnut Mare


1st dam:
DEBS RULER SI 87 (1984), by Scout Leader TB. Winner at 2 and 3, $5,151. Dam of 12 foals, 7 to race, 5 ROM,

DEBS EPISODE SI 91 (f. by Bold Episode). 2 wins at 2, $17,414, Oklahoma Horsemen’s Assn. Fut. [R], Finalist in Sooner Trailer Oklahoma Challenge G3, Qualified to Oklahoma Bred Fut. [R] G3. Dam of 2 ROM,

ROVING LEADER SI 98 (g. by Roll The Cash). Winner at 2 and 3, $14,529, 2nd Bowsher Ford Covered Bridge S.

Katerina Miss SI 92 (f. by Bold Episode). 4 wins at 3 and 4, $19,036.

2nd dam:
DEB’S LITTLE BAR SI 90, by Mr Magic Bar. 3 wins at 2, $18,893. Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, 6 ROM,

DRIVING EFFORT SI 101 (g. by Special Effort). 18 wins, 3 to 10, $41,946, 3rd Tulsa Championship. Oklahoma Hi-Point Claiming Horse.

Debs Filly SI 106 (f. by Jim J. TB). Winner at 2 and 3, $16,385. Dam of THE MONEY CRUNCH SI 98 (f. by Tolltac). 9 wins, 2 to 5, $209,297, QHBC Distaff Classic G3, Miss Princess H. G3-twice, Lancaster H., 2nd Golden State D. G1, Vessels Mat. G1, etc.California Hi-Point 3-Year-Old Mare, California Hi-Point Aged Mare.


MY ESCALON SI 109 (g. by Barrymore). 10 wins, 2 to 5, $148,917, Wine Country D., ntr 440y in :21.69, 2nd Governor’s Cup Fut [R] G2, etc.

Race Record: Twice 3rd at 2.

Produce Record:
1997 Takin Some Cash SI 94 (g. by Some Dasher). 5 wins, 3 to 7, $21,265.
2002 Takem Down Lad SI 96 (g. by Brisco County Jr). 3 wins at 2 and 3, 2005, $10,883.
2004 She Special Leader (f. by Special Leader). 2005 No report received.
Bred to Apollo TB, last service March 21, 2005, believed to be in foal.

Parentage Verified
Hip No. 1012

**KATERINA MISS SI 92**

1995 Chestnut Mare

Dash For Cash SI 114  
Rocket Wrangler SI 97  
Find A Buyer TB

2080628

Southern Pride SI 94  
Nashville TB  
La Fortress SI 95

KATERINA MISS SI 92
3396948

Scout Leader TB  
Bold Ruler  
Polylad

Debs Ruler SI 87  
Debs Little Bar SI 90  
Mr Magic Bar SI 95

2697114  
Debra Time


1st dam:

**DEBS RULER SI 87** (1984), by Scout Leader TB. Winner at 2 and 3, $5,151. Dam of 12 foals, 7 to race, 5 ROM,

**DEBS EPISODE** SI 91 (f. by Bold Episode). 2 wins at 2, $17,414, Oklahoma Horsemens’ Assn. Fut. [R], **Finalist in Sooner Trailer Oklahoma Challenge G3**, **Qualified to Oklahoma Bred Fut. [R] G3**. Dam of 2 ROM,

**Roving Leader** SI 98 (g. by Roll The Cash). Winner at 2 and 3, $14,529, 2nd Bowsher Ford Covered Bridge S.

Katerina Miss SI 92 (f. by Bold Episode). 4 wins, see below. Amber She Fly SI 80 (f. by Takin On The Cash). Placed at 2. Dam of 4 ROM,

**Takem Down Fast** SI 96 (g. by Brisco County Jr). 3 wins at 2 and 5, 2005, $27,994, $27,994, **3rd American Airlines Texas Challenge G2**, **Finalist in Longhorn Fut. G2**.

Takem Some Cash SI 94 (g. by Some Dasher). 5 wins, 3 to 7, $21,265.

Takem Down Lad SI 96 (g. by Brisco County Jr). 3 wins to 3, 2005, $10,883.

2nd dam:

**DEB’S LITTLE BAR SI 90**, by Mr Magic Bar. 3 wins at 2, $18,893. Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, 6 ROM,

**Driving Effort** SI 101 (g. by Special Effort). 18 wins, 3 to 10, $41,946, 3rd Tulsa Championship. **Oklahoma Hi-Point Claiming Horse**.

Debs Filly SI 106 (f. by Jim J.TB). Winner at 2 and 3, $16,385. Dam of **THE MONEY CRUNCH** SI 98 (f. by Tolltac). 9 wins, 2 to 5, $209,297, **QHBC Distaff Classic G3**, **Miss Princess H. G3-twice**, Lancaster H., 2nd Golden State D. G1, Vessels Mat. G1, etc. **California Hi-Point 3-Year-Old Filly**, **California Hi-Point Aged Mare**.

**MY ESCALON** SI 109 (g. by Barrymore). 10 wins, 2 to 5, $148,917, **Wine Country D.**, ntr 440y in :21.69, 2nd **Governor’s Cup Fut. [R] G2**, etc.

**Race Record:** 4 wins, 3 times 2nd, twice 3rd at 3 and 4. Earned $19,036.

**Produce Record:**

2001 Bold Brisco (g. by Brisco County Jr). Unraced.
2002, 2003 No report received.
2004 Lady Katerina (f. by Brisco County Jr).
2005 No report received.

Bred to Apollo TB, last service May 4, 2005, believed to be in foal.

Parentage Verified